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IH TI33DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTI-I JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAI-10, IH CN FOR TI% COUNTY OF BLAINE

ED TERRAZAS and JACKIE
WESELOI-I,
Petitioners,

1
1

1
1

Case NO.

?

BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO,
By and tluough its duly elected
Board of Co~lunissioners,

d r - d . 7b
~8

Fee: $82.00 (R.2)

Respondent.

COME NOW the Petitioners, the owners of the land described in Exhibit "A", wlich land
was included in the proposed NoKaOi Subdivision ("NoKaOi Subdivision"), and petition this
court for judicial review as follows:
1.

The name of the agency for whose action judicial review is sought is the Blaine

County Board of Coinmissioilers (tile "Board").
2.

This court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Idaho Code

8

67-5270 as

Petitioners are persons aggrieved by a frnal agency action.
PETITION FOR SUDIClAL REVIEW - 1
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3.

Petitioners have exhausted tlleir admii~istrativeremedies.

4.

Venue is proper in this court pursuant to Ida110 Code

5 67-5272 as the bearing at

issue lierein was held in Blaine County, Idaho; the final ageilcy action was taken in Blaine County,
Idaho; the Petitioners are aggrieved parties residing in Blaine County, Idello; and the NoKaOi
Subdivision, which is the subject of tlie agency action, is Iocated ill Blaine County, Idaho.
5.

The action which is the subject of this judicial review is the Board's denial of the

subdivision plat application of NoKaOi Subdivision on July 26, 2005. The Board conducted a
hearing on the matter, and on August IS, 2005, adopted the Findings of Fact and Decision, a true
copy of whicll is attached hereto as Exhibit "B"and by this reference incorporated herein.

6.

Nulnerous hearings on this matter were conducted by botl~tile Blaine County

Plannilig and Zoning Cornmission and Board at which time oral and written presentations were
submitted to the Couilty. Those hearings were recorded by a tape recording device. In addition,
minutes of all such meetings were compiled. Petitioners believe, and therefore allege, that the
Clerk for the Board possesses all of such recordiu~gsa~xlminutes of the Board ineetiilgs, and tllat
her add-ess is P.O. Box 400, Hailey, Idaho 93333.
7.

The Petitio~~ers
request that the Respondent file, w i t h forty-tvvo (42) days of

service of this Petition, a certified copy of the entire record of tl~eseproceedings as required by
law, including, but not limited to, all exhibib, all letters, all exhibits attached to letters, repofls,
petitions, memoranda m d other documevlts together with the tra~lscripts of all the Board's
meetings with regard to the consideration of the NoKaOi Subdivision applicatioi~.The Petitioners
and record transmitted to the Court on the basis of
reserve the right to object to the tra~~scripts
iixaccuracy or incompleteness of the same and xeserve t11e right to move this Court to order the
Respondent to provide a complete copy of the record. Fu~ther,the Petitiollers reserve tile right to
sublnit evidence dviolation of law 01. irregularities in effecting the procedures not shown in the
record transmitted to the Court.
S.

A statement of tile issues for judicial review that the Petitioilers illtend to assert

includes, hut is not necessarily limited to, tlle following:
Was the Board's actioll in violation of Idaho State constitutional
(a)
statutory provisions?
(b)

01:

Was h e Board's action in excess ofthe statutory authority of the County?

PETITION FORJUDICIAL KEVIEW - 2
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(c)
(d)
as a whole?

Was the Board's action take11 upon unlawfulprocedu~-e?
Was the Board's action uilsupported by substailtial evidence on t.l~erecord

Was the Board's action arbilrary or capricious, or did it co~~stitute
an abuse
(e)
of discretion?

(0

Did the Board act without a reasonable basis in fact or law?

Did the Board's action violate Petitioners' rights to either substantive or
(g)
procedural due process?
(11)

Did the Board's action violate Petitioners' right to equal protection?

Are po~tionsof the Blaine County Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances
(i)
void for vagueness?
)

Is the Board estopped from reversing the Blaine County Plam~iugand

Zoning Administrator's determination that the proposed lots of the NaKaOi Subdivsion are
not located in the Mountain Overlay District?

9.

Petitioners reserve the right to augment and supplement the f o r e g h g issues on

appeal.
DATED this

A day of Septe~nber,2005.
ROBERTSON, BXPWORTI3, SLETTE,
WORST &STOVER, PLLC

PETinON FORll.DICIAL REVIEW - 3

EXHIBIT "A"
S%NE?4 , Section 8, Towiiship 3 North, Range 18 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine
County, Idaho

Towiiship 3 North, Range I8 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho
Section 9: A parcel of laiid more particularly described as follows:
COMMENCING at the Northwest comer of said Section 9,
THENCE South 01'58'57" East, 2626.80 feet lo tlie West '/4 comer
of said Section 9, said % corner being the True Point of Begi~ming;
THENCE Soutl~00'24'22" West, 75.87 feet to a point on the
northerly boundary of East Fork Road;
THENCE following said noriherly boundary 21.22 feet along a
curve to the left, said curve having a central angle of 00°29'34", a
radius of 2466.26 feet, and a chord length of 21.22 feet that bears
North 73"41'48" east;
TI-fEXCE continuing along said boundary Nolih 73"27'0I East,
1297.79 feet;
THENCE leaving East Forlc Road Nol-th 00°55'23" West, 1008.52
feet to the NW 1/16 corner of said Section 9;
THENCE North 89'48'07" West, 1293.04 feet to the North 1116
comer common to Sectioils X and 9;
THENCE South 01°58'57" East, 1313.40 feet to tlie True Point of
Beginning. (TL 7252)

BLAINE COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
PUBLIC HEARINGS - June 28 and July 26,2005
REGARDING AN APPLICATION TO:

1
Findings of Fact. Conclusions
of Law & Recommendation

subdivide and piat the four iot
NoKaOi Subdivision

REQUESTED ACTION: Appiicanis, E d Terrazas &Jackie Weseloh, propose Lo subdivide and plat 115.3
acres into the four lot NoKaOi Subdivision. The lots will range in size from 14.1 to 56.6 acres and
wili be accessed from a new road off East Fork Rd. approx. 1.3 miles from Hwy. 75. They are
located in a portion of Sect. 8 & 9, Township 3 North, Rarge 18 East, B.M., Blaine County, Idaho, and
are zoned Low Density Residentiai (R-I), Unproductive Agricultural (A-10) and Mountain Overlay (M40).
APPLICABLE REGULATIONS: Title 6: Ch. I(Roads & Pubiic Ways)
Title 8:
~ hl'(c0mp.
.
pian)
Titie 9 (Zoning Reg.): Chs. 1.4, 6(A-lo), 10(R-I), 20(Wiidiife Overlay), 21 (Mountain
Overlay) & 22 (Avalanche Oveiiay)
Titie 10 (Subd. Reg.): Chs. 1-5
I. General Backaround
1.

This application was iniiiaily submitted in May of 04. Agencies commented and the appiication
materials were refined in the iate summer and fall, 04.

2.

This is a short piat subdivision applicatioi? (i.e.. one that involves no more ihan 4 iots) where the
preiiminary and firial piat reviews are combined into a single process. Under $10-4-6(C) oi the county
code, a P&Z Commission recornmendatioi?OI? a short plat is not required. However, after conducting
a pubiic hearing on Dec. 20'"2004, the Board decided that this application wouid benefit from tl?e
P&Z Commission's review and recoinmendation especially on Mountain Overlay District issues.

3.

The P&Z Commission held hearings on March 24 and Aprii 14,2005 and recommended denial of the
appiication, This recommendation was thei? forwarded to the Board of Commissioners, and the
Board's first hearing was held on June 26, 2005.

4.

Notice of the June 26t'public hearing was.
A.
pubiished in the ldaho Mountain Exilress on June 8, 2005;
B.
sent to aii property owners within 300'of the external boundaries of this property on June 8,
2005 [No wider area was included in this notice.];
sent to all political subdivisions in Blaine Co, and area media on June 6, 2005; and
C.
posted with a 2'x 3'sign in two iocations on the subject property by June 20, 2005, at ieasi
D.
seven (7) days before this hearing.

5.

Notice of the Juiy 26th p b i i c hearing was announced a j ~ h e
~ u n 2ath
e hearing. Since this application
was continued to a date within 31 days of that June 28 hearing, no further notice was provided.

6.

Materiais submitted into the pubiic record for review by the Board include:
A.
the foliowing site plans:
1. the preliminary piat dated March 8, 05;
2. the access road plan and profile dated march 8, 05;
3. Cross Section A-A of the access road dated March 8, 05;
4. Cross Sectioii B-B of the access road dated March 8,05;
5, an undafed Landscape & Develop. Plan s~bmittedprior to the March 24 hearing;
6. an undated and untitied staking plan stamped received on Aprii 14, 05; and
7. an undated (predates 2004) and untitled aerial plioio with 4' coniour lines.

I!. SUORT PLAT CRlTERlA 610-4-6(C)
Short piat subdivisions are governed by 510-4-6 of the Subdivision Reguiations. Code sections are in
italics. in its recommendation, the Commission needs to determine whether:

I.

T h e proposed lots conform to t h e Comp. Plan, zoninq, and subdivision Ordinances;

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
Findinqs of Fact: A number of Comprehensive Plan provisions are cited in the findings under $10-5-3(L)
below.
Conclusion: eased on those findings, this applicant has not persuaded the Board that this application is in
accordance with tlie coilnty's Comprehensive Plan.
ZONING REGULATIONS (Title 9 ) :
Conclusion: The Mountain Overiay District (Ch. 21) regulations appiy to tiiis property and are
addressed under $10-5-3(L)below. That anaiysis applies to this criteria as well.
SUBDIVISION REGULATIOMS (Title 10
10-5-liA) (Kl Adininistrative Standards -

-

Conclusion: See §lo-5-2(A) below.

10-5-2 ( A ) - (Hj Threshold Standards:
Given the conclusion drawn under $10-5-3(L) below, the Board does not
A. Adniin. Standards:
consider it necessary to draw any conciusions on Adminisirative Standards, 10-5-1( A )- (K).
i3. Comp. Plaii: See information under the Comprei1ensive Plan discussion below under $10-5-3(L).
Given the conciusion drawn under 510-5-3(L) beiow, the Board does not consider it
C - G.
necessary to draw any conciusions on Thi-eshoid Standards, (C)-(G).

10-5-3 Desian Standards:
A - K & M - 0. Given the conciusion drawn under $10-5-3(L) below, the Board does not consider it
necessary to draw any concliisinn on Design Standards, A- K & iW - 0.
L.

Hillside Sta~idards:
I . Areas of Use: Hillside subdivision steridards shall apply to any porfions of the development
proposal where tlie slopes exceed fifteen percent (75%) and where the Board determines that it is in
the best interest of the County that developmenf be in accordance with these standards because of
slope instabilify, erosion or sedimentation problems.
2. Additioiial Requirements: Additlorial preliminary submission requirements . . .
3. Appearance: In order to enhance the existing and future appearance and resources of hillside
areas, special efforf shall be made to preserve tlle following natural features:
c. Rock outcroppings.
a. Skyline, ridges and knolls.
b. Tree and shrub clusters. d. Stream beds, draws and drainage swales,
4. Hillside Subdivision Evaluation: in addition to considerations pertinent to regular subdivisions, no
structure or buildhg envelope shali be located within the Mountain Ovei'iay District except as
permitted by Title 9, Cl7apter 21 of this Code. Also, the Commissioii and Board shall consider:
a. The compatibility of the development with the topography, soils, geology, hydrology and
other physical conditlons at the proposed site.
b, Tlie orienlation of structure siting so that grading and site preparation car1 be kept to a
minimum.
c, The phasing ofthe construction of large projects so that large areas are not leff exposed
Lo erosion for loiig periods of time.
d. Tiie visibi/ity of the proposed development Visibility of structures, roads, streets or
driveways shall be miiiimized through design and siting and shall have least visual impact as
viewed from any refereiice road. Structures shall remain below the skyline and sitedin such
a niaiiner so as not to create a silhouette against Me sky as viewed from said reference
roads,

I. General Backaround Cant.
6.
Record reviewed by Commission Coni.:
5.
the subdivision application (Attachnlent "K & "8");
C.
agency responses from the:
1. health district dated June 16, 2004;
2
county engineei- dated March 24 & 26, 2004 & Feb. 8, 2005;
3. Ketchum Rui-a1Fire pistrict dated March 23, 2004;
4 , recreation district dated March 22, 2004;
5. BLM dated March 22. 2004 & Dec. 18.2003;
6, idaho Fish & Game dated April 14, 2005 and October 27, 2003;
7. Nat'l Resources Conservation Service dated Marcii 12, 2004;
8. Road & Bridge dated March 15, 2004; and
9, school dist~rictdated Januai-y 27, 2005.
D.
a binder of materials from the applicant (with some materials received as recently as 3/10105)
relating to: zoning; avaianche; fire protection; water; soiis and sanitation; recreation; utilities;
and agency comments:
E.
a copy of that portion of the Dec. preliminary piat that inciudes the fourUareasofdisturbance"
with three Mountain Overiav District "aooroaches" desianated on it; and
F.
a copy of the East Fork ~ a n c h e sPlat (recorded as lnsir. it341495)
7.

List of exhibits submitted into the public record by the appiicant since the P&Z Commission
recommendation for review by the Board include:
Exh. I- BLM's draft TerrazasiWeseioh traii easement map dated 3117105
Exh. 2 - NoKaOi Sub. preliminary plat map dated 3-8-05
Exh. 3 - tape of the 12-20-04 Board o i Commissioners hearing
Exh. 4A - Landscape cross-section A
Exh. 48 - Landscape section A-A dated 6/24/05
Exh. 5A - Aerial View map of NoKaOi Sub, dated 318105
Exh. 5B - Landscape section C-C dated 6124105
Exh. 6A - Landscaping cross-section B
Exh. 68 -Landscaping Section 6-0 dated 6122105
Exh. 7 - Landscape Section D-D dated 6/24iU5
Exh. 8 -Copy of 20 page Powerpoint presentation for June 28 hearing
Exh. 9 - USDA soil survey maps -sheet #5
Exh. 10 USDA soils survey book, pages 37, 183-187 & 2 unnumbered pages
Exh. 11 Roilins Geotechnical Evaiuation of Lot 2, Block 3 East Fork Sub. Oated Jan. 27, 2005
Exh. 12 - USGS 24K quad. map witl? NoKaOi & Blue Grouse Subs. highlighted
Exh. 13 Section of Bluegrouse Findings- page 14- 2001
Exh. 14 -Zoning Review of building permit for 500 Ohio Guich Rd. dated 6129l2001
Exh. 15 Bluegrouse Sub- preiiminary plat - P&Z findings and recommendation, 9/16/04
Exh. 16 Spring Ck. Sub (Dip Creek) - P & Z prelim. plat Findings and recommendation, 9128195
Erh. 17 -Spring Ck. Sub (Dip Creek) - 8CC findings of fact and decision, 11120195
Exh. 18 -Shaded relief map from Eagle Ck to Hailey, undated
Exh. 19 -Blaine County Shaded relief map dated 312004 (Benchmark)
Exh. 20 -Griffin Ranch PUD Sub. top0 map dated 10115196
Exh. 21 -Griffin Ranch Sub. BCC findings and decision dated 8121195
Exh. 22 -Griffin Ranch Sub. P&Z findings and decision (recommendation) dated 7127195
Exh. 23 Portion of Griffin Ranch Svb, staff report for 7/13/95 P & Z hearing
Exh. 24 -Topographic analysis diagram, From Blaine Co. Comp Plan. Natural Resources
Section, page 5 (Steriing Format)

-

-

8.

Written public comments made prior to the various public ihearings are set out in Attachment 1

9.

$10-4-3, Pseiiminary Plat Procedure states that"[t]he applicant shall have the burden of persuasion as
to compliance with each of the apuiicable standards in Chapter 5 of this Title or any other standards
of this Titie."

EGO3 2 5 9fN C13Al3338

SUBDiViSION REGULATIONS (Title 10 ) Cont.:
10-5-3 Desiqn Standards Cont.:
L. Hlilslde Standards Cont.:
e. The arrangemenf o f ihe housi~igunits to complement one another and the natural landscape.
f Variations to standard circulation systems and parking where consistent wifh traific safety to
minimize cut and fiil.
Findinqs of Fact: In its evaluation of this project, the Board, with the Commission's recommendation,
first determined the location of the Mountain Overiay District ("MOD") on this property. The applicant has
asserted that the Board has delegated the authorily to the administrator to make this MOD determination
and that it is not the prerogative of the Board. The Board disagrees. The authority delegated to the
Administrator is clearly not exciusive. Furthermore. Idaho Code 567-6504 provides Ohiy the Board the
authority to approve land subdivisions. For that reason, 910-5-2(A) was added into the county's code to
ensure that the Board retained the final authority to accept or modify any adniinistrator's decision on any
Administrative Standal-dincluding 510-5-1(E)1 relating to the location of uses in any zoning regulations.
This was also the reason this Hillside Subdivision Standard was not made an Administrative Standard but
rather was made a Design Standard that ine Board must specifically review and decide.
Pursuant to $9-21-2(D), the MOD applies to land where:
1) "[tjlie hiiiside siope exceeds !25%], inciuding all areas that are higher than the lowest hillside
siopes which exceed [25%]; or
21 "In the Scenic Corridor I(SCII fie areas visible from Hwv. 751 where the hiilside s l o ~ e
exceeds 116%1.
.
.. inciudinq
- all Geas'tiat are hiqher
- than the loiest h'illside slopes wl?icli exceed
[15%].
99-2-1 defines a "hiliside" as a: "part of a hill between and includilig the summit (i.e. the "top") and
the foot (i.e. where the grade of slope increases from horizontai or near horizontal)."
Portions of this property that fit within the definition of a hillside are visibie from State Highway 75 and
thus are within Scenic Corridor 1 ("SCI"), including without limitation the areas of disturbance proposed
for Lot 1 and Lot 2. The storey poles placed in the centroids of those two areas of disturbance were
plainly visibie from State Highway 75 during the Commission's site visit. Other portions of this property,
though not visible from Highway 75, inciude hillside siopes that exceed 25%. The Board agrees with its
Planning & Zoning Com~nissionthat the 5740' elevation conto~~r
line demarcates the lowest hillside slope
which exceeds 25% and that ail areas within the proposed development above that contour line are within
the Mountain Overlay District ("MOD"). (This demarcation includes the areas of disturbance and other
portions of Lot 1 and Lot 2 that would also be found to be within the MOD through the alternative SC1
definition because they are visible from State Highway 75 and are higher than (he lowest hillside slope
exceeding fifteen percent (15%).) Anything between the 5740' eievatioi? and the summit is hillside and
within the M3D. Thus ali areas higher than that 5740" elevation, regardless of the grade of siope, are
located within MOD. See the map (Attachment #2) showing this determination.
These findings are supported by the language and intent of the Title 9, Chapter 21 of the Blaine County
Code, which states: "All areas of iand, regardless of geographic or geoiogical features, between and
including the summit of the hillside and the iowest hillside siopes exceeding fifteen percent (15%) or
twenty five percent (25%) for these respective areas are included within the Mountain Overlay District. The
District is not intended to create a Datchwork that excludas saddles, ridges, itnolis. summits, or ~ o c k e t sor
islands of flatter land between and includina the a~oiicablelowest hiliside slooes and the summit of the

7

/-

Sub. K1, Block 3, Lots 1-3 which sit immediately south of these proposed lots. dil three were evaluated
under tile existing regulations. Ail three lots include some MOD areas contiguous to and beiow or iower
on the hiilside slope than these proposed lots. it is also consistent with and relies upon the same
methodology that the county used on the unplatted Dilley Parcel in 1995 and 1997 and more recently on
the proposed resubdivision of the Lee's Gulch Subdivision. The applicant cited the new remodel atL9
E,ag!ea,Rd. as an example of inconsistent courity determinations. Howev~r~a~nplatte.d..but
develo~ed..p~~~e!.wa.sactualiy
determined to be within the MOD and required a special MOD permit for
the

SUBDIVISION REGULATlOMS (Titie 10 ) Cont.:

70-5-3Desian Standards Conf.:
L. Hiilsjde Standards Cont:
Finally, tile Board agrees with the Commission that no portion of the proposed development is a
"bench slope. The term "bench" as defined in 59-2-1 does not apply. The term "bench" is never
used again anywhere in the zoni~lgor subdivision regulations. The references in the Comprehensive
Plan submitted by the applicant are only Comprehensive Plan refei-ences, and thus are oniy a g€?nerai
guide that does not operate as legaity coniroiling zoning law. [See Urrurulia v. Giaine County, 134
Idaho 353, 2 P.3d 738, 742-743, (ldaho, 200011 Furthermore, it defines a bench as a terrace that
vai-ies from only five to forly feet in height. This NoKaOi Subdivision ranges from 40-100' above the
reference road directly south of it. The feature that the applicant has argued is a bench is a ridge of
the hillside slope. The applicant's argument concerning a "bench -even if the Board were to accept
it - would not change the finding as to the MOD because even benches between the summit and the
lowest hillside slopes exceeding fifteen percent (15%) (SCI) or twenty five percent (25%) would be
within the MOD.
This conclusion is consistent with the Board's recent Roliins decision on Lot 2,Block 3 of East Fork
Subdivision #I in which it determined that the southweslern portion of this same isiand of flatter land
was a pocket or island between the applicable lowest hillside slopes and the summit of the hillside
and therefore was within the MOD. The applicant has asserted that this pocket or island of flatter
land is similar to the fiatter lend within the Bluegrouse Ridge Subdivision that the county approved last
year in the moutl? of Ohio Gulch. Those pockets or islands totaled 30 or more acres of gradually
inclining land that runs up the floor of this canyon. While the soil types may be tile same as the soils
here, soil types are not lisied in the code as a factor in MOD determinations. Similar soils were
asserted by that landowner as a relevant factor in the administrator's Dilley determination. On appeal,
the Board rejected that assertion then and still continues to see them as irrelevant and too imprecise
for this type of determination. Finally, ail of the new residential building envelopes at Bluegrouse are
within a residential zoning district where residential development has been anticipated since the
1970s. The lots within the MOD on this proposal are zoned unproductive agriculiure which in the
northern part of the Big Wood River Valley was considered unproductive because of slope as much
as length of growing season or water or other factors.
-.
I imbeiview Terrace is cited by this applicant as another example of a "bencl?"area approved for
subdivision. Thispiat .viia~reviewed..reviewed,under
signific~ntly.dflere.ni.M.O.D.standards.adopt@ prior,to
... 19-94, The Gsffin Ranch, Golden Eagle and Dip Creek Subdivisions were also cited as examples o<
~ ~ F d e t e r m i n a t i o that
n s are inconsistent with this determination, That assertion is inaccurate.
Griffin Ranch and Golden Eagle include flat areas, hillsides and terraced areas. All of the approved
building envelopes were determined to be below any hillside slopes. Some envelopes are elevated
higher than others, but none are on or above hillside slopes. In fact, at Griffin Ranch, h o terraced
areas exist: the lower one is short (the 25% slope produces from almost none to about a 30' change
in elevation), the second higher oiie (tile 15 and 25 % slopes produce (much like this project) a 50100' change in elevation. The iower slope was not considered hillside. The higher, second one was
considered hillside where development was not permitted. Dip Creek, while including a topography of
vaiying and short terraces, is not located beiween the foot and summit of any hillside and was zoned
as a residential area like the building areas in Griffin Ranch and Golden Eagle.
In this case, a contour line on a 25% slope was identified at two points and then followed across
the slope to determine areas that are on or above, and thus within, tlie MOD. When small areas are
evaluated (this project focused on an at-ea of about 1.3 acres), this methodology is reasonable and
was also found to be acceptable by the Court when the Dilley determination was challenged. On
larger parcels that involve a much iarger area for evaluating the MOD (Griffin Ranch involved an
evaluation of an area roughly 70 acres in size and Golden Eagle involved areas of significantly larger
size as well), the focus of the analysis reasonably and necessarily shifts. The "foot" of the hillside

ShlBDlVlSION REGULATIONS (Title 10 i Cont.:
10-5-3 Desiqn Sfandards Conf.: Findinqs of Fact Cont.:
L. Hillside Standards Cont:
focuses less on an area above a particular contour line, and more on the mountainous landform in the
context of its surroundings. A parcel by parcel evaluation of topographic features and analysis of
parcel sizes are reasonable and necessaiy when considering the variations of terrain on over 31 5,000
acres of pi-ivate land in Blaine County. This parcel by parcel evaluation is not arbitrary, birt, as
mentioned, is reasonable aind necessary
The Board acknowledges the value of a zoning code that only includes precise, easily quantifiable
criteria for all its land use decisions. Give11the wide variables in topography within individual parcels
or between parcels across the county, sucii precision and easy assessmernt is not possible. This
does not, however, make these determinations capricious. As Judge May stated in the Dilley
decision, "Wood River Valley property comes in many shapes, with mountains, hillsides, benches,
fiatland, floodalain, and areas in between. No ordinance could be drafted that would treat everyone
Case Nos CV 97-3731 and CV-97-4237.
equal in every circumstance." [Dillev v. Blaine Co.~nt~
March 5, 19981 As shown by the numerous projects ciied, the county has approached [/?ischallenge
reasonabiy and has identified and to the extent possible treated similar circumstances similarly.
Topograpi;ic circumstances similar to those in ihis case have produced similar MOD determinations.
The 5740' MOD determination here puts the proposed "area of disturbance" on Lots 4 and all but
small portion of the "area of disturbance" for Lot 3 below the RilOD and therefore not subject to any further
MOD evaluation. Based upon these findings, the entirety of Lots 1 and 2, including tlieir "areas of
disturbence" are located within the MOD. This means that they are subject to further MOD evaluation,
in particular 910-5-3(L)4,which ~fatesthat . . . "no structure or building envelope slnail be located within
the Mountain Overlay District except as permitted by Title 9, Chapter 21 of[the county's] Code" and § 921-5(D) which states that an MOD site alteration on any lot will only be granted if "[nlo sufficient
available area for the site alteration exists on the lot outside of the [MOD]."
This language is supplemented by 5 9-21-1 which includes the following Statements of Intent and
Purpose:
A. Intent: . .
The intent of the Mountain Overlay District is to direct development to land outside of the
Mountain Overlay District. Only when no sufficient available area for a site alteration exists
outside of the Mountain Oveilay District and all other criteria under this Chapter have been
met may a site alteration occiir within the District.
...
The size of "sufficient availabie area" shail depend upon the facts and circumstances
of each appiication Tor site alteration permit, and is not necessarily dependent upon
the specific plans of an applicant. . . . [a]n applicant may not create a so-called lack
of "sufficient availabie area" outside of the Mountain Overlay District merely by
eniarging the scope of the proposed site alteration.

I

B.

1

Purpose: The purpcses of the Mountain Overlay District are:

...
7. To regulate site aiteration and structural development in the Mountain Overlay
District to assure that site alteration and development occurs in the Mountain
Overlay District only when no sufficient available area for siting of tlle proposed site
alteraiion or development exists outside of the District and all other criteria under this
Chapter have been m e t . . .
This application does not comply with these Mountain Overlay District provisions. "[N]ostructure . . . sliail
be located within the Mountain Overlay District except as permitted by Title 9, Chapter 21" and under5921-5(D) "[n]o sufficient available area for [any] site alteration exists on [either] lot outside of the [MOD]."
Consequently, Lots 1 and 2, as proposed, are iiot permissible. Neither of these lots has any area
proposed for disturbance that is outside of the Mouiitain Overlay District. Without such an available area,
this application cannot be approved.

I

A

SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS [Title 10 ) Cont.:
f0-5-3 Design Standards Cont:
L. HjNside Standards Cont.:
Findinqs o f Fact Cont.: This conclusion is consistent with the general provisions relating to the
county's Overlay Districts (59-4-6)
which states_-" that --"[ajll density accumulated .by
. .ownershj~pfiands
.
wi~~j&th.e~Lountain.,.O.~e,c~ayY.Distri~t.~maybe
transfeiredi~.~n~iy,u,~.u~,~~ndsm~nntl~e~sameeeewneiship
---,..-but stiall bqJQ@f.e~red outside
the Mountain Overlay
.....""-..-,,-,-----..,.,"
.-......,. "."..-,.--"Distfici,. To create buildable lots through the
subdivision process that have no "sufficient available area" for development outside of the MOD
would be contrap/ to Title 9, Chapter 21, other zoning regulations, the subdivision regulations, and the
Comprehensive Plan.
l~he Comprehensive Plan in its Section on Historical Background, Social
Erivironment, and Aesthetic Values states: "[tlhe county shall prevent obstruction of vlews of hiils, ridges,
ridgelines and their natural features which are visible froin the valley floor by restricting deveiopment on
hillside areas. Additionally, ihe county shail prohibit scarring of hillsides by cuts
and fills, clear cutting, de-vegetation, and access roads to slope areas." The Section also states that "[;In
new subdivisions, for lots that have adjoining iiiliside areas, those hillside areas shall be designated as
common open space and left in tlieir natural slate."
The Land Use Section of the Comprehensive Plan states in part that "[t]i;e county shall prevent
obstruction of views on hills, ridges, ridgelines, and their natural features which are visible from the valley
floor by restricting deveiopment on hillsides," and that "[tjhe county shall prohibit scarring of hillsides
made by cuts and fills and/or made by access roads to slope areas." Similar piovisions are contained in
the Recreation Section o i the Comprehensive Plan.
The Board finds that the proposed new road to access Lots 1 and 2 also violates the provisions of
Title 9, Chapter 21 and is not in conformance with the Comprehensive Plan.
However, Because Lot 1 and Lot 2 are not permissible, the Board has deferred making findings relating to
the new road proposed by the applicant to access those two lots. However, because of, among otlier
things, the extensive cuts and other modifications to the hillside that would be required and ifs proximity to
the Pynn residence, the Board seriously questions whether that proposed road could pass muster under
Titie 9, Ch. 21, the subdivision regulations, and the Comprehensive Plan.

-

_

q

Concfusion: Based on these findings. the Board concludes that this application as proposed must be
denied.

Tlie prouosed lcts are serveo hittl adeo~iatemeans ofaccess

forvel~jc.esand utilities, fire
p r o t a c i : ~ ~o? r, a i i ~ a o c suur~ly
~ r
and 'nearis of sanitarv s e w a l e ais~,csal:
".c? ,?:, 're".^?
3 , < - . -,.,i :?:
,
.
, -..
+ ~ . ..5 ...
2 . . I. :,. .,- ,.; .;
Finding
..
. .:, . . -. i i - I - I T . : . ; 3" ' ;.?s
. .,: .
specific issues
2.

The public health. safety and welfare will be served by permitting the proposed division of
land.
None. Specific issues relating to the public health, safety and general
Finding:
welfare are addressed above. No other general concerns have been identified at this point

3.

-

4 & 5 . [These two criteria relate to townhouse developments and

are not relevant.1

EIL. DECISION
A) Having considered the informaiion on notice in Section I(3)& (4) above, the Board hereby
finds that ihe notice of this hearing adequately satisfies Idaho's law and Blaine County's Code.
B) 10-4-6(D)Having considered the application, the informatioii presented the above criteria
and the burden of persuasion imposed by 910-4-3, the Board follows tile recommendation of its
Planning & Zoning and conciudes that this short piat application does not comply with these
criteria and tlierefore must be denied.
IT fS SO ORDERED,
on this &day

of August, 2005

BLAiNE COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMlSSIONERS
By:

A&Board Chair

CERTiFlCATE OF MAILING
The undersigned, being over eighteen yeais of age, a resident of Blaine County, Idaho, and not a party to the aboveentitled action, certifies that on the
day of August, 2005, heishe sewed a true and correct copy oi the
foregoing document by depositing the same in tile United States mail with postage prepaid addressed as foliows:

Ed ierrazas & Jackie Wieseioli
P.O. Box 2665
Haiiey, ID 83333

Garv Sleite
~obertson,Hepwoeh, Slette et. a1
P.O.Box 1906
Twin Fails ID 83303-1996

Staff Member
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BL

ED TERRAZAS and JACKIE WESELOH.

)

CASE NO, CV-05-760

i
Petitioners,

)

1

vs.

ORDER RE: PETITION FOR
JUDiCiAL REVIEW PURSUANT
TO i.R.C.P. 84

1
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, By and through )
its duly eiected Board of Commissioners,
)
Respondent.

1

A Verified Petition for Judicial Review was filed in the above-entitled case on
September 6, 2005, by Ed Terrazas and Jackie Weseloh, Petitioners, represented by
Gary

D. Slette.

This appeal involves questions of LAW AND FACT, and is taken

pursuant to I.C. 5 67-6521 and

5 67-5201 et. seq

The decision to be reviewed is the Respondent's denial of the subdivision plat
application of NoKaOi Subdivision on July 26, 2005
WHEREAS, the Petitioner has fiied a Petition for Review of the agency action;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84:

1. Petitioners must file a statement of issues intended to be asserted on
judicial review within 14 days, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(d)(5)

2. That the appeal and cross appeal, if any, shall be determined upon the
record created before the agency, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(e)

ORDER RE: PETITION FOR JUDJCIAL
REVIEW PURSUANTTO I.R.C.P. 84

3. That the settled transcript of ihe relevant hearing(s) and the agency
record shall be filed with the Court within forty-two (42) days of the date of senlice of the
Petition for Judicial Review, pursuant to I.R.C.P.84(k).
4. That petitioners' opening brief shall be filed within twenty-one (21) days
after the record and transcript(s) have been filed.
5. That respondent's reply brief, or upon cross appeal, shall be filed within
twenty-one (21) days after the filing of petitioners' opening brief.

6 . That petitioners' rebuttal brief shail be filed within seven (7) days after
the respondent's reply brief.

7. That, within thirty (30) days after the filing of all briefs the matter shall
either be submitted to the Court for decision upon written stipulation, or shail be set for
01-alArguinent before the Court.
That failure to comply with any of the terms of this Order, or any additioliai
requirements of 1.R.C.P. 84, shall constitute grourids for dismissal of the appeal or
saiictions by the Couri.
DATED this

day of September, 2005.

District ~ u d g e

ORDER RE: PETITION FOR JUDICIAL
REVIEW PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 84

Certificate of Senlice
The undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing

Order Re: Petifion for Judicial Review Pursu8nt to I.R.C.P. 84 to be served upon the
following persons in the manner noted below:

Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON, HEPWORTH, SLETTE,
WORST & STOVER, PLLC
P O . Box 1906
Twin Fails, ldaho 83303-1906
Tim Graves, Esq.
Blaine County Prosecutor's Office
201 2" Ave South
Haiiey, Idaho 83333
Blaine County Recorder's Office
206 1'' Ave South
Hailey, Idaho 83333
DATED this

_8 day of September, 2005

ORDER RE: PETITION FOR JUDICIAL
REVIEW PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 84

Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON, FIEPWORTI-I, SLETTE,
WORST & STOVEII, PLLC
1'.0. Box 1906
Twin Fails, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 734-0700
Facsimile: (208) 736-0041
!iimn\gds~okaoiLn:nnex:c~~d
lii,ic

Ef' THE DISTRICT COURT OF T I E FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TI-IE

11

1

STATE OF IDCJ-IO, WANE FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
* A * + * + * * * * *

12

13

ED TERRAZAS and JACKIE
WESELOH,

)

1
I

Petitioilers,

1

Case No. CV-05-760

i
V.

BLAINE COUNTY, IDN-IO,
By aild though its duly elected
Board of Conunissioilers,
Respondent,

1
1
1
1
1

TIME TO RF,YEW A N ' W Q B
.

.

1

COME NOW the Petitioners, by and through their undersigned counsel of record, and
move this court for ail order allowing additional time to review and/or augil~eilttl~erecord b1 this
matter. The record in this matter is voluminous, and in order ibr both the clients and couiisel to
review it for thorougluless, additioilal time is necessaiy. Additionally, t11is appeal is the subject of
a inotion to co~lsolidatewit11 Blaine County Case No. CV-05-592. A hearing on that inatter is to
be coilducted on December 15 at 11 a.m. The undersigned has coiltacled the offices of the Blaine
Couilty Prosecuting Attonley, and was advised by Tiin Graves' secretavy on November 28 that
Blaine County has 110 objection to t11is motioil

MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO REVIEW AND/OR AUGMENT RECOID - 1

1

Petitioners respectfully request that the time for completing a review, and for filing a
lnolion to augmeilt the record pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(l) be extended to Januan 17,2006

DATED tliis *%ay

of November, 2005.

ROBERTSON, HEPWORTFI, SLETTE,
WORST & STOVER,
PLLC
r\
By:

The ur~dersignedcertifies that on the =ay

ofNovember, 2005, he caused a lruc and correct copy of the

foregoing instrument to be sewed upon tile roilowing persons ill the following manner:

J'm J. Tho~nas
T i Graves
201 2nd Avenue Sonth Suite 100
I-Iaiiey, ID 83333

[ ]
[]
[ ]

~4

Hand Deliver

U.S.Mail
Ovemigilt Courier
Facsimile Trans~nission
(208) 758-5554

MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO IZIVIEW AND/OR AUGMENT RECORD - 2

TN TI% DISTRICT COURT OF TIE? FLFTIi JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TNE

STATE OF IDAfIO, IN AND FOR TIE? COUNT>' OF BLAINE

******??***

1
1
1
1

ED TERRAZAS and J A C m
WESELOEI,
Petitioners,

L

"

-.

.

.
,

Case No. CV-05-760

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

v.

BLADE COUNTY, I D m O ,
By and through its duly elected
Board of Comn~nissioilers,

i

Respoildent

I

>

BASED UPON tile Petitioners' Mofioil for Additioilal Time to Review andlor Augment
Record in this matter, and the represelltation that the Blaine County I'rosecuting Attorney's oCfice
has no objectioil to such motio11, the court hereby orders ail extension of iillle liiltil January 17,

2006, in which to review andlor file a ~llotioiito augment the record in this matter pursuant to
I.1I.C.P.Rule 84(1).
DATED tiVs &day

of

/J+-

,2005

dfP$e--

ROBERT J. E GE *, Disbict Judge

ORDER FOR ADDITIONAI. TIME TO REWEW AND/OR AUGMENT S C O N ) - 1

JO

1

The undersigned certifies that on *e &day

ofNoveinber, 2005, he caused a mie and correct copy of tile

foregoing "llshumellt to be seivcd upon lbe follovving persons in tile foilowing manner:
Jim J. Tlioiilas
Tin1 Graves
201 2nd Avenue Soutli Suile 100
Hailey, I
D 83333
Gaiy D.Slette
Attoilley at Law
P.O.
Box 1906
TwinFalls, a)83303

[J/
[ ]
I' ]

(

]

[ ]
[/
[ )
[]

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Oveinight Courier
Facsiiilile Transmission
(208) 788-5554
Iiilild Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnigl~tCowicr
Facsimile Trammission
(208) 736-0041

ORDER FOR ADDITIONAL TlME TO REVIEW AND/OR AUGMENT lU5CORD - 2

2

HON 04:57 PH R'

FEB-13-2006

- --

FAX NO, 12087'^1041

';S

Gory D.Sletre
ROBERTSON, I-IEPWOI(TI1, SLETTE,
WORST & sT~VER,PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falis, Idaho 53303-1906
Telephone: (208) 734-0700
Facsimile: (208) 736-0041
!rlm\gda~oboibinnil~illO1t

IN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FFTH .KDICYIL DISTNCT OF THE

ED TERRAZAS and jACI<IE
VESELOH,

)
)
\

J

)

Petitioners,

.CaseNo. CV-05-760

)

1

v.

11

BLmE cOUNTY~'IDAHO,
By and through its duly elected
Board of Commissioners,

1

$

Respondent.

\

COME NOW the Petitioners, by and through their ulldersigned counsel of record, and
moves ibis Court for an order augmenting tile record in this case to include the following:

I.

Minutes of Planning and Zoning meetings for March 24, 2005, and Ap~il14,2005.

2.

Definition and terms relating to the Mounbin Overlay District as submitted b y the
Petitioners to the Planning and Zoning Commission (previously amched as
Exhibit "A" to Petitioncrs' Motion to Augment Record dated January 17,2006).

3.

The Zo~~ing
Reviewiiniornxation Sheet for tiie Mark Pynn residence located at 117
East Fork Road presented to the Planning and Zoning Commissioll (previorcsly
attached as Exhibit "B" to Petitioners' Mo~ionto A~~gment
Record datcd Januilry
17, 2006).

-

AMENDED MOllON TO AUGMENTKtiCORD 1

FEB-13-2006 MON 04:57 PM

-

&S

FAX NO, 120e'

'1041

4.

The s1id:show photographs presented ro and viewed by the Blaine County Board
of' Commissioners on June 28, 2005, as pnrt of the Petitioners' Power Point
presentation (previously ntcacl~cdas Exhibit "C" to Petitioners' Motion to Augment
Record dated January 17, 2006). (For the convenience of tlie court and the parties,
:he narrative component of rho Petitioners' presentation is submitted herewith.)

5.

Thc Bluegrouse Subdivision plat map submitted to the Blaine County Board of
Cornmissio~~ers
on June 28, 2005, with colored area indicating 15% and 25%
slopes for the st~bdivision.

6.

The View Shed analysis exhibir submitted to the Blaine County B o w of
Commissioners on June 28, 2005.

7.

The entire Power Point presenmnon and slideshow photographs submitred by the
Petitioners, to, md viewed by, the Board of County Commissioners at its meeting
oil Jiily 26, 2005 (previously attaclmd as Exhibit 'ID"to Petitioned Motion to
Aupenr Record dated Januiuy 17,2006).

8.

The compact disc af the Power Point pressntation submittad by the Petitioners.

9.

The ori,&al Mo.unMin Overlay Disnict ordinance adopted by the Blaine County
Board of Commissioncffi,and eiich and every subsequent amendment thereto as
adopted by tile Blaine County Board oCCommissionzrs.

10.

.4 complete copy of the Blaine County Zoning m d Subdivision Ordinance in effect

on the date of Petitioners' submission oitheir application.

D.4ED this 13' day of Februaw 2006,
ROBERTSON, REPWORTII, SLETTE:
WORST 6i SZV\.'ER PLLC

bME3iDZD MOTiON TO AUG-

RECORD - 2

FEB-13-2006 MON 04:58

PM R

FAX NO,

1208" 1041
--

iS

Thc imdersigned certiflcs that obi tile 171hd ~ of
y Ianuary, 2006. hc caused a me und correct copy of thc
foregoing i n s m m t to be servod upon the foilowin# persons in Ulc foliowing matulcr:

Tim Groves

[

1

tlasd Duliver

U.S. Mail
Chief Dcput)) Prosecuting Anorney [ I
201 2nd Avmur South Suite 100 1 X r " g h t Courier
licsimile Trimmission
Haiiey, ID 83333
(208) 7S6-5554

AMENDED MOTION 70 AUGMFNTRECORD. 3

Marsha Rinmann, Clerk Distrlcct

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TKE
STATE OF IDAHO, I
N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
* * * * * * a * * * *

ED T E R M A S and JACICIE.
WESELOH,

1
1
i

Petitioners,
v.

BLADE COUNTY, IDAHO,
By and tbrough its duly elected
Board of Co~mnissioners,
Ilespondei~t.

1
1
1
1
1

Case No. CV-05-760

m

n

m

J Y f Q m u m m

-IuXQm

1
1
1
1

This mazer came on for hearing before the undeisigned on Monday, Felsniary 27, 2006,
on Petitioners' Ail~endedMotion to Aug~neiitthe Record. It was stipulated in open couit by
counsel for the parties above-named to supplement the record by adding the followi~igitems:
1.

Minutes of Planning and Zoning meetings for March 24,2005, and April 14, 2005.

2.

Defiilitioi~and terms relating to the Mountain Overlay Dishict as submitted by llle
Petitioners to the Plamli~?gand Zoning Coinmission (previously attached as
Exbibit "A" to Petitioners' Motion to Augment Record dated January 17,2006).

3.

The Zoniiig Review/b?foimation Sheet for the Mark P y ~ nresidence located at I 17
East Fork Road presented to tile Plaiuiing and Zoning Cominission (previously
aaached as Exhibit "B" to Petitioners' Motion to Augment Record dated Januaiy
17,2006).

4.

The slideshow pliotographs presented to and viewed by the Blaine County Board
of Conimissioiiers on June 28, 2005, as part of the Petitioners' Power Point
presentatioii (previously attached as Exhibit "C" to Petitioners' hfotion to A~~gmelit
Record dated January 17, 2006, together with the ilarraiive coniponent ii~ciuded
therewith).

I

ORDER ON AMENDED MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD - I

5.

The Bluegrouse Subdivision plat map submitted to the Blaine County Board of
Commissio~~ers
on J~ule28, 2005, with colored areas indicating 15% and 25%
slopes for the subdivisioil.

6.

The View Shed ailalysis exhibit subi~~ittedto the Blaine County Board of
Commissioners on june 28, 2005.

7.

The entire Power Point prese~itatioi~
and slidesi1ow photographs submitted by the
Petitioners, to, and viewed by, the Board of County Commissioners at its l~ieeiing
on July 26, 2005 (previously attached as Exhibit "D" to Petitioners' Motiol? to
Augiilei~tRecord dated Jnnuaiy 17, 2006).

8.

The compact disc of rile Power Point presentation submitted by the Petitioilers

9.

Tile origiilal Mountail1 Overlay District ordinailce adopted by the Blaine Couiity
Board of Comn~issioilers,and each aild ever)! subsequent amendment thereto as
adopted by the Blaiile Cou~ltyBoard of Coi?~rnissioi~en.

10.

A co~ilpietecopy of theBlaine Couilty Zoning and Subdivision Ordi~iancein effect
on the date of Petitioilers' subinission of their application.

BASED UPON the fol-egoing, and good cause appearing therefore, IT IS SO ORDERED
DATED this

day of htarch, 2006.

ORDER ON AMENDED MOTIONTO AUGMENT RECORD - 2

Tile tuldersigned certliies lhar oa the ~ 5 d a . yof ivIaich, 2006, she caused a bue 2nd colrcct copy of the
foregoing insirurnen1 to be sewed upon the foiiowiiig persons in the foilowing maimer:
Jiiii I . Thornas
Tim Graves
201 2nd Aveniie Soiitli Suite 100
Haiicy, ID 83333

Gaiy D. Siette
Anorney at Law
P.O.
Box 1906
Twin Falls. ID 83303

/

1

[ ]
[ ]

i-iai~dilciivei
U.S. Mail
Ovimigilt Courier
Facsi~nileTrails~nission
(208) 788-5554
Hand Deliver

[ ]
[ ]

ORDER ON AMENDED MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD - 3

Overnigilt Courier
Facsirniie Trailsmissioii
(208) 736-0041

Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
!rlm\gdsb~,akao~htnnn~i~gmenI

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI33 FIFTI-TJ V D I C U DISTRICT OF T J E
STATE OF IDAI-10, IN AND FOR TI-E COUNTY OF B L M
* i : ; X : i . ; X * ; i ; * * * *

ED TERRAZAS and J A C m
WESELOH,

)

1
)

Petitioners,
v.
BLADE COUNTY, IDAHO,
By and tlxough its duly elected
Board of Co~nmissioners,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Case No. CV-05-760

~-kd.e&
MQDDNTO

COME NOW the Petitioners, by and through theii- undersigned coul~selof record, and
moves this Court for an order augmenting the record in this case to include tlie Blaine County
Board of County Comnlissioners Public Hearing StaffReport (Attached as Exhibit A).

M M I E D MOTlON TO AUGMENT WCORD - I
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DATED this 17"' day of November, 2006.
ROBERTSON, HEPWORTH, SLETTE,
WORST & STOmR, PLLC

By:

I

AMENDED MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD - 2

c23xmIcThe nndersipned certifies that on the 17" day of November, 2006, be caused a me and correct copy of tlie

!

foregoing instrument to be servedupon Ule followi~~gpersons
in the following manner:

'i[

T i n Graves
ChiefDeputy Prosecuting Attorney [
201 2nd Avenue Soul11 Suite 100 [ ]
[]
Hailey, l
D 83333

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transinission
(208) 788-5554

BLAINE COUNTY BOARD of COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
PUBLIC HEARING - December 20,2004
REGARDING AN APPLICATION TO:

)

1

subdivide and plat the four lot
NoKaOi Subdivision

----

)

Staff Report

1

Applicants, Ed Terrazas & Jackie Weseloh, propose to subdivide
REQUESTED ACTION:
and plat 115.3 acres into the four lot NaKaOi Subdivision. The lots wili range in size from
14 to 60 acres and will be accessed from a new road off East Fork Rd. approx. 1.3 miles
from Hwy. 75. They are located in a portion of Sect. 8 & 9, Township 3 North, Range I8
East, B.M., Blaine County, ldaho, and are zoned Low Density Residential (R-I).
Unproductive Agricultural (A-10) and Mountain Overlay (M-40).
APPLICABLE REGULATIONS:
Titie 8: Ch. 1 (Comp. Plan)
Title 9 (Zoning Reg.): Chs. 1-4,5(A-20)
Title 10 (Subd. Reg.): Chs. 1-5
I. GENERAL INFORMATION

I.

Disclosures: Site visits? Ex parte communications? Potential conflicts: economic? other?

2.

Notice of this December 20 short plat subdivision hearing was:
A. published in the ldaho Mountain Express on December 1,2004;
8, sentto all property owners within 300'of the external boundaries of this property on
November 29,2004 [No wider area was included.];
G. sentto all political subdivisions in Blaine Co. and area media on Nov. 29,2004; and
D. posted on the subject properly by December [??I, 2004, at least seven (7) days
before this hearing.

3.

ater rials submitted into the public record for review by the Board include:
A.
B.
C.

D.

the preliminary site plan dated No?. 12, 04:
the subdivision application (Attachment " A & "B");
agency responses from the:
1. health district dated June 16,2004;
2 county engineer dated'March 24 & 26, 2004.;
, 3. Ketchum Rural Fire District dated March 23.2004;
4. recreation district dated March 22, 2004;
5. BLM dated March 22,2004 & Dec. 18,2003;
6. ldaho Fish & Game dated October 27, 2003;
7, Nat'l Resources Conservation Service dated March 12. 2004; and
7. Road & Bridge dated March 15, 2004.
a binder of materials from the applicant stamped received on Nov. 15,2004 relating
to: zoning; avalanche; fire protection; water; soils and sanitation; recreation; utilities;
and agency comments.

EXHIBIT

"A"

I.GENERAL INFORMATION:
4.

The following written public comments have been submitted on this application:
A. Sandra & Paul Wiilingham dated 12/14/04; and
B. Cathie Davis dated 12/14/04

5.

No features on the site have been identified with special staking or story poles. Staking
of at ieast the centriods of the "areas of disturbance" was requested by staff. Tile
proposed trailheads are not marked either.

6.

Under 510-4-6(C) of the co. code, a P & Z Commission recommendation of a short plat
application (i.e. subdivision into 4 lots or fewer) is not required. After the Board stated in
early Nov. that it did not desire one, the administrator did not seek one. However, some
short plats are no less complicated than a Deer Vailey with 11 lots or even an elevated
Blue Grouse with 17 lots. This is one of those sliort plats. Being very
. famiiiar
... ,,,with~.the
. ...-.,
Blue Grouse property, i am of the view that this project
. , , .... is 11.0Jess,.com@lica~edand
involves siope, visibiliiy, lighting and Mountain Overlay
. , , ., ,District
., ,. .
issues.witb.w.hichthe.R&Z
Commission has dealt more frequently and extensively.

11. SHORT PLAT CRITERIA 610-4-6(C)
Short plat subdivisions are governed by 510-4-6 of the Subdivision Regulations. The Board,
without a Commission recommendation in this case, needs to determine whether:
1.

The proposed lots ccnforn to the Comprehensive Plan, zoning, and subdivision
Ordinances;

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
Relevant Info:
Generally, if this application is found to compiy with all of the relevant
subdivision and zoning regulations below, then compliance with the more general guidance
provided by the Comprehensive Pian is assumed in this case. However, the appticar~thas
cited no specific comp, plan provisions that support of this appiication.
Conclusion: Based on this information, this application doesirfoes not comply with this criteria.
ZONING REGULATIONS (Title 9L
Relevant Info: Tiiough the R-IIA-10 zoning line has been extensiveiyreviewed,the iineon the
site plan and the presumed basis for the densitycaiculations shown on that plan do not correspond
with the Zoning Line Map that was produced by the Planning Office and included behind the
"Zoning" tab in the applicant's binder. This wili change the density calculations on Lots 3 & 4. If the
building envelopes can be anywilere within the "areas of disturbance," they are not set back
adequately the edge of the road R-0-W. In the A-10 zone on Lots 2 & 3, a 25'setCack is necessary.
Avalanche (Ch. 22) and Mountain Overlay (Ch. 21) District regulations are addressed under related
criteria below.
Conclusion:

Based on this information, this application doesidoes not comply with this criteria

NoKaOi Short Plat Subdivision
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SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS (Title 10 1

10-5-1 Administrative Standards Except as specifically addressed in other sections, this proposal either
A. Other Regulations:
satisfies or is not reievantlo county code Titles 3(Neaith & Safety), G(Roads), 7(Buiiding) 8(Areas
of City Impact.
8. Floodway areas:
N/A
Two avaianche studies by Art Mears of two parts of the property are in the
C. Avalanche Area:
appiication materials. No development is proposed within eitherthe red or blue avalanche zones.
NIA
D. Drainage:
The proposed lot sizes and uses are discussed under the zoning
E. LotRequirements:
requirements in Title 9 above, The allowabie land uses are agriculture and residential. The
locations of the proposed uses are discussed in that section as well and in the hillside and other
sections below. Lot 3 is impermissibiy divided three ways by a streeffroad. Either the road
design or the lot boundaries need to be adjusted to c~rnpiywith this reqilirement. With the 150'
setbacic acknowledged on the piat, no residential building will be located within 150' of the high
vol:age powerline that runs through this property.
F. Utilities: Underground utilities (i.e. power and phone) shall be installed to the edge of each
approved iot.
E. Wafer Supply: See the ietter from Bob Erickson of the Health District. No water quality issues
have been identified. 100' of separation between weils and septic systems within these proposed
lots and adjacent properties is considered acceptabie to the health district. With two 15.000
gallon cisterns supplying water to two hydrants, the fire protection water supply is considered
acceptable to the fire district. Since no water rights exist on this property, no more than %acreof
area can by irrigated and no more than % acre of area including road borrow areas shouid be
disturbed.
H. Sewage Disposai: The health district considers the septic systems to be acceptabie. Lots of one
acre in size is typically considered necessary for septic systems. Should one acre of nun-hillside
area be available on each of these lots to satisfy this typical requirement? Is each proposed lot of
such a size?
1.
Street improvement: See next section.
J & K. Intersection Location & Street Specifications: New streets shall comply with all county
construction standards. Street names on new streets aligned with existing streets shaii have the
same name as existing streets. Sheep Trail Lane is not shown on any site pians but is directly
across the street from the proposed Yellow Brick Rd. intersection. Cul-de-sacs shall be named
circle, court or piace.

10-5-2Threshold Standards:
Based on the above findings, conditions and conclusion.^, the Board
A. Admin. Standaxis.
agrees that the above administrative standards have been satisfied?
8. Comp. Plan: See information under Comp Plan discussion above.
C. Public impacts: While this property is within the easy access of road, emergency medicai, poiice,
fire, school and other public services, ail new iots have an impact on those services. At a
minimum, this project should be required to mitigate its impacts on roads iike all other projects
that impact the county's mad r?etwork.
D. Floodplain: N/A
E. Ag-zoned Land: Though zoned A-10 (unproductib'e agriculture), no agricuitural activilies or
uses are occurring on or immediately adjacent to this property.
F. Avalanche:
No private roads are within an avaianche hazard area.
G. Unsuitable Land: Aside from the hazards addressed by other criteria, the oniy identified
hazard specifically referred to in this section is the high voltage power line that runs through this
property. The "areas of disturbance" on this ara all at least the required 150' setback.
NolCaOi Short Plat Subdivjsion -
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II. SHORT PLAT CRITERIA $0-4-6(C )I Cont.
Subdivision Requlations (Title 10 1
10-5-3 Design Standards:
A. Natural Features: No wetlands or unique geologic features have been identified on this
property. No stands of trees exist in areas of proposed development. Except for the
entlance to this property, the remainder is largely still in its natural state. Has the applicant
done everything "practicable" to leave these areas undeveloped and undisturbed? At a
minimum, Yellow Brick Rd. is longer than is necessary. No support has been provided for
extending any pa!? of it into proposed Lot 1. The cul-de-sac could be moved 150 or more
feet to the east. All three proposed ADUs are separated by 150' or more feet from the
"areas of disturbance" Aside from the fact that they are also in the Mountain Overlay District,
what necessity or support is there for this feature? The application materials refer to CC&R
building size limits of 5000 - 6000 sq. fl. for each of these lots. Wouidn't such a limitation in
the plat notes better enable the county to make a positive finding on this criteria? There is
no infomiation on the site pians or in the materials to indicate that the natural, intermittent
drainage shown on USGS or soil survey maps has been accounted for with the proposed
development on Lots 2 or 3.
13. Lot Requirements: Does each lot contain a "satisfactory"building site that is properly related
to the topography of this property? The evaluation of other criteria, such as " A above orthe
"hillside" criteria below may contribute to the thinking on this criteria.
C. Blocks:
NIA
D. Utilities: No 10' utility easement along the edge of the access road is proposed. One is
provided within the 40' access road easement however.
E Drainage: No drainage facilities provided for the natural drainage that USGS or soil SUNey
maps indicate can occur on this property. The area of disturbance on Lot 2 cuts across the
natural channel as does the road.
F. WaterSupply: Bob Erickson did not have any information on water quantity aboutwhich to
comment. Since he submitted his comments, a new well has been drilled up on Lot 2. At
over 400' deep, it yields a marginally adequate15 gallons per minute. Yetdown on Lot4, Blk
3 of [he East Fork Sub.. a new 200' well yields a healthy 70 gpm. In 1991 when a portion of
this property was subdivided away as the 5-lot East Fork Ranches Subdivision, water in this
area was thought to be such a concern that a note was added to that plat advising buyers
that water is limited, wells have gone dry and landscaping may not be permitted or permitted
to continue (see Note #5).
G. Sewage: Despite buildable areas on each lot (maybe marginally more than one acre in the
best case) and a location above the wells of others (see Koonce comments), no special
concerns were mentioned by the health district.
H. Solid Waste: Handled by private contractor.
I. Park/School Site: NIA in this location.
J. Access Easement: New alternative trails to access the ELM land north of this project are
i~idicated011 the site plan. Letters from the BLM are also included in the binder. Parking for
the new eastern trailheads has apparently been coordinated with the adjacent landowner.
Details such as necessary easements or the precise location of this are not provided. An
easement along the eastern edge 07 tile East Fork Ranches plat and the northern edge Of
the East Fork plat are noi indicated on any site plan or in application materials. The East
Fork Ranches plat shows this easement however and since it has not been terminated, it
should be shown on this site plans as well. A title report might be instructive on this issue.
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11. SHORT PLAT CRITERIA 10-4-6(6 )I
Cant.

Subdivision Requlations (Title 10 1
10-5-3Deslqn Standards:
K. Dev. Rights: While there is some queslion about how the contiguo?is, 1991 East Fork
Ranches Subdivision (of which this appiicant was a part) was allowed to include as many
lots as it did, a cursory review of that file did not indicate that any rights from this property
were used to create than density.
These standards apply to any portion of this proposal where the
L. iiiiiside Standards:
slopes exceed 15%. Portions of all four "areas of disturbance" and the access road intrude
into 15% slope areas. Special efforts shail be made to preserve skylines, ridges and knolls
(see subsection 3). Without story poles to evaluate and possible height limitations such as
have been imposed on other elevated subdivisions, it is hard lo judge cornpliance with this
criteria. Visibility of the structures, roads & driveways shall be minimized through design and
siting and shall have [the] least visual impact as viewed from a reference road (see
subsection 4(d)). With ADUS, cisterns and the cul-de-sac on 15% siopes and in the
Mountain Overlay District, itwould appearthat more couid be done to "minimize" the impact
of these structures. As to the Mountain Overlay District, staff has determined that theaareas
of disturbance" are azvslopes and not "hillside" slopes. This makes this a r k
aWogous to Biue Grouse for instance. Further information about tnfs11can bep m a e d and l t IS ot course subject to iurthkr examination by the Board.
M. Design Of Subdivisions Within Or Adjacent To Lands Zoned A-I0 Or A-20:
N/A This criteria has generaliy only been appiied to productive agricultural operations.
N. Street improvements & 0. intersections: The applicant is seeking a waiver to the 2%
grade for 100' at the intersection of Yellow Brick Rd. and East Fork. To grant this waiver, the
criteria in 910-8-5 (i.e hardship or purposes better served) need to be satisfied. In verbal
comments to staff, Jim Koonce did not recommend any of the offered alternatives. The culde-sac does not meet county standards either (96' vs 70'). Ketchum Rurai fire is agreeable
to tile smaller width. A waiver is also necessary if this standard is to be modified. As a
private road, school buses and county plows will not use this road. A 10' snow storage
easement would still seem to be essentiaito ensure that the whole srnallerwidth can be kept
clear. Any drainage on to East Fork Rd. must also be avoided to ensure the safety of this
public, collector road.

2.
The proposed lots are served with adequate means of access for vehicles and
utilities, fire protection, drainage, water supply and means of sanitary sewage disposal;
Relevant Info.: Except for fire protection access, all of these have been addressed in one way or
another underthe above criteria. The fire district has iisted a numbera conditions thatthis applicant
must satisfy.
3.
The puhlic health, safety and welfare will be served by permitting the proposed
division of land.
Relevant lnio.: In this case, all the specific issues relating to the public health, safety and
general welfare are addressed above. No other general concerns have been identified at this point.
4 & 5. (These two criteria reiate t o townhouse developments and are not relevant.)

IioKaOi Short Plat Subdivision

ill.DEClSlON and COf\lD:TIONS
A) Having considered the information on notice in Section l(2) above, the Board hereby finds that
the notice of this hearing adequately satisfies Idaho's law and Blaine County's Code.

B) 10-4-6(D) Board Approval: Having considered the application, the information presented and
the above criteria, the Board approvesidenies this short plat appiication. If approved, it shall be
subject to the following conditions as permitted by 5 10-8-4. The applicant shall:
1. record the final plat within 1 year of final approval; or seek and be granted an extension, at
the Board's discretion, within that year;
2. pay all county engineerfees either prior toposting of bond, if any, or prior to obtaining the
final county signatures;
3. place the standard health department signature note on the face of the final plat;
4. set out the square footage of each lot on the final recorded plat;
5. satisfy the monumentation requirements of state law and 510-5-11;
6. add to the plat an I.C. $50-1334 certificate regarding the type of domestic water systern:
7. comply with the survey requirements of Blaine Co. Resolution #2002-54; and
8. conditions as a result of the various issues discussed above?
Staff report by
T m Bergin, 72/16/04
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Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telepllone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
! i l u 4 g d s \ l e ~ a s k ~lo
i paugineill record

EV TiG DISTRICT COURT OF TEE FPTH .JUDICIALDISTRICT OF TI32
STATE OF IDAHO, il\r MEl FOZ TTc ZOCmTY OF BLAINE

ED TERRAZAS and JACKIE
WESELOH.
)
j

Case No. CV-05-760

BLAINE coWn7,ID~U-IO,
By and tlu-ougl~its duly elected
Board of Commissioners,

COME NOW the parties above-named, by and il~roughtheir respective counsel of record,
and stipulate that tbe agency's record filed in tics matter be augneneuted by adding tile Blaine

County Board of Coutlty Coinmissioners Public Heatil~gStaff Repos attached bereto as Exhibit
"A".

ROBERTSON & SLETTE,

PLLC

BLAINE COUNTY

By:
Attorney for Plaintiff

STLPULATIONTO AUGMENT AGENCY'S RECORD - 1

TIMO~.KY GRAVES
Dated: I I 1~7
/o L
Attorney for Defendant

FIFTH J\,iC:%i,\i CISTF,iCT
~ ~ r ; l l {COUNTY
E

Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 44 15
Blaine County Prosecutillg Astomey
201 2" Avenue S., Suite 100
I-Iailey, Idaho 83333
Telephoile: (208) 788-5545
Fax: (208) 788-5554
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N TI= DISTRICT COLXT OF TIiE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF T I E
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ED TERRAZAS and JACKIE %SEI.,OII,

Case No. CV-05-760

Petitioners,
RESPONDENT'S BRIEF

BLAINE COUNTY, DAI-10, By and
tlxough its duly elected Board of
Coiixnissioi~ers.
Respondent.

I
This is an appeal from tile decision of the Blaine County Board of County
Coinrnissioners ("Board") deilyil~gthe subdivisioi? application of Petitioners Ed Tervazas and
Jackie Weselol~("Petitioners").

i. FACTS
The Petitioners own 115.3 acres of reai properly located adjacent to East Fork Road in
Blaine Couilty, Idaho ("the subject properly"). R. ai 6. Tile subject property is 1.3 miles Lo the

1I

east of I-iighway 75 and, at, the time this subdivision application was filed, tile property was

I
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I

zoned R-1 (Low Density Residential), A-10 vnproductive Agriculture) and Mountain Overlay
(M-40).

R.at 6.

In May of 2004, the Petitioners submitted a subdivision application proposiiig to
subdivide llie subject property into four lots ranging in size from 14.1 to 56.6 acres. R. at.6
Since the applicatioi~concerned a short plat subdivision of less than five lots, the application
lleld a public hearing oil December 20, 2004. R. 301,
proceeded directly Lo ?he Board, wl~icl~
Cxllibit I. PI-ior to Lhe Dccen~ber20, 2004 bearing, t11e Board was presented wit11 a staff report
wl~ichstated in part as follows:
As to tile MOD, staff has determined that the "areas of disturbance" are above
to Blue
"bench" slopes and not "liillside" slopes. This makes the area a~~alogous
Grouse for instance. Further informati011 about this determination can be
provided and it is of course subject to fMher examination by the Board.
Exhibit C, attached to Petitioners' Brief, at 5
At the Deceinber 20, 2004 hearing, members of the Planning and Zoning staff explained
illat they believed the areas of disturbance within i l ~ eproposed subdivision property were not
within the Mountain Overiay District (MOD) because those areas were located on a bench slope

R. 301, Exl~ibirI, Transcript of Deceinber 20, 2004 Hearing, at 44-48. Concerned neighbors and
citizens appeared at the hearing and raised issues regarding the applicability of the MOD to the
subject property. R. 301, Exhibit I, Transcript of December 20: 2004 Iieariiig, at 25, 42, 43-44,
48-50, 50-53, 53-54, 56-57. At the close of :he hearing, the Boai-d detennined tliai review by the
Plalliling and Zoning Coi~~missioi~
("Commission ") was necessary to analyze, anioiig other
things, the applicability of the MOD to the subject property. R. at 6;see also R. 301, Exhibit I,
Transcript of Deceinber 20; 2004 Hearing, at 62.
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The application was 11eard by tile Comniission in public hearings on March 24,2005 and
April 14, 2005. R. at 42. At these bearings, Planning and Zoning staff presented the
Coinmission with a staff report detailing three optioiis for weighing the applicability of the

MOD. R. at 5 8 , 60. The first of these options focused upon the bench evaluation previously
/
-

recommended by staff, and would result in a fiiidiilg that the vast majority of the areas of
disturbance on each of the four lots were outside of the
proposed by staff was to find that the

MOD. R. 58. The second option
--.---

MOD coinprised 'mywliere on the subject property

"between the summit and the foot or the point vvhere it begins is considered iullside." R. 58.
This approach would exclude significant portions of Lots 3 and 4 from the MOD. R. 60. Tile
third approach iilte~pretedthe

MOD to iiiclude all areas higher in elevation thail the lowest

___?

R.58. This approach would find the contour Sine at tile lowest hillside slope oil

hillside slope.

the subject property and follow tlitit contour line across ibe subject property, which illciuded
most of the subject property within the boundaries of the MOD, including all four areas of
disturbailce. R. 58. As stated in the Staff Report, "jtJhis approach has been used for some years
and uplleld

iii

Couri." R. 58. This third a~proachmost clearly resembles the plaiii laiiguage of

Blaine County Code S e c l i o ~9-21-2(D),
~
wl-iicli defines the MOD as follows:
The regulations of this overlay district, wliich will not be desigliated on the
official zoliillg inap, shall apply to areas of land within the county where:
1. Tlie hillside slope exceeds twenty five percent (25%), including all areas that
are higher than the lowest llillside slopes whicli exceed twenty five percent (25%);
or
2.

111 the

scenic corridor 1 (SCI) where the hillside slope exceeds fifteen percent

(15Yu), including all areas that are higher than tlie lowest hillside slopes whicli
exceed fifteen percent (1 5%).
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Ar the close of the hearings, the C o ~ l ~ i ~ ~ i srecomillended
sioi~
that the Board deny the

s~~bdivisiol?
application. R. 46. Specifically, the Cornrnission rejected the assertion that the
sr~l>,ject
propert)' sat on a bench, and fouild instead that the subject propeifp included "a ridge oi'a
hillside slope." R. 46. Choosing to accept and modify the third option presented by Sraff, the
Comn~issioilexplained as follows, "[tlhe Commission finds that the 5740' elevatioi~contour line
demarcates the lowest hillside slope w11icS1 exceeds 25% and that all areas witllin the proposed
de\ielopment above that contour line are within the MOD." R. 45. Tile Coinrnissio;l illen
determined that pursuant to the hillside desigu standards of Blaine C o r n ~ Code
t ~ ~ Section l0-53(L), "[ljots, 1 and 2, as proposed, are not permissible" because "[~lleitherof these lots has any
area proposed for diszurbailce t11a.t is outside of tile MOD. Without sucll an available area, this
application calmot be approved". R. 47.
Aher receiviilg the Commission's recoinn~el>datiou,
thC Board proc-eded to consider the
applicatiol? iii public heari~lgsheld on June 28, 2005, and J L I I 26,
~ 2005.

R.301, Exbibit 1.:

Trallscript of June 28, 2005, and July 26, 2005 Hearings. I11 those hearings, coullsel for
Petitioners asserted that the Board had delegated the power to determine zoning bou~ldariesto
the Administrator in Title 9 of the Blaine Coul~tyCode, and that the Coni~nissio~l
and Board
were foreclosed fro111 coilsideril~gthe boundary of the AtOD,

R.301, Exhibit I, Trailscript of

July 26, 2005 Hearing, at 39-46. Followi~lga leugtlly prese~~tation
by the applicant and public
comment, the Board voted to deny the subdivision appiicatioil. R. 301, Exhibit I, Transcript of
July 26, 2005 Hearing, at 87.
On August 18, 2005, tile Board signed its Findings of Fact, Coliclusiolls of Law, a11d
Decision denying tl~eNoICaOi Ranch Subdivision. R. at 39. These detailed iilldiilgs extensively
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reviewed the recorninendations of tlie Staff and Commission, the code pro~risionspertaining to
tile MOD, other MOD detelminatio~~s,
and the Petitioners' arguments.

R.at 32-39.

With regard

lo the assertioll tllat the Board was precluded from detenliinnlg the MOD boundary as part of the
subdivisioil process, the Board deteimiiled as follows:
The aliplicant has asserted that the Board bas delegated the authority to the
administrator to make this MOD deter~ninatioliand that it is not the prerogative of
tl?e Board. Tlle Board disagrees. The authority delegated to the Adinii~istratoris
clearly not exclusive. Fuithennore: Idaho Code 567-6504 provides only the
Board the antbority to approve land subdivisions. For that reason, $10-5-2(A)
was added into the county's code to ensure that the Board retained tile final
a ~ ~ t l ~ o rtoi t accept
y
or illodify any administrator's decisioll on any Administrative
Stai~dardincluding 9 10-5-I(E)l relatillg to t11e location of uses in any zoning
regulations. This was also the reason this Hillside Subdivision Standard was not
nlade an Admiilistrative Standard but ralher was made a Design Standard that tile
Board must specifically review and decide.

R. 35. As for the deterininatioi? of the MOD boundary: tlie Board collciuded as foilows:
The Board agrees wit11 its Plamiing & Zoning Cornnlission that the 5740'
elevatioi? contour line demarcates the lowest lullside slope which exceeds 25%
and that all areas within the proposed development above that contour line are
witliin the MOD ("MOD"). (This dernarcatioi~iilcludes the areas of disturba~lce
and otl~erportions of Lot I and Lot 2 that would also be found lo be within the
IMOD tlxough tibe alterilative S t 1 definitioil because they are visible froin State
Highway 75 and are higl~erthan the lowest hillside slopes exceeding fifteeil
percent (IS%).) Anyl-11ii~gbetween the 5740' eievation and the sunlinit is hillside
and within the MOD. Thus a11 areas higl~ertl~anthat 5740" elevation, regardless
of the grade of slope, are located withi11 MOD.

R. 35. The effect of the Board's determinatioii is visually depicted on Atiaclmelit 112 to the
Board's decision. wllich dernonstl-ates that the MOD bouuclary excludes most of the areas of
disturbance for Lots 3 and 4 and il~cludcstile remainder ofihe subject propei?y within the MOD.

R. 41. This appeal followed.
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11. STANDARD OF REVIEW
Tile Idaho Administrative Procedures Act (I.A.P.A.) governs the review of local zoning
decisions. See Co~lserv. County of Twin Falls, 130 Ida110 433, 437, 942 P.2d 557, 561 (1997).
ly
it: (a) violates stxtutory or constitutional
The Board's decisioll may be overturned o ~ ~ v?~l~ere
provisions; (b) exceeds the agency's statutory authority; (c) was made u11on u~llawhlprocedure;
(d) is not supported by substantial evidence in the I-ecord as a whole; or (e) is arbitrary,
capricious, or an abuse oT discretion. Price v. Pavette Countv Bd. of Coiintv Comm'rs, 131
Idaho 426, 430, 958 P.2d 553, 587 (1998); I.C. $ 67-5279(3). In addition, the Board's zoning
decision rniist be upheld if substantial rights ofthe appellant have not been prejudiced. &&%
River Prop. Owners Ass'n v. Board of Comin'rs, 132 Idaho 551, 555, 976 P.211477, 481 (1999);
I.C.

5 67-5279(4).

There is a strong presumption favoring the validity oflhe actions of zoning

boards, wlcch iiicludes the al~plicationand interpretation of their ow11 zoning ordinailces. See
Evans v. Teton Cou~lty;139 Idaho 71, 74, 73 P.3d 84, 87 (2003); Rural ICootenai 0s. .. Inc. v.
Board of Comm'rs, I33 Idaho 833, 842, 993 P.2d 596, 605 (1999).
A coui? cannot substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to t11e weight of the
evidence presented. Sanders Orchard v. Gem County ex [el. Bd. of County Comm'rs, 137 Idaho
695, 697-698, 52 P.3d 840, 842-43 (2002); I.C. $ 67-5279(1). ACourl defers to the agency's
findings offact unless they are clearly erroneous.

131 Idaho at 430, 958 P.2d at 587. 111

other words, the agency's factual deterillinations are binding oil the reviewing couii, even where
there is conflicting evidellce before the agency, so long as the determinations are supported by
substantial coinpetent evidence in the record. Castaneda v. Briahto~lCorn., 130 Idaho 923, 926,
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950 P.2d 1262, 1,265 (1998) (cifing South Fork Coalition v. Board of Comm'rs of Bonnevilie
Couiltv, 117 Idaho 857, 860, 792 P.2d 882, 885 (1990)).
Substalltial and competent evidence is less than a preponderance of evidence, but more
than a mere scintilla. Evans v. H a r a ' s a , 123 Idaho 473, 478, 849 P.2d 934, 939 (1993).
Substantial and competent evidence need not be uncon~adicted,nor does ir need To ilecessuily
lead to a certain conclusion; it need only be of such suiiiciellt quantity and probative value that
reasonable minds could reach tile same coilclusion as the fact finder.

s ~ EManri v. Safeewaav

Stores. Inc., 95 Idaho 732,736, 518 P.2d 1194; 1198 (1974).

111. ARGUMENT
A. In Revienine i Subdivision A~?plication.the Board is not Bound bv the
Recomme~idationsof Staff,
Petitioners argue that during the subdivision process, the Board is precluded fro111
coilsidering the i\/lOD boundary

011

the subject property since that responsibility has been

exclusively delegated to the Zoliillg Admillistrator. Relying upoil provisions in Title 9 of tlle
Blaine Couiity Code, tile Petitioners state as their "seminal arguii?ent" that "the Cominissioi~and
Board decided to render a contrary interpretation of tile MOD, despite the fact :hat tlle decisionrnakiilg authority for boundary determii~atio~~
had previously bee11 delegated by the County to the
Admii?istrator." Petitioner's Brief at 9. Petitioner's argument fails for inany reasons.
Petitioriers cite Blaine County Code Scctioii 9-4-4 for tlie proposition that the Board has
delegated all authority to interpret zoning district boundaries affecting subdivision applications
to the Administrator. Blaiile Couilty Code Section 9-4-4 provides as follows:
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The administrator, in consultation with the county ellgineer or hishes designated
representative, shall have the authority to interpret zoning and overlay district
boundaries in accordance with this title. Interpretation by the administrator may
be appealed lo the board according to the procedures and time requirements of
section 9-23-3 of this title.
E~npliasis added. Although Petilioners go to great lengths i11 asserting that it is the
Administrator's exclusive province to deteilnine zo11i11g boundaries, no forinal adi~iinistrative
deteimination was ever made "in accordance with" Title 9 with regard to this property. Without
this forinal determination, Petitioneis are ibrced to pu? forward various active and passive acts of
staff occurring over the span of eight inonlhs as proof o f a conclusive and binding adiniilistrative
decision that must be upheld. Petitioners' Brief at 4. R. 301, Exhibit I, Transcript of July 26,
2005 Hearing, at 48-49, In fact, the only written evidence of the Administrator's opinioil on the

MOD bo~uldaryon the subject property is the thee staff reports, which demonstrate that the
Administrator's view of the

MOD changed over time. See Exhibit C, attached to Petitioners'

Brief, at 5; R. 58, 60;R. i3A.

iil

apparent recognition that this crucial elenle~ltof their argurneilt

was missing, counsel for the Petitioners asserted that such a11 ad~niilistrativedetermi~~ation
is
implicit in the process of certifyii~gthe subdivisioil pursuarrt to Title 10. R. 301, Exhibit i,

Transcript of July 26,2005 I-iearing at 49.
The reason why no foormal adilli~~istrative
deterinination was ever made is simply because
no administrative deterrninatioll is required by Title 10. The subdivision of land in Blaine
County is governed by a wholiy differeilt set of standards and rules set fort11 in Title 10 of the
Blaine County Code as well as the Local Land Use Pla~uling Act.

In contrast to the

Administi-ator's Title 9 role, the Administrator's role in the st~bdivisiouprocess is linlited to
illalting recommendations as pal? of the Adrniiiistrative Standards of evaluation set f o ~ ~inh
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Blail~eCounty Code Section 10-5-1. This recommendation is expressly called for in Blaine
County Code Seciiot~10-5-l(A)(l), which provides that "[nlo preliminary plat application shall
be considered by the Board or Co~nmissionuntil the Administrator malies a recommendaiiol~
wit11 regard to" whether the subdivision application complies with Titles 3, 6, 7, 8 (chapter 2
only), and "ally cbapter or Title 9". See BCC

5

10-5-l(A)(i)(e), Thus, the Ad~ninisiratoris not

the final arbiter of anyilung having to do with a subdivision application; including the
determination of the

MOD boundary. See

niso BCC § 10-4-6(C)(5) (providing that in

applications involviilg slio~tplats, the Administrator "in any case shall refer the proposed plat to
'a

the board along with the adnliilistrator's recon~meiidation and that of the commission, if
applicable").
This recominendatioil oil the Administrative Standards triggers the autllority of the Board
01-

Cominissiol~to consider tlie aljplication, and once the Administrator's reconlinendation is

made, the Board or Commission is autllorized to accept tllese reco~ninendationsor nzociifv them
as part of a review oEtlu.es11old standards. See BCC

5 10-5-2(A) (elnphasis added); See also R.

at 35 (Board's fi~idiiigsexplain that BCC $10-5-2(A) was added into the county's code to ensure

that the Board retained tlie final authority to accept or modify the administrator's
recoinmeildation

011

any Administrative Standard). The staff report for the December 20, 2004,

hearing before the Board makes the respective roies of the staff and Board painfully clear. See
Exhibit C, altaclled to Petitioners' Brief, at 5 (explaining that the Administrator's
recommendation on the MOD boundary "is of course subject to furtiler examination by tile
Board").
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With regard to a review ofthe Design Standards pertaining to the subdivisioii application,
no recoinlnendation is required of the Administrator or staff. Specifically, Blaine County Code
Sectioil 10-5-3 provides that "[Nlo prelimiilary plat applicatioll sliall be approved unless

&

determines that the appljcatioil colnplies with each of the following standards." Emphasis
added. Witlun the Design Standards is ail entire sectioil pertaining to l~illsides.See BCC

5

10-5-

3(L); See iilso R. at 35 (Board's findings explain that this hillside standard was not made an
Admiilislrative Standard but rather a Design Standard to ellsue that the Board inade the ultiinate
detellninatioil on hillside issues). Most notably, Blaine Coui~tyCode Section 10-5-3(L)(4)
provides that "[iln addition to consideratioils perli~lentto regular subdivisions, no structure or
building enveiope shall be located witliill the MOD except as pernlitted by title 9, chapter 21 of
[r

,;$

this code". Thus, it is for the Board to determine if the subdivisioil calls for ally structures or

"

11 building envelopes within the MOD, which first requires a deteimination bv tlze Board
i

',

as to

where the MOD boundary is.
Similarly, the Commission's role is not as a decisioil-maltex. The Cominission merely
acts a filter for the Board by maitiilg a recom~nendation011 whether the proposed subdivision
colnplies with the various standards of evaluatiol~for subdivisions. The colnmission trai~smits
l l ~ epreliminary plat, together with its recoinmendation approving or disapprovii~gthe plat to the
Board for theiv consideralioi~.RCC

9

10-4-3(D)(3); see also BCC

3

10-4-3(D) (providing that

"[ajpplicants are advised that preliminary plats sent to t11e board may be approved, modified or
denied by tile board of commissioners."). Blaine Couilty Code Section 10-4-3(E)(3) provides i i ~
part that in maltiilg its findings, the Board "may sustain, inodify, reject or overrule any
recoinineildations of the coinmission and make s~ichfi~ldillgsas are not incoilsistent with the
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provisions of Idaho law, this titie, title 9 of this code, other county laws and the county
co~nprehensiveplan."
Petitioners' self-serving inteqxetatioil of the Blaine County Code misconsti-ues the
respective roles of the Administratoi; Commission, and Board in the subdivision process. Title
10 clearly and uilainbiguously provides that the Adniillistrator's role in the subdivisio~lprocess is
to maice a recornn~ei~datioil
on compliance with Title 9, and then stand aside for ihe Board's
ultiiilate determination on all matters relating to the subdivision, including a determi~lationofthe

MOD boundary.

See I.C.

5

67-6504; Cowail v. Board of Comin'rs of Freino~lt Couilty,

WL3422 168 at 10-1 1 (November 29, 2006). Fu-ther, Petitioners' iliterpretatioii of the
County Code has never been accepted or advai~cedby the Board, Cornmission, or staff at any
srage of the proceediilgs, historically or othelwise. Contrary to what Petitioners nlay argue, it is
the Board's iiltei-pretation of its ow11ordinance that is entitled to a presumption of validity and
substantial deference. See Evans v. Teton Count\?, 139 Idaho 71, 74, 73 P.3d 84, 57 (2003);
Rural ICooienai Ore.. Inc. v. Board of Comm'rs, 133 Idaho 833, 993 P.2d 596 (1999).

B.

The Board's Decisioi~was not Arbitrarv and Ca~>ricious

In arguing that tile Admii~istratorholds the uitiinate autllority to define boundaries of a
zoning district as part of a subdivisioi~appiicatio~~,
the Petitioner repeatedly asserts that the
Board's "~.eversal" of the Admii~istrator's"implicit" decision is arbitrary and capricious wlieii
considered against priol.MOD decisions made be the Board and staff Petilioner's Brief at 9-1 9.
When conflicting evidence is presented to an agency, the agency's findings must be
sustained on appeal, as long as they are supported by substantial and competent evidence,
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regardless of wlletl~erwe might have reached a different conclusion. See Chisholm v. Idaho

m.of Water Resources, 125 P.3d 515, 518 (2005). Regarding Petitioners' reliance upon other
administrative decisions, the Idaho Supreme Court has explained that
because regulatory bodies perform both legislative as well as judicial iiinctions in
these proceedings, they are not so rigorously bound by the doctrine of stare
decisis that they must decide all future cases in tile same way as they have
decided similar cases in the past. So long as regulatory bodies adequately explain
their d e p a i ~ r efroin prior rulings so that a reviewing court can determine ihat
their decisions are not arbitrary or capricious, orders based i~poilpositions
s~~bstantiaily
different than those taken in previous proceedings call be uplield.
W ~ o u i i t a i nGas Co. V. Idaho Public Utilities Coi~imission,97 Idaho 113, 119, 540 P.2d 775,
751 (1975); See also Deouier v. State. Public Ernalovee Retirenleiit Bd. 114 Idaho 721,738,760
P.2d 1

1154 (1988), quotihg Applicc~bility of Stare L)ecisi.r Doctriize to Decisioils of

Aclmii?i.str.arive Agei.icies, 79 A.L.Il.2d 1126, 1132 (1961) ("the doctrine of stare decisis generally
is not . . applicable ro administrative decisions")
The Board addressed Petitioners' argument head-on in its filldings w11ei-i it expiailled as
follows:
TlGs MOD detel-mination is consisteill wit11 the deiemiilations that the county has
made on East Fork Sub. #I, Block 3, Lots 1-3 which sit immediately south of
these proposed lots. All tluee were evaluated under ibe existing regulations. All
thee lots include some MOD areas coiltiguoos to and below *or
on the
hillside slope than these proposed lots. It is also consiste%l~
and selles upoil
the same nietbodology that the county used on the unplatted Dilley Parcel in 1995
and 1997 and more reces~tlyon the proposed resubdivisioil of the Lee's Gulch
Subdivisioil. The applicant cited the new reinodel at 19 Eagle Ck Rd. as an
example of incollsistent coul~tydeternlinations.

R. at 35. Co~~trary
to the assertions of Petitioners that the Board co~lsideredthis issue

ill

a

vacuum, tlie Board discussed its interpl-etation of the MOD boulldary against no fewer than eight
other Mountain Overlay boundary detenninations. in addition io tlie detenninations regarding
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Lots 1, 2, and 3 of East Fork Subdivision $1, Block 3.' R. at 35-37. Most notably, the Board
quoted directly from a Decision by Judge May, wlierein the County was upheld using the ~t
snntr mcthn(lol@rvfor rleter~tzininrtlze MOD as it did here. See R. at 37; Dillev v. Blaine

m,Case Nos. CV-97-3731 and CV-97-4237 (Iviarch 5 , 1998) (attached as Exhibit A). As to
the argurnerit that a parcel by parcel review of tile MOD boundary would result in arbitraly
applications ofthe MOD, Judge May co~lcludedin tlle

case as follows:

"There inay be some iriconsistency in the appljcation of the zoning ordina~~ces
to
the Bluegrouse and Goidell Eagle Subdivisions; however, the overall enforceinen?
of the z o n i n ~ordinance is as reasonable as could be drafted and still inaintain ille
protection of the public welfare goals set forth in the zoning ordinances. Wood
River Valley property comes in inany shapes, with mouiltains, hillsides, bencbes,
Ratlaild: floodplain, and areas in between. No ordinance could be drafted that
would treat everyone equal in every circuinstance."
Les Dillev and Leslie Dilley v. Blaine Countv, CV 97-3731, CV 97-4237 (March 5, 1998); see
nlso

R. 37

Judge May's decision clearly recognizes tlxit no two parcels are the same and that a

"one size fits all" appl-oach is unattainable.

Nevertheless, Judge May's decision also

deinonstrates that the County's meihodology ill finding t11e lowest hillside slope and utilizing ilie
contour line across t11e property lo determine the MOD boundary is not arbitrary or capricious
Blaine County submits that nothing could be less arbitrary [hall a boundary that is detennined by
utiliziilg the contour line at the location of a particular percentage of slope.

I11

tenns of

application, suc11 a deteriniiiation borders on tile mathematical.

1

These oU~erdecisions include 19 Eagle Creek Road, Lee's Gulch, Blue Grouse, Dip Creek, Dilley, Tirnber View
Terrace, Griffin Raiicli, and Golden Eagle. R. at 35-37.
A!Lhou%ii Judge May's decisio~iin D~
Q
J
is not in the record, the Court inay take judicia! notice of iis own
records. See I.C. 9-101(3); Perrv v. Scliaumann, I LO Idalio 596, 716 P.2d 1368 (1986); Slate v. McICenney, 98
Idalio 551,568 P.2d 1213 (1977).
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The Petitioners' Estol~pelAreument is Without Merit

C.

Bootstrappiilg onto the recently-decided case of Rollins v. Blaine CouilQ, CV-05-545,
(2006),~and Boise Cirv v. Biases 98 Idaho 789, 791, 572 P.2d 892, 894 (1977), tile Petitioners
urge the Court to apply ?he doctrine of estoppel to preclude the Board from "reversing" the
Administrator's "iinplicit" deterini~lationregarding the MOD bouildary.
The doctrine of estoppel has never been exj~resslyrecognized in Idaho within a zoninz
context. See Iiarre!! v. Citv of Lewiston: 95 Idalio 243, 249, 506 P.2d 470, 476 (1973). Tlus
principle has been applied consistently by the I.dabo Supreme Court. See Sprenee~:.Grubb &
Associates. Iilc. v. Cirv of Irlailev, 127 Idaho 576, 583, 903 P.2d 741, 748 (1995) ("[als in
I-lnirell, we again determine that no exigent circumstances exist in this case to apply e s t o ~ ~ ] ~ e l

agaiilsl the City in the exercise of its police power."); Iilterinountain Const.. Inc. v. Citv of
Ainmon. 122 Idaho 931, 933, 841 P.2d 1082, 1084 (1992) (coi~cludiiigtila? estoppel and q~rilsiestoppel were not available to challenge alleged inisrepresentatio~l of building permil fees).
Further, tbe doctrine of estoppel caiu~otbe used to circumvent tlie requirenizents of the law
goveining the subdivisioil of land. See Flovd v. Board of Comnx'rs a f Ron~levilleCou~ity, 137
Idaho 718, 726-27; 52 P.3d 863, 871-72 (2002). Nor inay tile defense of estoppel be applied
againsl the state in matters affecting its governmental or sovereign fuilctions. See id.; Federal
Ci-013 111s. Carp. v. Menill, 332 U.S. 380, 68 S.Ct. 1, 92 L.Ed. 10 (1947).
In the

case, ibe Couit determined that tile Board was foreclosed from hearing the

tiiliely appeal of two building permits because the subject matter ofthe appeal (a MOD boundary
determiixatioii) bad previously beell inade by the Zoniilg Administrator. Despite the fact that
3

The

case is subject to a pei~dingappeal before the Idaiio Supreine Court.
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neither t11e appealing neighbor nor the Board ever had notice of the first Adminislra~ve
determination, the Court determined that under B&g,

the matter was final and binding upon tbe

passage of twenty days after tile first written admiilistrative deteumination. See BCC
3(A). As evidenced by the notice of appeal in the

5

9-32-

case, Blaine C o u ~ ~disagrees
ty
with the

Court's ruling, but even if it is correct, there are several facts that distinguish tile Petitioners'
situation from that presented in

m.

First, Rollins was given a written admillistrative determination in accordailce wit11
Chapter 21 of Titie 9. See ulso BCC

5 9-44.

That determination was issued

011 a

specific date

and detailed tlie specific grounds for the Administrator's finding, which could be appealed within
twenty (20) days."n

this appeal, Petitioilers have tiotlulrg 111ore than an "inferred"

adri~inistrativedetermination that was allegedly "issued" by the aclionslinactions of different
illelnbers of plannillg and zoniilg staff at four scl~aratetimes over the span of eight mo~ltl~s.
The
record and Petitioriers arguments are anything but clear on when this binding and final
adrninisrrative decision was made for the purposes of appeal. Was it orally made at the preapplication conference? Petitioners Brief at 4. Was it made wl~enno comment was received
fro111 staff on tlie pre-subinittai package?

id. Was it made at the time of sub~nittalwhen tile

applicant was "iilstlucted" by Linda Haavik 11ot to include a site aiteration perunit?

id. Or was it

when the application was certified at some point prior to a discussion with Tom Bergin? llii,
Clearly, iloiie oftllesc "iilfeired" adlnii~istrativedeteilniriations is capable of intelligent review as
pat? of a11 appeal even iT one accepts Petitioners argulllents that a11 administrative deterininatio~l
was made pursuant to Title 9. Besides the implications oil Titie 10, accepting the Petitioners
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arguineilr ill this case would effectively negate tihe appeal right conferred by Title 9 altogether
because the Administrator's authority to determine the MOD boundary would be deemed
absolute and incapable of Board review. The

decision should not be extended lo reach

such an absurd resuit.
Second and as stated above, the Board has the fina1 say over wiletiler a subdivision
appiica~ltcomplies with the standards of evaluatio~lset forth in Title 10 of the Blaine County
Code. Within that process, the Admiilistrator in this matter has issued iiotiling illore than a
recommendatioil, which peri~~utated
over the course of thee staff reports and several public
hearings. See Exhibit C, attached to Petitioners' Briei; at 5 ; R. 58, 60; R. 53A. Since Petitioners
reliance is based upoil nothing inore than a non-biiiding recornmendatioil to tbe Board, their
or estoppel. clearly must fail. See Curtis v. C i l ~of ICetchum,

claims, wlietller based upon

11 1 Idalio 27, 32, 720 P.2d 210, 215 (1986) (finding that developer's reliarice upon City's prior

"te~~tative
or conceptual approval of the 1972 coi~dominiumproject" was insufficient to warrant
application of estoppel against the City after denial of the project).
Third, the Court innst uilderstaild that Petitioners estoppel claim is being presented within
the context of a quasi-judicial process where there are no guarantees of approval.

The

subdivision applicant is aware of stringent standards of evaiuation and has the burdell of
persuasion as to each standard. See BCC

10-4-3(A) ("Tile applicant sllall have the burdell of

persuasion as to con~pliancewith each of tile applicable standa-ds in chapter 5 of this title or any

- - -

~~

~

~~

4

.

In k,
tile developer's reliance was based upon inore tliai~an administrative inrerpretatioil, because lie
possessed a zoiiing certificate unconditio~lallypermitting multiple-unit housing on his p r o p e q . See
98
Idalio at 790, 572 P.2d at 593.

w,
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other standards of this title.")

In addition, Blaine County Code Section 10-3-3 provides in

pertinent pait as follows:
This Titie delineates t11e mi11ii11um standards ibr land subdivision. Colnpiiailce
with the miililnu~ustandards does not automaticaily ensure acceptance of a plat by
the County. Minimum lot areas and densities prescribed by Titie 9 of this Code
are minimum standards only and do not create all entitlement to the subdivision of
l a ~ ~or
d . to subdivision of land at the miriimu~nlot areas and de~xitiesunder Title
9 of this Code. Con~pliancewith the standards of evaiuatioi~and criteria in this
Code may limit the ainouilt of land available for development.
These admonitioils put Petitioners on notice tliai their subdivision would be subject to
huther scr~ttinyby the Board. Accepting the Petitioners' estoppei argument would result in a
valid estoppel claim wileilever a staff member or other person associated with the County makes
any representation that differs from the Board's final approval.

Such an extension of the

esroplsel doctri~le,assuinilig it even exists in a zo~riilgcontext, is uiltenable. See CulTis v. Citv of
Ketchuill, 11 1 Idaho 27, 32, 720 P.2d 210, 21 5 (1986) (reiusiilg to acceprargumellt that City was
estopped from denying s~ibdivisionbecause of its "iilcoilsistent action" with regard to slreet
access); Ma1111 v. Citv of Jerome; 92 Idaho 194, 196; 439 P.2d 928, 930 (1968) (refusing to
accept argument that City was estopped from denying developer rebates for water system even
tilough Mayor and other city officials told developer otlienvise); Am~non.122 Idaho at 933, 841

P.2d at 1054 [City was not estopped from demanding fees in excess of the amount it previously
misrepresented)
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D.

Tile MOD is Not Void for Vagueness

In what can only be described as a legal I-Iail Mary, the Petitioners argue that the MOD is
void h r vagueness. 5 This clainl is without merit.
The Idalio Suprclne Couit has outlined the vagueness doctrille as follows:
It is a general principle of statutory law that a statute inust be definite to be valid.
It llas been recognized that a statute is so vague as to violate tile due process
clause of tbe United States Constinition wliere its language does not convey
sufficienrly definite warnings as to the proscribed conduct wllen illeasured by
cornlnon understandiilg and practices, or stated otherwise, where its language is
such that inen of c o ~ n ~ n ointelligence
n
lllust necessarily guess at its imeaning.
Olsen v. J.A. Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706, 715, 791 P.2d 1285, 1294 (1990). The Court then
proceeded to explain that the vagueness analysis differs depending upoil tl~etype of statute being
challenged:
Although illost decisions invoking the constitutionai "void for vagueiless"
doctrine have dealt wit11 crinlinal statutes a11d ordinances, this doctrine applies
equally to civil statutes.
....

I-Iowever, greater tolerance is perniitled when addressing a civil or 11011-criminal
statute as opposed to a criminal starnte under the void for vagueness doctrine. A
civil or non-criminal statute is not uncoilstitutionally vague if persons of
reasonable intelligence can derive core meaning from it.

Id. at

716, 791 P.2d at 1295. Fii~ally,tile party making a facial vagueness chalierige must

protected conduct''
establish that the enactnIent reaches "a substantial ainount of constit~~tionally

See ICleiber v. City of Idaho Fails, 110 Ida110 501, 505-05, 716 P.2d 1273, 1276-77 (1986)
The Petitioners have advanced

110

analysis, or even put folward portions of the

challenged ordinance, in s~~ppoi?
of their vagueness challenge. Fiirtlier, Petitioners have not

5

I1 is worth notiiig lhat in tile only case ciled by Petitioners in suppoit of tlieir argument, tile Supreme Court
determined tiiat tile statute in questioh was nor unconstitutionaliy vague See Iiaw v. Idaho State Bd, of
LW&e, 140 Idaiio 152, 158, 90 P.3d 902,.908 (2004).
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alleged tbat the chalienged statute reaches a substantial amoilnt of constitx!tionally protected
coi~duct.Accordingly, it is impossible for tile Couiity to respoild utilizil~gthe slal~dardsset forth
above. Since iio argument has been put forward on this issue, it si~ouldbe discarded without
consideration. See Sheridan v. Jarnbura, 135 Idaho 757,792, 25 P.3d 100, 105 (2001). For this
reason, the Petitioners' claiin for fees should be denied.
Regardless, the conllnelits of individual inembers of the Board and Coinrnissioi~are far
Goln concl~~sive
proof that an entire chapter of the Blaine Couiity Code is unconstitutiona1ly
vague, In fact, tliese coi~~~lients
are belied by the quality and precisio~lof the Board's fi~idiilgsin
this matter. The MOD coiisists of all areas oil a parcel higher than the lowest hillside slopes
which exceed twenty five percent (25%) or fifteen percent (15%) in the Scenic C o ~ ~ i d o rSee
.
BCCG 9-21-2(D). Persolis of reasonable iiitelligence can certai'nly derive core lneanillg from tlus
language. Thus, it is not unconstituiioually vague. See Cowan v. Board of Comm'rs of F r e m

m,WL3422168 at 13-14 (November 29,2006).

Petiiiol~ersare Not Entitled to Attorney Fees
Petitjone1.s asseri that they are elititled to altorney fees in this appeal pursuant lo Idaho
Code Section 12-1 17 and tile Idaho Supreme Court's decision in Fisclier v. City of I<etclium, 141
Idaho 349, 109

P. 3d

1091 (2005).

Iiowever, Petitionel-s have failed to put forward any

argument in suppor! of its apparent claim that the Couiity acted "without a reasonable basis in
fact or law" in this matter. See I.C. 512-1 17. As stated with regard to the vagueness challenge;
it is i~npossiblefor the County to respond to an argument where it must guess at die nature of the
arguillent being put forward. The Court camiot "coilsider issues cited oil appeal that are not
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suppoiied by propositions of law, authority, or argument." Sheridan, 135 Ida110 at 792, 25 P.3d
at 105. For this reason, the Petitioners' claim for fees shouid be denied.
To the extent Peljtio~~ers
claim they are si~nilariysituated lo tire Petitioners in t h e m
case, the facts of tliese two cases are so far a field of one anotlier that is bard to comprehend how
Petitio~ierscan inabe this ciaii~i.

i~~volved
a group of disgruntled neighbors who

cliallenged the apl~rovalo f a duplex as part of a conditional use permit application. Acting upon
the erroileous advice of staff, the Coii~missionigiiored an express requirelnent of tlieir Code and
"wholly ignored tile p~.ovisioiiof its avaiairche zone district ordinance requiring tlie certilicatioir

by an ldailo 1iceilse.d e~lgivleer 'prior to the granting of a co~lditional use pe~iliit."'

w,141 Idaho at 356: 109 P.3d at 1098 (2005).
Council, who affinned the Commission's actions

Accordi~lgly,the Commission and City

011

appeal, had no authority to take the

particular action and acted without a reaso~lablebasis in fact in law. See id.
Here, Petitioners are advancing an erroneous interpretation of the Blaille County Code
that would give tlre Administrator exclusive and unappealable authority to mabe MOD bouiidary
detenninations as part of a subdivisio~iapplication. Such an interpretation "wliolly ignores" the
plain and unainbiguous language ofTitle 10, and would usurp the Board of its a~~thority
to weigh
subdivisiali applicarioils agaiiist Title 10's standards of evaluatio~i contrary lo the express
r e q u i r e l ~ ~ eof
~ ~Ida110
ts
Code Section 67-6504. Accordii~gly,it is tlre Petitioners who are acting
without a reasonable basis in fact or law and the County should be awarded altol.iley fees
p ' ~ r s ~ a ltoi t Idaho Code Sectioli 12- 1 1 7.
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IV. CONC1,USION
The Board correctly determined the MOD boundary for tlle sukject property as part of its
review of this subdivision applicatior~,and properly denied the subdivisio~lupon finding that the
proposed ayeas of disturbance were located within tlie MOD. These factual determinations and
are entitled to substantial deference from this
the Board's interpr-etations of its own ordina~~ces
Court. There was ilothing arbitrary and capricious about the Board's decision, which was
~.encbedafter careful and deliberate coilsideration of the standards of evaluation as well as prior
decisions rliade by tlle Board in iilterpretll~gits ordinailces. Accordingly, tile decision denying
the subdivision should be affirmed aild tile request for altor~ieyfees sl~oiildbe denied. Attorney
fees sl~uuldhe awarded 1.0 Blaine County.

?e.

DATED this /Z__ day ofDecember, 2006.

Timotl~yI<. braves, ISBN 5556
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attonley
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

&
&

I HEREBY CERTlFY that on this
day of December, 2006,I caused to be served
a true and correct copy o f the within and foregoing doculneni by tile method ~ndicatedbelow,
and addressed to each of tile followiiig:
Gary D. Slerie
Roberts011 & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
'Twin Falls. 1D 83303-1 906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

- U.S. Mail
- Iiaild Deiivered

- Overnigl~iMail
- Telecopy

c s a\
A.

'Tirnoti~$l<.Graves '
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CODNTY OF

LES DILLEY and LESLIE DILLEY,
husband and wife,

)
)

BLAINE COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,

f L A T ~ ~ 5, -:3i ~

Case Nos.

1
1

CV-97-4237

)

MEMORUWUM DECISION

)
)
)
)

1

Respondent/Defendant

!

The above-entitled action came before the Court for oral
argument on February 2, 1998, the Honorable James J. May presiding.
The Court took the matter under advisement and is now, after

I
furrher review, ready to make its decFsion.
There are two actions bezore

the Court.

One seeks a

8

declaratory judgment as to the constitutionality of the Hillside

1
I

Orciizance an& the other is an A . P . A .
the Blaine

I

County Board

of

appeal from the decision of

County

Commissioners

(hereafter

"Board"). In the Court's opinion, the grounds of the appeal under

I

the A.P.A. are broad enough to ccver all constitutional issues

1

without the necessiey of an independent action or an independent
decision on the declaratory judgment action. This decision applies
to both cases.
The Court has read the record, the writren briefs, notes taken
during oral argument, and many of the cases cited by counsel. Like
most zoning cases, the Court empathizes with both parties.

The

Board, Commission, and the zoning staff have difficult tasks in
MEMORAXDUM DECISION
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making zoning laws that fit within the requirements of the U.S. and
the Idaho Constitutions, the applicable statutes, and to fairly and
equally enforce these ordinances upon the residences of Blaine
County.

The Dilleys and other affected parties have a difficult

time underscanding limitations imposed upon how they may use the
property they own.

--

Not the least of the problems faced by the

arrrected parties are the many levels of hearings and the length of
time in which their respective rights are unclear or unknown. The
Court feels a heavy burden reviewing the issues involved and
arriving at a decision that fits within the frameworlr of the same
constitutions, statutes, and precedent

setting cases decided

principally by the Idaho Supreme Court.
ISSLTS
The Court is not going to repeat the procedural history as
30th parties have recited that history and there is no real dispute
as to what has taken place.

Issues before the Court include the definitions and other
provisions as they relate to "hillsides", "benches'l, and the
"~ount'ain Overlay

District".

Also

at

issue

are

the

constitutionality of those ordinances and their enforcement as it
relates to the Dilley's application for a building permit.
STANDARE OF REVIEW

In the recent case of Castaneda v . Eriahton Corgoration, 98.2
I S C R 59, Supreme Court Docket No. 2 3 0 5 7 , January 9, J.998, the Idaho

Supreme Court set forth the standard of review that this Court must
follow :
MEMO'RANDUM DECSSION
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"In a judicial review proceeding under the
APA, neither the district court nor this Court
may substitute its judgment for that of the
agency as to the weight of the evidence
presented. I .C. 5 67-5215(g). The court will
defer to the agency's findings of fact unless
those findings are clearly erroneous; the
agency's factual determinations are binding on
the court, even when there is conflicting
evidence before the agency, so long as the
determinations are supported by evidence in
A city
the record.
(Citation omitted).
council's (or Board of County Commissioner's)
zoning decision may only be overturned where
its findings:
(a) violate statutory or
constitutional provisions; (b) exceed the
agency' s statutory authority; (c) are made
upon unlawful procedure; (d) are not supported
by substantial evidence; or (e) are arbitrary,
capricious, or an abuse of discretion. I.C.
5 67-5279(3). The party attacking a zoning
board's action under I.C. § 67-5279 must first
illustrate that the zoning board erred in a
manner specified in I.C. 5 67-5279(3), and
then that a substantial right of the party has
(Citation omitted) .
been
prejudiced . "
Paren thetical added.
Further, the Cousr shall not substiture irs judgment for "iac
of the agency as to the weight of evidence on questions of fact
I.C.

§

67-5279

The inte-lpretation of an ordinance, like construction of a
statute, is an issue of law. The rules of construction regarding
ordinances are set forth below:
"it is axiomatic that the-. objective in
intezpreting a statute or ordinance is to
derive the intent of the legislative body that
adopted the act.
(Citations omitted). Any
such analysis begins with the literal language
of the enactment. (Citations omitted). Where
the statutory language is unambiguous, the
clearly expressed intent of the legislative
body must be given effect, and there is no
occasion for a court to consider rules of
statutory construction. (Citations omitted).
Where the language of a statute or ordinance
MEMORA.NDUM DECISION
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A

is ambiguous, however, the court looks to
rules of construction for guidance, (Citation
omitted), and may consider the reasonableness
(Citation
of proposed interpretarions.
omitted) .
Constructions that would lead to
absurd or unreasonably harsh results are
disfavored. (Citation ornitzed).
An ordinance is ambiguous where reasonable
minds might differ or be uncertain as to its
meaning.
(Citation omitted). Ambiguity is
not established, however, merely because the
parties present differing interpretations to
the court. (Citation omitted).

Where an ordinance is ambiguous, the intent
of the drafrers may be ascertained by
considering, first , the express language and,
in addition, the context in which the language
is used, the evils to be remedied, and the
objects in view." (Citations omitted). Ada
Countv v. Gibson, 126 Idaho 854, 856-857, 893
P.2d 801, 802-803 (Ct.App. 1995).
Since Dawso~l v. Blaine Countv, 98 Idaho 506, 567 P.2d 1257
(1977),

the Idaho appellate courts have held that aesthetic

considerations are parc of the police power and public welfare
concern which forms a basis for the municipality's power to zone.
"There is no question that aesthetic
considerations play a prominent role in Elaine
County's policy of maintaining 'the open and
rural character of the County and Wood River
Valley.'" Dawson, 98 Idaho at 517, 567 P.2d
at i268.
"Courts are unanimous in holding, as the
United Stztes Supreme Court ditr.in 1954, that,
'The concept of the public welfare is broad
and inclusive... .The values it represents are
spiritual as well as physical, aesthetic as
well as monetary. It is well within the power
of the legislature to determine that the
community should be beautiful as well as
healthy, spacious as well as clean, wellbalanced as well as carefully patrolled.'
Berman v. Parker, 348 U.S . 26, at 33, 79 S.Ct.
98, at 102, 99 L.Ed. 27 (i954). Or, as the
court stated two decades later: ' . . . .The
MEMORPNDUM D E C I S I O N
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police power is not confined to elimination of
filth, stench, and unhealthy places. It is
ample to lay out zones where family values,
youth values, and the blessings of w i e t
seclusion and clean air make the area a
sanctuary for people.' Village of Belle Terre
v. Boraas, 416 U.S. 1, 9, 94 S.Ct. 1536, 1541,
39 L.Ed.2d 797 (1974). I 1 Dawson, 98 Idaho at
518, 567 P.2d at 1269.
"We hold that Blaine County's zoning
ordinance restricting the area north of Eiailey
to residential development, to the extent that
it embodies the purpose of maintaining the
rural characteer of the County and the Wood
River Valley, is a valid exercise of the power
of the state to realate the use of land for
the seneral welfare." Dawson, 98 Idaho at
518, 567 P.2d ac 1269.

-

The Court takes notice of the purpose of the Mountain Overlay
Discrict set forth in the Blaine County Code at paragraph 9-21-1,
as follows:

A.

To prese-rve the natural character and aesthetic value of

hillsides a ~ dmountains in the County by regulating development
thereon;

B.

To maintain slope and soil stability;

.

To prevent scarring of hillsides and mountains made by

p

cuts

and

fills and/or by

access

to

roads

to hillside and

mountainous areas;
D.

To er,sure accessibility by emergency vehicles on roads

and driveways ;
E.

To prevent unsafe conditions for access, circulation, and

road maintenance and unwarranted problems associated therewith in
hillside and mountainous areas ;

F.

To help ensure water cpiality and prevent deterioration

M E X O W U M DECISION
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due to sedimentation or inadequately perfo-ning septic systems;
To regulate structural development in the Mountain

G.

Overlay District through design standards so that development is
placed in the least visible location on hillside and mountainous
property;

H.

To carry out the provisions contained in the County

Comprehensive Plan; and

I.

To protect agricultural lands for productive agriculture

while providing for necessary residential and other structural use
within the context of productive agriculture

In determining whether the ordinance or its application
violates the constitutional issue of equal protection, substantive
due grocess, void for vagueless, and ocher such points raised by
counsel, the Court musc adhere to che following rules:
"The party asserting the unconstitutionality
of a statute bears the burden of showing its
invalidity and must overcome a
strong
presumption of validity. (Citations omitted) .
It is generally presumed that legislative acts
are constitutional, that the state legislature
has acted within its constitutional powers,
and any doilbt concerning interpretation of a
statute is to be resolved in favor of that
which will render the statute constitutional.
(Citations omitted). Olsen v-:. J.A. Freeman
a,117 Idaho 706, 709, 791 P.2d 1285, 1288
11990).
"In Leliefeld v. Johnson, 104 Idaho 357, 659
P.2d 111. (1983), this Court held that the
appropriate test to review a statute which
impacts social or economic areas is 'the
rational basis test which requires only that
the statute 'advances legitimats legislative
goals in a rational fashion.' 104 Idaho at
374, 659 P.2d at 128.
Furthermore, such
MXMORAN?)UM D E C I S I O N
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classifications under the rational basis test
do not violate the equal protection clause
because they result in some inequality.
Mathematical precision is not required in
scrutinizing the constitutionality of the
117
statute.
(Citation omitted).
Idaho at 711, 791 P.2d at 1290.

m,

"....TheConstitutional safeguard [of equal
protection1
is
offended
only
if
the
classification
rests on
ground
wholly
irrelevant to the achievement of the state's
objective. State legislatures are presumed to
have acted within their constitutional power
despite the fact that, in practice, their law
results in some inequality.
A statutory
discrimination will not be set aside if any
statement of facts may be reasonably conceived
to justify it."
(Citations omitted) .
117 Idaho at 711, 791 P.2d at 1290.

m,

"....The 'void for vagueness' doctrine
incorporates the due process notions of fair
notice or warning, and mandates that lawmakers
set reasonably clear guidelines for triers of
fact in order to prevent 'arbitrary and
discriminatory enforcement.' (Citations and
footnote omitted) .
In evaluating a constitutional challenge to
a statute on the basis of void for vagueness,
the Court 'must consider both the essential
fairness of the law and the impracticability
of
drafting
legislation
with
greater
specificity." (Citations omitted).
117 Idaho at 715, 791 P.2d at 1294.

w,

" . . . .Rowever, a statute denies due process
of law and raises a constitutional question
only when it is so vague that men of common
intelligence must necessarily-.guess at its
meaning and differ as to its application."
117 Idano at 716,
(Citations omitted).
791 P.2d at 1295.

m,

"This Court is without power to invalidate
or nullify a constitutional act of the
.
legislature; ir
the legislation does not
clearly violate the Constitution, this court
Padaett v.
must and will uphold it."
Williams, 82 Idaho 114, 350 P.2d 353.

-
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"Every reasonable presumption must be
indulsed in favor of the constitutionalitv of
a statute." Robinson v. Enkina, 58 Idaho 2 4 ,
6 9 P.2d 6 0 3 ;
Idaho Gold Dredainq Co. v.
Balderson, 58 Idaho 6 9 2 , 7 8 P.2d 1 0 5 .
4

"It is fundamental that the judicial power
to declare legislative action invalid upon
constitutional grounds is to be exercised only
in clear cases. . . . "
Petition of Mountain
States Teleohone & Tel. Co., 7 6 Idaho 4 7 4 ,
4 8 0 , 284 P.2d 6 8 1 , 6 8 3 .
"In the case of statures passed by the
legislative
assembly
and
assailed
as
unconstitutional the cpesrion is not whether
it is possible to condemn, but whether it is
possible to uphold; and we scand committed to
the rule that a statute will not be declared
unconsritutional unless its nullity is placed,
ln our judgment, beyond a reasonable doubt."
Xeenan v. Price, 68 Idaho 4 2 3 , 4 3 3 , 195 1.2d
662, 667.

Substanrive due process 2nd ecpal protection rules are set out
in State v. Reed, 107 Idaho 2 6 2 , 686 P.2d 8 4 2 JCt.App. 1984) as
follows :

" . . . . [F]or nearly a century, the concept of
substantive'due process has been understood to
embody the recplrement that a statute bear a
reasonable
relation
to
a
permissible
legislative objective. See, e.g., Alleaever
v. Louisiana, 165 U.S. 578, 17 S.Ct. 4 2 7 , 41
L.Ed. 832 ( 1 8 9 7 ) . Early in the twentieth
century, the United Srates Supreme Court
played an active rol2 in determining whecher
legislation, particularly in social and
economic areas, had a permissi-ble objective.
When legislation conflicted with vested
property or contract rights, its objective was
deemed impermissible and it was held to
of substantive due
violate the quaranty
process. E.g., Locbner v. New York, 198 U.S.
4 5 , 25 s.ct. 539, 49 L . E ~ . 9 3 7
(190s).
However, later in rhis century the Supreme
Court shilted toward a more deferential view
of social and economic legislation.
This
movement was typified by Williamson v. Lee
Optical Co., 348 U.S. 4 8 3 , 7 5 S.Ct. 4 6 i , 99
IGMORANDUM DECISION
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L.Ed. 563 (1955), where the Supreme Court,
rejecting both substantive due process and
equal protection attacks upon a state statute,
held that the statute need only serve a
reasonably conceivable, legitimate objective.
The Supreme Court intimated that it would
reserve the more assertive standard of review
for legislation dealing with such fundamental
interests as individual civil rights.
See
United States v. Carolene Products, 304 U.S.
144, 152-53 n.4, 58 S.Ct. 778, 783-84 n.4, 82
L.Ed. 1234 (1938).
Although the constitutional guaranty of
equal protection does not lend itself to
precise definition, it embraces the principle
that all persons in like circumstances should
receive the same benefits and burdens of the
l2w. See, e.g., Truax v. Corriaan, 257 U.S.
312, 42 S.Ct. 124, 66 L.Ed. 258 (1921):
In re
.. ~alion,16 Idaho 737, 102 P. 374 (1909). This
-orinciole obviouslv shares a common nexus with
substantive due process. Both protect against
arbitra-ry legislation.
However, an equal
protection inquiry is narrower than an inquiry
concerning substantive due process.
Equal
protection focuses not upon the broad impact
of a statute on life, liberty or property but
upon any classification within the statute
which allocates this impact differently among
the categories of persons affected."
&

The Court does not consider the following rnacters raised by
the parties as being relevant to the issues before the Court or in
arriving at its decision.
1)

N o legal or factual issue can be drawn from the road

approval given by the fire department and copied to rrhe Planning
and Zoning staff.

Nor can any inferences of Planning and Zoning

action or approval be drawn by correspondence sent to the Planning
and Zoning staff by the Dilleysr attorney
2)

Contact

by Board members

with

the school district

regarding the easement may have other ramifications; however it was
MEMORANDL7X DECISION
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not an official action of the Board's affecting its decision, nor
that of the Court's.
3)

The Zoning Administrator gave approval for the erection of

the barn before

the

1994 interim Hillside Ordinance became

effective. The fact that it was erected after the ordinance went
into effect does not indicate an official act of interpreting the
Hillside Ordinance.

Like a speeding statute, the fact that one

person may get caught while many do not, is no reason not to punish
the person who violates and gets caught.

This same reasoning

applies to the Indian Creek and Heatherlands lots.
5)

The Court does not consider the type of soil, nor the fact

that the area had bee= zoned residential since 1971, to be material
determinations either in supporting the Bluesrouse and Golden Xagle
Subdivisions, or in denying the Dilleys' application.
Applying the principles of law described above, the Court
finds that the

Zoning 2-dministrator's

inte-rpretation of

the

Mountain Overlay District, as it applies "L the Dilleys, was
rational, reasonable, and constitutional. The same holds true for
the affirmation by the Planning and Zoning Commission and the
Board.
The Court supports this decision wit-h the following findings :
1

There is no constitutional violation of equal protection

.. - in setting alrrering
standards for Corridors 1 and 2.
2)

The ordinance is not ambiguous.

The Administrator's

interpretation is one that a reasonable person could reach.

The

goals of the Rillside Ordinance support such an interpre~ation.
MEMORANDDM DECISION
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3)

That the definitions of

hillsides and benches

are

reasonable and consistent with the dictionary definitions of the
terms and the goals of protecting the aesthetic values of the Wood
River Valley.
4)

Since the ordinance is not ambiguous, the legislative

history is not relevant.

Also, to the Court, this chronology

indicates attempts by the zoning official to craft an ordinance
that accomplished the goals set forth.
5)

There may be some inconsistency in the application of the

zoning ordinances to the Bluegrouse and Golden Eagle Subdivisions;
however, the overall enforcement of the zoning ordinance is as
reasonable as could be drafted and still maintain the protection of
the public welfare goals set forth in the zoning ordinances. Wood
River Valley property comes in many shapes, with mountains,
hillsides, benches, flatland, floodpiain, and areas in between. No
oreinance could be draftes that would treat everyone equal in every
circumstance.
The legal issues have been pursued in good faith by the
Dilleys and no attorney's fees will be awarded to Blaine County.
The Diileysl petition for judicial review and complaint are
denied.

he i)illeys should pursue

their administrative remedies as

indicated in Palmer v. Blaine Countv, 117 Idaho 562

(1990) .

If

they are not satisfied with the result of doing so, the matter can
again be reviewed by the Court.
Will counsel for Blaine County prepare a Judgment consistent
with this decision with a heading covering both cases.
MEEORA.NDUM DECISION
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DATED this 5th day of March, 1998.
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The MOD Overlay is not Applicable to the Petitioners' Property.

Conspicuous by its absence is Blaine County's failure to rebut, or even address,
Petitioners' arguments relative to a critical and dispositive EacblaI issue in this case. The County
accurately sets fonh the definitional lmgnage of the Mountain Overlay District in the scenic
corridor as being those areas where the '%illside slope exceeds 15%". However, the County
completely ignores the fact that the gradient of the Petitioners' property in the proposed NoKaOi
Subdivision is less than 15% beginning at its property line on East Fork Road, and running ail the
way up to the bench area where both areas of disturbance on Lots 1 and 2 are located. As shown

on Exhibit "D" to the Petitioner's opening brief, this fact is borne out by the topographical and
terrain analysis conducted by Benchmark Associates as pW of the engineering work that the
ordinance required for plat approval. This fact was communicated to the 'Board by tbe
Administrator on December 20,2004, when Tom Bergin advised the Board that the white areas
on the plat were less than a 15% slope. (Tr.,pp. 45-46), Not only did the Blaine County Board of
Commissioners choose To ignore (a) the Administrator's factual advice, and (b) the potion of its
ordinance that delegated zoning boundq determiiistion to i@ administrative staff, the Count$'
also chose to ignore the fact that, by virtue of its own ordinance definition, tbe objectionable areas
of disturbance in the NoKaOi Subdivision property wme not physically located witbin the stated
parameters of the Mountain Overlay District Kot only was the Board's contrary determination of
the applicability of the Mountain Overlay District in violation of the County's own statutory

provisions, it was clearly unsupported by substantial evidence in the record. To the Petitioners, f
appears that Blaine count?. is engaged in a wholesale effort to thwart landowners' attempts to
develop their property in accordance with the applicable ordinanoe provisions.
B.

The County Ignored Its Own Zoning Code.

The County's current arguments relative to the Boardts ability to summaily ignore the
Adminishator's determination (not recommendation) of zoning boundaries is purely a means to an
end that is arbitrary and capricious at best, and is in excess of the Board's stamtory anthority. A
praious board had determined that the law of Blaine County should be +hat zoning boundary
determination should be delegated to the Adminishtor. Section 9-4-4 of the ordinance clearly
provides that the Administrator "shall have the authority to interpret zoning and overlay distsict
boundaries in accordance with this Title." In addition to that section of the code, Section 9-32-1
PEETlONERS' REPLY BRTEF - 2
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defines the role and duties of the Administrator. In pertinent part, that section states:
The Administrator's duties include, but are not limited to,
following:

I. htcrpret boundaries of zone dishiot.
The ordinance is clear and unambiguous in that regard, and there was no need for second-guessing
as to the meaning of its clear language* It was on the basis of that statutorily-delegated
responsibility that an applicant expended thousands of dollars to prepare a plat submission that
met technical County zoning requirements. The Board of Commissioners simply chose to ignore
tbe reality of an applicant's reliance upon an administrative determination which is expressly

provided for in the zoning code. Additionally, the Countyignor8d its own ordinance relative fo the
Mountain Overlay District in light of the fact that the applicants propeq has contigaom areas
from East Fork Road d l the way up to the areas of disturbance on Lots 1 and 2 that are less &an
15% in slope.

C.

The Dmey Opinion

...and...The Retit of the Shy.

In the Argument section of its brief, the County referenced an unpublished district wurt
opinion entered by Judge James May, and then attached a copy of elat opinion to its brief in
suppott of numerous issues. Although the DiIley v. Blaine County case was admittedly never
included in the record OF this matter, the County asserted tbat it had a right to include that ne*
information in the record through the concept of judicialnotice. In fkrtherance of it6 argument in

tbat regard, the County cites the case of Perry v. Schaumunfi, 110 Idaho 596, 716 P.2d 1368
(1986), in the second footnote on page 13 of its brief for the following proposition:
Although Judge May's decision in l2dt-pis not in the record, the.
Court may take judicial notice of its own records.

The Petitioners contend that a closer reading of the Perry case really does not lead to the
conclusion advanced by Blaine County. The quotation tiom the Peny case actually reads as
follovls:
The trid court may take judicial notice of its own records in the
ease before it.
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110 Idaho at 199. (Ernpberii added), Petitioneis contend that the County docs not have the roving

ability to place prior unpublished judicial opinions into the record of this matter at '&is late date,
because clearly, the Dilley case is not one of the records in the NoKaOi case pending before the
5

6
7

disfxict cow. Although the DiNey case concerned the County's MOD ordinance, there are

insufticient facts provided in Judge May's decision to even ascertain its applicability to the facts
of this case.

Because the County has now placed the Dillq opinion into this case, the Petitioners feel
obligated to at I d attempt to respond to it, despi* tlie fact that the ftrst f i e they or tlleir counsel
ever viewed the opinion was a week ago on December 12, 2006.

A couple of additional items from the Dllley opinion are noteworthy. From a reading of
the second finding made by Judge May at page 10 of his decision, it is obvious that it was the

zoning administrator who had exercised her delegated powers under the zoning ordinance, and

who had made a boundary determination relative to the Mountain Overlay District. That
determination by the Administrator was consistent with the delegation of such duty pursuant to
the provisions of the County's ordinance. Secondly, Judge May acknowledged case law cited by

(

.

<
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the Petitioners here& ?hatstates a statute denies due process of law and raises a constitutional
question when such statute is so vague that men of common intelligence must necesstu$ly guess at

its meaning and differ as to its application. fd, at pg. 7. That issue has been ally discussed in the
Petitioners' brief, and the County's reference to the content of titthe Dilley decision only supporn the
Petitionm' argument with regard to tbe constitutional due process violation in the insrani case.
According to the Counvs fmd decision, the determination of the Planning and Zoning
Commbsion "that the 57440' elevation contour line demarcates the lowest hillside slope which

exceeds 25% and that all areas within the proposed development above that contour line are
within the MOD" was embraced by the Board as a concept similar to that utilized in the DiZZey
decision. Although the County ultimately allowed the Dilleys to construct their residence above
the wntour line described ss the start of the MOD in that case, it is important to note that the

5740-fool elevation wntour line on the NoKaOi propexty begins at a "man-made mad or

1

embankment" whae that contour line intersects with East Fork Road. According to Section 9-21-

In determining the lowest hillside slopes as provided m
subsection D of this Section, slopes exceedlhg twenty-five
percent (25%) and fiReen percent (15%) respectively for
subsections Dl and D2 of this Section that were created by
existing man-made roads, embankments, canals, ditches and
waterways not pazt of a conlinuous hillside slope shall be
excluded when determining the lowest hillside slopes.

(Emphasis added). (R., p. 433). Even if the Board possessed the ability to countermand the
&tamination by !fie Administsator, it is clear that the Boaid employed a faulty method for

making that determination in light of the ordinanoe provision.

D.
:

The Rekianee liuue.

In its briet the County asserted that "[Tlhe Adrninistratois opinion on the MOD boundary

.. .changed over time." (Respondent's Brief at p.8). It was only when tbe County Commissioners
began to put pressure on the Administrator after the December, 2004 hearing that such vacillation

began to occur. The admiiistiative determination regarding the MOD boundary originally made
by the zoning administrator had been provided to the applicants and their engineer for purpofies of

designing the subdivision, and had been relied on by them throughout the process. The
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Adminisuator's testimony during the initial Board hearing, coupled with the Administrator's staff
report, are all indicative of the fact that the property had been conclusively determined to be
outside of the Mountain Overlay District. (See Tr., Dec. 20,2004, at p. 45, 1I. 8-16 and p. 46, 11.

4-9). Tom Bergin expressly advised the Board that the white &ea on the plat was not a hillside,
and that such area was not in the MOD. Former Commissioner Mary Ann Mix also expressly
advised her fonner colleagues on the Board that the areas of distubance were not in the Mountain
Overlay District. (k,
pp. 134-35). She had absolutely nothing to gain by being candid and blunt
about the notion of equal protection mandated by the state and federal consfituiions. If anything,
this emtic change of "detem~ination"about the applicabilifi of the Mountain Ovnrlay District by
both the Administrator and the Board is indicative of the faci that different people are constantly

differing as to the meaning and application of the Mountain Overlay District. The MOD section of
the ordinance in ~ E e con
t the date of the PPetionets'application is void for vagueness.
The Countyrefers the court to Sections 10-5-1 and 10-5-2 of the ordinance as ihe apparent
basis for allowing an unfettered overlay boundary determination by the Board. That notion is
inconsistent with the very reason for Section 9-4-4 o f the ordinance which indicated that the
hdniinistrator "shall have the authority to interpret zoning and overlay disCrict boundaries in
accordance with this Titie." An earlier board recognized the need for consistency and uniformity
in interpretation and application of the ordinances. That earlier board knew that an applicant had
to rely on some official interpretation and determination in order to proceed with a subdivision

application. Contrary to the County's argument, the decision by the Administrator with regard to
zoning and overlay district boundaxy interpretation i s not a recommendation, but is characterized

as a "determination". According to 5 10-4-I@), the NoKaOi short plat application could be
placed on the Board's agenda for hearing "oilly after falfillmg all the requirements of this Title".

(R, p. 268). It would be ludicrow for anyone to think that an applicant should spend $50,000, as
did the Petitioners, to meet the stringent engineering and design ~'quire~nents
of the County's

zoning ordinance bssed strictly upon a recommendation that GOUMbe subjectively dismissed by
"individuals who have their own personal agenda" as stated by fom~erCommissioner Mix. ARer

all, it is the Administrator who is to have special "knowledge in the principles and practices of
subdividing who is appointed by the Board to administer this Title". (See 10-2-1 at R., p. 562).
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Equal Protection.

The County would now apparently argue th& just because the County had previously
inmpretnl Mountain Overlay decisions in one manner, it was not bound to apply the same
intmpretations to other similarly situated property. In reiimce upon that argument, the County has
cited the court fa Inremzountain Gas Company v. Idaho Piiblic Utilities Commission, 97 Idaho
113, 540 P.2d 775 (2975). The Petitioners believe that b e Couaty's reliance on one statement
extracted &urn a PUC r a b case is entirely inapplicable to the facts of this case. h Inrermounrain,

mpra,

h e Public Utilities Commission changed its methodology for calculating operating

expenses and allowances due to lag times bemeen a utility's payment for goods and services in
connection with its operation, and the utility's receipt of customer payments, It did not interpret a
law that deprived Intcrmoultain Gas Company of equal protection, or a fundamental

wndtutional right. The fwt situation of Intermountab is not analogous to NoKaOi. The oases
provided to the Boaid of Commissioners during the hearing oa the NoKaOi Subdivision clearly
support the Petitioners' claim of unequal treatment in the Countfs interpretation of its own
ordinance. More interestingly, the County has referred the court to Deonier v. Srate Public

Employee Refirement Board, 114 Idaho 721, 760 P.2d 1137 (1988), in a p p m t support of irs
argument. Deo~rierinvolved a fmfigbter's pension plan and a dispute about disability benefits.

The deci~ionby the Idaho Supreme Court actually sipports the Petitioners' posture in this case,
because it was determined that a "amadministrative interpretation of an extant statute" impinged
upon vested rights.

court found that the plaintiffs were entitled to rely upon the State

Insurance Fund's prior intapretation of a statutory provision and that the new administ~ative

interpretation materiafly altered their contractual expectations regarding vested rights to retjrement
benefits. The court detcnnined that the statutory interpretation was inoperative as being violalive
of equal protedion of the law.
The County again chooses to embrace the DDq decision at page 12 of its brief regarding
the equal protection argument. 'Nowever, in light of the conclusion of the Dilley mattcz, the

Petitionm contend that the County's continrred reliance on the Dilley determination is misplaced.

I

m a reading of Judge May's decision in the Dill? case, it appears that
PBTmON6RS' REPLY BRIEP - 7
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Judge May wanted to Snd a way to cxcuar the County hum ciju~lii enforcing the Mountain
Overlay District upon laadownets in Blaine County. The Blaine County Board of Commissioners
would doubtlessly embrace Judge May's decision in t h t regard in giving them unfettered
discretion to decide who may, and who may not, develop tbev property, despite the express
v&ie

of the ordinances. 7ke court is urged to re-read the ~ndividual comments of

Commissioners Wright, Bowman and Michael in the transcript of July 26, 2005. That the Board
felt it cauld be arbitrary in readoring its decision was a given. (Tr., pp. 76-77). That the Board did
not have to bathes itrelf with prior interpretations of the Mountain Overlay District interpretation
was an absolute. (Tr., p. 76 and p. 85). The Board acknowledged that the Petitioners in this case

were given an admmistrative determination that the Board did not agree with, and also
acknowledged that an inconsistent interprstation had been accorded to two other lots in the very
same area (Zi.., p. 84 and p. 86). The Petitioners contend that the arbifrariness of the Board in this

case is borne out by the cavaIieb methods of interpreting the Mountain Overlay boundaries in a
total1yinconsistenrmanner from that employed in prior decisions.

In a ra&r smug approach to this case, the Countyhas instructed the court as foIlows:
Tbird, the Court must understand that the Petitioners['] estoppef
claim is being presented witbin the context of a quasi-judicial
process where thwe are no guarantees of approval. The
subdivision applicant is aware of sfiingent standards of
evaluation and has the burden of persuasion as to each standard

16

17
18

L9

1

(Respondent's Brief at p. 16). The Petitioners are reasonably certain that the court understands the

nature of rhi6 case, and are even more certain that the court understands the conrtitutional
safe-

of equal protection and due pxocess when it cornos to the fair and even-banded

interpretation and the application of laws and statutes. ?%at is precisely the basis upon which the
Idaho Supreme Court struck down the regulatov interpretation in the Dmnier case, a case
23
24
25

26

1
1

inexplicably presented to this coua aa'being supportive of the County's position. While there nay

be no guarantees of approwl of a subdivision application, there are certainly constitutional

guarantees of equal protection and due process that even the Blaine County Board of
Commissioners cannot avoid. If only thc Board had heeded the adnlonitions of former
Commissioner Mary Ann

Mix,these constitutional guarantees would have been afforded to the

Petitioners. If only the Board had listened to the Administrator when he described fie 'w1ut.e
PEllTlONBRS REPLY BRBF - 8
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areas" on the plat as being less then fifteen percent (15%) in slope, and not in the MOD, this entire
matter could have been avoided.
The Petitioners reaffm their conviction that the County's denial of the NaKaOi
Subdivision plat was in violation of each of the items enumerated in Idaho Code 6 67-5279(3)(a)
through (e), inclusive. It is facially apparent that substantial rights of thc Petitioners have been
prejudiced, both in tern= of violation of constilutional safeguards, as well as the denial of their
right to develop their property consistent with the laws of the jurisdiction.
F.

Yoid for Vagueness.

Piadly, the County had apparent difficulty in dealing with the "void for vagueness"
argurnent advanced by the Petitioners, and consequently, asserted that this argument should be

"discarded without consideration". Indeed, the Petitioners understand the County's reIucWe to
deal with this issue &en the facts in the record and the content of the hearing transnip&. In
advancing the applicability uf the Diiley decision the County cannot sumariiy ipore the Idaho
Supreme Court's statement in Ohen v. LA. Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706,791 P.Zd 1285 (1990)
which states:

. , . However, a statute denies due process of law and r d s s a

constitutiond question only when it is so vague that men of
common intelligmce must necessarily guess at its meatling and
differ as to its application.

117 Idaho at 716. The court has to inquire of the County how Administrators Kaavik and Bergin
could reach one decision, only to have Planning and Zoning Co&ssion

members woncler aloud

as to the meanhg and interpretation of the Mountain Overlay District, and then to have the

County Commissioners reach a contrary determination. This is especially perplexing given the
County's acknowledged inconsistent decisions on property adjacent tn the NoKaOi Subdivision
property. It is the County that has chosen not to advance arguments in opposition to the
Petitioners' assemons. The record and the transcript give credence to the Petitioners' contention
that the interpretation of the Mountain Overlay Distict by the Couny renders that statute void for
vagueness. Affording greater tolerance when addressing a civil statute under the void for
vagueness doctrine does not mean that a cow will ignore the reality of the situation where "men
[and women) of common intelligence must necwsarily guess at its [the statute's] meaning and

differ as to i b application.'
The Petitioners would ft&er draw attention to the Counry's argument advanced at page

19 of its brief:
The MOD consis@of all areas on a parcel higher than the lowest
hillside slopes which exceed rwenry-five percent (2596) or fifben
percent (15%) in the Scenic Comdor.
(See BCC,

9-21-2~)). It was hoped that the County would recognize the folly of its

interpretation wben ultimately addressing this ianguage in the context of the NoKaOi application.

Why, if the Petitioners' property rises from East Fork Road dl the way to the asrem of distnrbance
on

Lots I and 2 with s slope of Iess than

IS%, did the County believe it could impose the

requirements of the Mountain Overlay Dishict on the property? ti, 5s Judge May determined in
the Dilley deeision, the definition of %bench" is vht the dictionary defkition states (and indeed,

the Comprehensive Plan), how couid tbe County have debminod that the adjoining Rollins'
property on the same exact bench was not within the Mountain Overlay District, while
detarmhiagthat the Petitioners' "bench" was included within the MOD? Suffice it to say, it is the

Petitioners' position @atthe County's subjective and free.wheding interpretation of its ordinance

is legally and consti~tiondlyimpermissible. Prior approvals of similarlg situated propdies as
coneiined in the record of this matter show that the denial in this case was arbitrary and
oapsicious,

6.

Atfomey Fees.

The County's decision is unsupported in fact or law, and as a consequence, atiorney fees
must be awardcdto the Petitioners. Petitioners could cite a litany of oases in addition to Eischer v.
City of Ketchurn, 141 Idaho 349, 109 P.3d 1091 (2005). Perhaps the most instructive language

comes from Reardon v. Cip ofBurley, 140 Idaho 115, 90 P.3d 340 (2004), in which the Idaho
S u p m e Court detemzined thst where a county did not act with a reasonable basis in fact or law,

the district court e m d in denying a petitioner's request for afromey fees.

l-xmxmm
In December of 2004, the zoning administrator deteimhed that the "areas of distuibance"
of the subdivisim were not "hillside" slopes, but rather, were above alluvial "bench" slopes. Just

w the Administmtor had & that determination for Blaine County in the P~ynnmatter, the Blue
I

I

I

!
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Gmwe Subdivision, the Rollins mtter, the James lot, and all the other sites referenced in the

record, tfie original NoKiOi administrative determination was uniformly made. In an arbitiruy
&Eon, the Board determined otherwise, despite the clear evidence in the record to substantiate

the determination that the areas of disturbance for the Petitioners' proposed lots did not fall within
the regulatory scheme of the County for the Mouutnin Overlay District. This wW should reverse

tbe Board's decision, and should remand this matter with insfmctiotls in that regard. la so doing
this cow should determine that Blaine County acted without a reasonable basis in either fact or
law in arriving at this decision, and should award the Petitioners their costs and aMomey fees
incurred in this ma@r.
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A.

The MOD Overlay is not Applicable to the Petitioners' Property.
Conspicuous by its absence is Blaine County's failure to rebut, or even address,

Petitioners' argurnei~tsrelative to a critical and dispositive factual issue in this case. T l ~ eCounty
accurately sets forth the definitional language of the Mountain Overlay Dishict in tile scenic
comdor as being those xeas where the "hillside slope exceeds 1576". IIowever, the Courily
coinpletely ignores the fact that the gadie~ltof the Petitioners' property in the proposed NoICaOi
Subdivision is less than 15% beginning at its propzrty line on East Fork Road, and running all tile
way up to the bench area where both areas of disturbailce on Lots 1 and 2 are located. As shown
on Exhibit "D" to the Petitioner's opening brief, tiis fact is borne out by the topographical and
te~saiila~~alysis
conducted by Benchmarlc Associates as part of tbe engineering work that tile
ordinance required for plat approval. Tbis fact was cormnunicated to tbe Board by tile
Adnlinisbator on December 20, 2004, when Tom Bergin advised the Board that the white areas
on the plat were less t11ail a 15% slope. (Tr., pp. 45-46). Not only did the Blaine County Board of
Commissioners clioose to ignore (a) the Administrator's factual advice, and (b) the portion of its
ordinance that delegated zoning boui~darydetermination to its admu~istrativestaff, the County
also chose to ignore the fact that, by virtue of its own 01-dinance definition, the objectionable areas
of disturbance in the NoKaOi Subdivision property were not physically located within the stated
parameters of tlie Mountain Overlay District. Not only was the Board's contrary determination of
tile applicability of tile Mountain Overlay District in violation of the County's own statutory
provisions, it was clearly unsupported by substantial evidence in the record. To the Petitioners, it
appears that Blaine County is engaged in a wholesale effort to thwart la~ldowners'attempts to
develop their property it1 accordailce with the applicable ordinance provisions.

B.

Tlle County Ignored Its Own Zoning Code.
T l ~ eCounty's cun-ent arguments relative to the Board's ability to sumnarily ignore tlie

Administrator's deterinination (not recomtnendation) of zoning boundaries is purely a means to an
end that is arbih-ary and capricious at best, and is in excess of the Board's statutory authority. A
pi-evious board had detennined that the law of Blaine County shouid be that zonil~gboundary
detei-millation should be delegated to the Adil~i~listrator.
Section 9-4-4 of tile ordinance clearly
provides that the Administrator "shall have tile authority to interpret zoning and overlay district
boundaries in accordance with this Title." In addition to that section of the code, Section 9-32-1
PETITIONERS REPLY BRIEF - 2
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defines the role and duties of the Adminishator. In pertinent part, that section states:
The Administrator's duties include, but are not limited to, the
following:

I. hterpret boundaries of zone district.
The ordinance is clear and unainbiguous in that regard, and there was no need for second-guessing
as to the meaning of its clear language. Ir was on the basis of that statutorily-delegated
responsibility that an applicant expended thousands of dollars to pi-epare a plat submission that
nlet technical County zoning requirements. The Board of Commissioi?ers simply chose to ignore
tlie reality of an applicant's reliance upon all administrative detem~inationwhich is expressly
provided for in the zoning code. Additionally, the County ignored its own ordinance relative to the
Mountain Overlay District in light of the fact that the applicant's properly has colltiguous areas
holn East Fork Road all the way up to the areas of disturba~~ce
on Lots 1 and 2 that are less than

15% in slope.
C.

The Dilley Opinion ...and ... The Rest of the Story.
b~ the Argument section of its brief, the County referenced an unpublished district court

opinion entered by Judge James May, and then attached a copy of that opinion to its brief in
suppol? of nunierous issues. Although the Diiley v. Blaine Coun~ycase was admittedly never
included in t l ~ erecord of this matter, the County asserted that it had a right to illclude that new
information in the record through tlle coilcept of judicial notice. In furtherance of its argument in
that regard, the County cites the case of Perqi v. Schaunzann, 110 Idaho 596, 716 P.2d 1368

(1986), in the second footnote on page 13 of its brief for the following proposition:
is not in the record, tlie
Althouglx Judge May's decision in
Court may take judicial notice of its own records.
Tlie Petitioners contend that a closer reading of tile Pervy case really does not lead to the
conclusion advanced by Blaine County. The qnotatioll from the Perry case actually reads as
follows:
The trial court may take judicial notice of its own records in the
ease before it.
PETITIOMERS' REPLY BRIEF - 3

110 Idaho at 599. (Emphasis added). Petitiollers contend that the Couilty does not have the roving
ability to place prior unpublished judicial opinions into the record of this matter at this late date,
because clearly, the Dilley case is not one of the records in the NoKaOi case pending belore the
district court. Although the Dilley case conccmed the County's MOD ordulance, there are
insufficient facts provided in Judge May's decision to even ascertain its applicability to the facts
of illis case.
Because t l ~ eCouilty has now placed the Dilley opinion into this case, t l ~ ePetitioners feel
obligated to at least attempt to I-espond to it, despite the fact that the first time they or their counsel
to know and
ever viewed the opinion was a week ago on December 12, 2006. I? is in~porta~lt
understaiid "the rest of the story" when it comes to the ultirnate outcoine of the DiNey case, In
order to fully advise the couit of the events in Dilley, and because the County has "opened the
have attached to this brief t11e Affidavit of Ned C. Wiliiamsoil,
door" on its history, the Petitiol~~rs
tiie attorney who represented the Dilleys in that action. The critical elemeilts of that case's
outcome are set forth under oath in Mi..Williamson's affidavit. First, this court needs to know that
the Di!ley case was appealed to the Idaho Supreme Court. Second, after the appeal was filed,
Blaine County relented in order to avoid the appeal, and allowed the Dilleys to construct their
resideilce at the location originally detem~inedto be unsuitable by the zoning administrator
because of its supposed location in the Mountain Overlay District. According to Ned
Williamson's affidavit, the Dilley house was constructed at ?lie same location as had originally
been determined by the zoning adlninisbator to be within tiie M o u ~ ~ t aOverlay
u~
District. The
Petitioners believe that fairness on tile part of the County would have dictated illat this
ulforn~atioiiwould be provided to tile court if tile County felt so strongly that it needed to attach
an unpublished opinion to its brief, despite the fact that it was ilot contained

~ I the
I

record before

the coui?.
A couple of additioi~alitems kom the Diliey opinion are noteworthy. From a reading of
the second finding made by Judge May at page 10 of his decision, it is obvious that it was tlie
zoning administrator w11o had exercised her delegated powers under the zoning ordinance, and
who had made a boundary determiilation relative to the Mountain Overlay District. That
determination by the Adniinistrator was consistent with tile delegation of such duty pursuant to
tile provisions of the County's ordinance. Secondly, Judge May acknowledged case law cited by
PE?I??ONBRS' REPLY B m F - 4

the Petitioners herein that states a statute denies due process of law and raises a constitutional
question when such stahlte is so vague that men of colnmoli illtelligence must necessarily guess at
its meaning and differ as to its application. Id. at pg. 7. That issue has been fully discussed in the
Petitioners' brief, and the County's reference to the content of tile Dilley decision only supports the
Petitioners' argument wit11 regard to the constiiutional due process violation in the instant case.
According to the Counly's final decision, the determination of the Plaiming and Zoning
Commission "that the 5740' elevation col~tourline demarcates the lowest hillside slope which
exceeds 25% a ~ that
d all areas within the proposed developiilent above that contour line are
within the MOD" was embraced by the Board as a coi~ceptsiinilar to that utilized in the DiIley
decision. Alti~ougbtile County ultimately allowed the Dilleys to construct their residence above
the contour line described as the start of the MOD in that case, it is importallt to note that the
5730-foot elevation contour !he on the NoKaOi property begins at a "man-made road or
embal?Iune~xt"where that contour line intersects with East Fork Road. According to Section 9-2 1&

-

In determining the lowest hillside slopes as provided in
subsection D of tiris Section, slopes exceeding twenty-five
percent (25%) and fifteen percent (15%) respectively for
subsectio~lsD l and D2 of this Section that were created by
existing man-made roads, embanlmeuts, cailals, ditches axid
waterways not part of a colltinuous hillside slope shall be
excluded when determining tlle loalest hillside slopes.

15

16
17
18

(Emphasis added). (R., p. 433). Even if the Board possessed the ability to coulltennand the
detenr~iilationby the Administrator, it is clear that the Board employed a faulty method ibr
making that determination in light of the 01-dinanceprovision.

D.

The Reliance Issue.

In its brief, the County asserted that "[TJhe Adrnit~istrator'sopinion on the MOD boundary
. . . changed over time." (Respondent's Brief at p.8). It was only when the County Commissioners

began to put pressure on the Administl-ator after the December, 2004 healing that such vacillation
began to occur. Tile adruinislrative determination regarding the

MOD boundary originally made

by t11e zoi~ingadininistrator bad been provided to the applical~tsand their engineer for purposes of
designing the subdivision, and had been relied on by them tIxoughout the process. The
PETITIONXRS'REPLY BRIEF - 5

Administrator's testilllony during tile initial Roard hearing, coupled with the Administrator's staff
report, are all indicative of the fact that the propeity had been conclusively dete~minedto be
outside of the Mountaiu Overlay District. (See TI., Dec. 20, 2004, at p. 45, 11. 8-16 and p. 46, 11.

4-9). Tom Bergin expressly advised the Board that the cvhite area on the plat was not a hillside,
m d that such area was not in the

MOD.Fonner

Commissioner Mary An11 Mix also expressly

advised her former colleagues on the Board that the areas of disturbance were not in the Mountain
Overlay District. (R., pp. 134-35). She bad absolutely nothing to gain by being candid and blunt
ahout the notioil of equal protection mandated by the state and federal constitutions. If anything,
this erratic change of' "detel-mination" about the applicability of the Mountain Overlay District by
both the Administrator and tile Board is indicative of the fact that different people are constantly
differing as to the meaning and application of the i!dountair; Overlay Distrjct. The MOD sectioil or
the o'ciu~ance in effect oil the date of the Petitioners' application is void for vagueness.
The County refers the court to Sections 10-5-1 and 10-5-2 of the ordinance as tile apparent
basis for allowing an unfettered overlay boundary- determination by the Boad. That nation is
incotlsistent with the very reason for Section 9-4-4 of the ordinance w l k h indicated that the
Administrator "shall have the authority to interpret zoning and overlay district bounda~iesin
accordar~cewith this Title." An earlier board recognized the need for consistency and uniformity
in interpretation and application of the ordinances. That earlier board h e w that an applicant had
to rely on some official inte~pretationand determination in order to proceed with a subdivision
application. Contrary to the County's argument, the decision by tile Administrator with regard to
zn13ing and overlay district boundary interpretation is not a recommendation, but is characterized
as a "detern~ination". According to $ 10-4-I@), the NoKaOi short plat applicatiol~could be
placed on the Board's agenda for hearing "only afier fulfilling all tile requirements of this Title".

(R., p. 268). It would be ludicrous for anyone to think that an applicant should spend $50,000, as
did the Petitioners, to meet the stringent engineering and design requirements of the County's
zoning ordinance based strictly upon a recommendation that could be subjjectively dismissed by
"individuals who have their own personal agenda" as stated by former Co~mi$sionerMix. After
all, it is tile Administrator who is to have special "knowledge in the principles and practices of
subdividing who is appointed by tbe Board to admii;ister ibis Title". (See 5 10-2-1 at R., p. 562).
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E.

Equal Protection.
The C o u ~ ~ would
ty
now apparelitly argue that just because the Couilty had previously

inteipreted Mouiitain Overlay decisions in one maimer, it was not bound to apply the same
interpretations to other similariy situated property. III reliance upon that arpineilt, the County has
cited the court ?o Inter~nouiatainGas Conlpalay v. Idaho Public Utilities Commission, 97 Idaho
113, 540 P.2d 775 (1975). The Petitiollers believe that tile County's reliance on one stateine~~t
extracted %om a PUC rate case is elltirely inapplicable to tlie facts of this case. 111Intnmozintain,

silpm, the Public Utilities Coinmissio~i changed its methodology for calculatilig operating
expenses and aliowances due to lag times between a utiiity's payment for goods and services in
co~u~ection
with its operation, and the utility's receipt of customer payments. It did not interpret a
law that deprived h~termonntain Gas Company of equal protection, or a fiindamental
constitutional right. The fact situation of Intermoui~tainis not anaiogous to NoKaOi. The cases
provided to the Board of Commissioners Ctuiiiing the hearing oli the NoICaOi Subdivision clearly
support the Petitioners' claim of unequal treatment ui the County's interpretation of its own
ordinance. More interestingly, the County has referred the cour? to Deonier

>i

State Public

Erizployee Retirement Board, 114 Idaho 721, 760 P.2d 1137 (1988), in apparent support of its
arynielit. Deonier involved a firefigliter's pensioil plan aiid a dispute about disability beilefits.
The decision by the Idaho Supreme Court actually supports the Petitioners' posture in ibis case,
because it was determined that a "new adlninistrative inteqretation of an extant sta%teVimpinged
upon vested rights. Tile court found that the plaiiitiffs were entitled to rely upon tlie State
insurance Fund's prior inteij~retationof a statuloiy provision and that the new administrative
interpretation materially altered their contractual expectations regarding vested rights to retirement
benefits. The court determined that tlie statutory interpretation was inoperative as being violative
of equal protection of the law.
The County again ciiooses to embrace the Dilley decision at page 12 of its brief regarding
tlie equa! protectioil argument. I-Towever, in light of tlie conclusion of tlie Dilley matter, the
Petitioners contend that the County's continued reliance on the Dilley determillation is misplaced.

If reference to the Diiley parcel and the opution rendel-ed by Judge May are to be considered in
this matter, the Petitioners are certainly elititled as a matter of fairness to have Ned Wiliianison's
affidavit considered. From a reading of Judge May's decision in the Dilley case, it appears that

Judge May wanted to find a way to excuse the County Erom equally enforcing the Mountain
Overlay District upon landowners in Blaine County. The Blaine County Board of Conmissioners
would doubtlessly embrace Judge May's decision in that regard in giving them unfettered
discretion to decide who may, and who inay not, develop tkeir property, despite the express
verbiage of the ordinailces. The coult is urged to re-read the individual comments of
Comnissioners Wright, Bowinan and Michael in the transcript of July 26, 2005. That the Board
felt it could be arbitrary in rendexing its decision was a given. (TI., pp. 76-77). That the Board did
not have to bother itself wit11 prior interpretations of the Mountain Overlay District h~teqretation
was an absolute. (Tr., p. 76 and p. 85). Tlle Board acknowledged tl~atthe Petitioners in this case
were given an administrative determination that the Board did not agree witli, and also
aclcnowledged that an iiiconsistent interpretation had been accosdcd to two other lots in the very
saine area. (Tr., p. 84 and p. 86). The Petitio~ierscontend that the arbitrarinsss of the Board in tlGs
case is borne out by the cavalier methods of interpreting the Mountain Overlay boundaries in a
totally inconsistent manner froin that employed in prior decisions.

In a rather smug approach to this case, the County has instmcted the court as follows:
Third, the Coua must understand that tlle Petitioners['] estoppel
claim is being presented within the context of a quasi-judicial
process where there are no guarantees of approval. The
subdivision applicant is aware of stringent standards of
evaluation and has the burden of persuasion as to each standard.
(Respondent's Brief at p. 16). The Petitioners are reasonably certain tllat tile court understands the
nature of this case, and are even ri~orecertau~that tile court understands the constitutional
safeguards of equal protection and due process when it comes to tile fair and even-handed
iriterpretation and the application of laws and statutes. That is precisely the basis upon which the
Idaho Supreme Court struck down the replato~yinterpretation in the Deonier case, a case
inexplicably presented to ibis court as being suppoaive of the County's position. m i l e there may
be no gual-antees of approval of a subdivision application, tllere are certainly constitutional
guarantees of equal protection and due process that eve11 the Blaine County Board of
Co~mnissioners caiulot avoid. If only the Board had heeded the ad~no~~itions
of former
Commissioner Mary Ann Mix, these constitutional guarantees would have been afforded to rbe
Petitioners. If oiily t11e Board had listened to the Administrator when he described the "white

areas" on the plat as being less than fifteen percent (15%) in slope, and not in tlie MOD, this entire
matter could have been avoided.
The Petitioners r e a f f m their conviction that the Couniy's denial of the NoKaOi
Subdivision plat was in violati011 of each of the items enumerated in Idaho Code 9 67-5279(3)(a)
though (e), inclusive. It is facially apparent that substantial rights of ?lie Petitioners have been

prejudiced, both iii terms of violation of constilutional safeguards, as well as the delliaial of their
riglit to develop their properly consiste~~t
with the laws of the jurisdiction
F.

Void for Vagueness.
Finally, the Cou~ltyhad apparent difficulty in dealing will1 the "void for vagueness"

argument advanced by the Petitioners, and consequently, asserted that this argument should be
"discarded witl~outcoi~sideratian".hdeed, the Petitiollers understand the County's reluctailce to
deal with this issue given the facts

ill

the record and the coiitent of the hearing uanscripts. In

advancing the applicability of the Dilley decision the County ca1111ot su~nmarilyi g ~ ~ othe
r e Idaho
Supreme Court's sratement in Olserz v. JA. Fieentan Co., 117 Idaho 706, 791 P.2d 1285 (1990)
which states:
. . . EIowever, a statute denies due process of law and raises a
co~~stitutional
question only vvllen it is so vague tllat men of
common intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and
differ as to its application.

117 Idaho at 716. The court has to inquire of the County how Admu~istratorsRaavik and Bergin
could reach one decision, only to have Planning and Zoning Commission members wonder aloud
as to the meaning and interpretation of the Mountain Overlay District, and then to have the
Counly Comn?issioners reach a conQary determination. This is especially perplexing given the
Cou~~ty's
acknowledged iricoi~sistel~t
decisioi~son property adjacent to the NoKaOi Subdivision
property. It is tile Counly that has chosen not to advance argumei~ts in opposition to tlie
Petitioners' assertions. Tile record and tlie transcript give credence to the Petitioners' contel~tioli
that the interpretation of the Mountain Overlay District by the County renders that statute void for
vagueness. Affording greater tolerance wl~enaddressing a civil statute under tl~evoid for
vagueness doctrjne does not mean that a court will ignore the reality of the situation where "men
must necessarily guess at its [the statute's] meaning and
[and women] of coininoi1 i~~teiligence

differ as to i u application."
The Petitioners would further draw attention to the County's ai-gument advanced at page
19 of its brief:
The MOD consists of all areas on a parcel higher than the lowest
hillside slopes wluch exceed twenty-five percent (25%) or fifteen
percent (15%) in the Scenic Corridor.

(See BCC,

9

9-21-2(0)). It was hoped that the County would recognize the folly of its

inte~pretationwhen ultimately addressing this language in the context of the NoKaOi application.
Why, if the l'etitioilers' property lises from East Fork Road all the way to the areas of disturbance
on Lots 1 and 2 with a slope of less t h a ~15%, did the County believe it could inlpose tile
requireineilts of the Mountain Overlay District on the properly?

IC as Judge May determined in

the Dilley decisioii, the defmitioi~of "bencb" is what the dictionary definition states (and indeed,
tile Comprehensive Plarl), how could the County have dete~minedthat the adjoining Rollins'
property on the same exact bench was not within tlze Mountain Overlay District, while
determining tbat the Petitio~~ers'
"bench" was included within the MOD? Suffice it to say, it is the
Petitioners' position that the Coui~ty'ssubjective and free-wheeling interpretation of its ordinance

is legally and constitutionally impermissible. Prior approvals of similarly situated properties as
contair~ed in the record of this matter show that tile denial in this case was arbitrary and
capricious.

G.

Attorney Fees.
The County's decision is unsupported in fact or law, and as a consequence, attorney fees

must be awarded to the Petitioners. Petitioners could cite a litany of cases in addition to Fisclzer v

Cily of Ketchurn, 141 Idaho 349, 109 P.3d 1091 (2005). Perhaps the nlost irismctive lailguage
comes froin Reardon v. Cii-y of Budey,140 Idaho 115, 90 P.3d 340 (20041, in which tile Idaho
Supreme Court determilled tbat where a county did not act with a reasonable basis in fact or law,
t l ~ edistrict court erred in dsiying a petitioner's I-equestfor attorney fees.
CONCI,IISTORI

In Deceinber of 2004, tile zoning administrator determined that the "areas of disturhaiice"
of the subdivisioil were not "hillside" slopes, but rather, were above alluvial "bench" slopes. Just
for Blaine County in the Pyrm maiter, the Blue
as the Administrator had made that detem~ir~ation

1
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I

Grouse Subdivision, the Roiiins matter, the James lot, and all the other sites referenced in the
record, the original NoKaOi administrative detennir~atiouwas unifo~mlymade. bl at1 arbitrary
fashion, the Board determined otherwise, despite the clear evidence in the record to substa:~tiate
the determinatioil that the areas of disturbance for ?lie Petitioners' proposed lots did nor fall witlliri
the regulatory scheme of tile County for the Mountain Overlay District. This court should reverse
the Board's decision, and should remand this matter witi~instructions in thar regard. In so doing,

I
I

this couit should determil~ethat Blaine Coui~tyacted without a reasonable basis in either fact or
law ill arriving at this decision, and should a'nrard tile Petitioners their costs and attorney fees
incurred in ihis matter.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this &day

of December, 2006.

ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC

sf

The undersjged certifies that on the L d a y of December, 2006, he caused a tnie and collect copy of tile
foregoing instrument io be served upon tile fo!iowing persoils in h e following manner:

TUIIGraves
[ ]
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Anoiney [ ]
201 2nd Avellue South Suite 100 [ ]
Hailey, LD 83333

pd

EIaiid Deiiver
U.S. EvIai!
Overniglit Cornier
Facsimile Transmission
(208)788-5554

I

Gary D. SIette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB #3 198
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Attorneys for Petitioners

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JWICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
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STATE OF IDAHO, Dl KND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
*+****a****

ED TERRAZAS and JACIClE
WESELOH,
Petitioners,

1
1

)

Case No. CV-05-760

1

i

v.

BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO,
By and through its duly elected
Board of Commissioners,

1
1

AFFIDAVITOF NED C.
WILLL4MSON

)

1
)
)

Respondent.

1

STATE OF lDAHO

1

County of Blaine

)

SS.

NED C. WELLAMSON, Grst being duly sworn, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the Stale of Idaho.

2.

I was the attorney of record for Les and Leslie Dilley in the cases of Dilley v.

Blaine Counly, Blaine Couuty Case Nos. Dl-97-373 I and CV-97-4237
3.

Judge James 1. May entered a Memorandum Decision in the DDilley

ii

Blaine

County cases on March 5, 1998, in wkich he denied the DiUeys' Petition for Judicial Review

relative to the construction ofa residence at a planned location on their properly.

1

1
I

4.

On behalf of the Dilieys, I appealed the district court's decislon to the ldaho

Supreme Court.
5.

As a result of a subsequent decision by Blaine County, the Dilleys were able to

construct a residence on their property. Linda Haavik, the former Blaine County Plauning
Administrator, concluded h a t the Diileys' residence could be constructed in a location Blaine
County previously determined was in the Mountain Overlay District.
6.

The Dilleys did consbuct a residence on their property.

7.

As a result of h e Blaine County decision allowing the Dilleys to build a residence

on their property, the Dilleys withdrew their appeal.
Further sayeth your Affiant not.

NED C. WILLTAMSON
SUBSCRIBED iiND SWORN to before me this

&5$ day of December, 2006

CERTIFlC.4TE OF SERVICE
The undersigned cert~ficsthat on me /day

a

of December, 2006, he caused a me and correct copy of tJ1e

foregomg instnunent to be served upon the foilomg persons m the iollowmg maliner

T i Graves
[ ]
ChiefDeputy Prosecutmg Atrurney [ ]
201 2nd Avenue South Suite 100 [ J
I-Iaiiey,ID 83333

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission

- (Z\8)

788-5554

"i''"'"
'j:'
d b ~ ~ b s m b .

iaT3iCT
BLAINE COUHTY

Jim J. Tilomas, ISBN 4415
Blaine County Prosecutiilg Attorney
201 2" Avenue S., Suite 100
Ilailey, Ida110 83333
Telephone: (208) 758-5545
Fax: (208) 788-5554

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TI%
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR T I E COUNTY OF BJA41NE

Case No. CV-05-760

ED TERR4ZAS and JACKIE WESELOH,
Petitioners,

I

MOTION TO STRIICE

BLAINE COIITJTY, DAIIO, By and
though its duly elected Board of
Commissioilers:
Respondent.

I

COMES NOW Respondent Blaine County: by and through the iSlaine Counly
Prosecilting Atto~mey'sOffice, and liereby inoves the Couri for its order striltiilg the affidavit of
Ned Williamson and otller ~llateriaisand/or references to items that are not in the record on
appeal
In theil- Reply Brief, Petitioners take exceptioil Lo the ltespondent's citation to Judge
May's Decision in Les Dillev and Leslie Diilev v. Biaille County, CV 97 973731, CV 97-4237
(March 5 , 1998) oil page 13 of the Respoildent's Brief See Reply Brief at 3-5. This objection is
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decision in ils Decision here, the

made despite the Board's citation and relia~lceupoil the

Court's ability to take judicial notice of its ow11 records, and the use of district court decisions as
primary persuasive authority. See R. at 37 (Board cites to

D m as

support); I.C. $ 9-101(3)

(judicial notice); Bnrburc~ BBii?riifl Mandatorv v. Persuasive Cases, WestGroup Publications
(2001) (attached for the Coui-i's review).
Rather tha~lraise a inere objection, however, the Petitioners go one step fuiT11er and give
the Court one side of "the rest oftlie story" illcluding ui afiidavit fi-om the Dilley's attorney, Ned
Virilliamson. Aside fro111 several inaccuracies contained in the affidavit, suc11 a blatallt disregard
for the liillited scope of tile Court's review in this ad~ninistrativeappeal is pvej~~dicial
and
offei~siveto i~otionsof f~indairientalfairness. This filiilg also begs a respo~idillgaffidavit from
the County to explain its rationale for resolving the

matter and distinguish that situation

horn the subdivision application uilder consideration here. Altbougl~sucli dueiii~gaffidavits rnay
seem ridiculous in an adrilirristrative appeal, it has been made absolutely necessary by the
Petitioners' conduct in this matter.
This filiilg and I'etitioi~ers' blogging ca~npaignagainst tile Cou~ltyappear calculated to
garner synlpati~yfor Petitioners' sad plight in ilot being allowed to fi-eely cut up Blaine County's
hillsides for their own profit. As a result, Blaine County is deeply coilcerned about the Coai-t's
ability to review this case with a detached and iii~biasedeye. For t l ~ ereasoils stated above,
Petitioiler requests that the Coiii-t strilte tl~eaffidavit of Ned Willia~nsonas well as all references
to items that are not within tile record on appeal in the Reply Brief. The Respondent requests
ri~arthe Court take up this Ivlotioil at the time scheduled h r oral argument.

MOTION TO STRXE -Page 2

DATED tlris

fl-

day of Febuary, 2007

A .

Tiinothy K. ' ~ r a v e s ISBN
,
5556
~ h i e f d e ~Prosecutiilg
ul~
Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

fL day oOf February, 2007, I caused to be served a
1 IiEREBY CERTIFY that on this I;L__
true and conect copy of the within and roregoing docume~ltby the method indicated below, and
addressed to each ofthe following:
,

Gary D. Slette
Robertsoli & Slette, PL1.C
PO Box 1906
Tbvin Palls, ID 33303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

.

- U.S. Mail
- Iiand Delivered
- Overnight Mail

- Telecopy

G$g?L!&a2--Timothy I<. Graves
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Mandatory v. Persuasive

MANDATOllY V. PERSUASIVE CASES
Barbara Biiltliff
Copyright O 2001 West Group; Barbara Bintlifi
It's pretty typical for law studeilts, especially first-year law students, to get so involved in a legal
research project that they forget what they're really doing. They find law review articles, statutes, cases,
treatises, and ellcyclopedia entries on their topic, and yet don't itnow wllichto use or wily to use it. They
lose sight ofthe fact tbat, in the end, most legal research is a search for autllority, something that will
cause a court to decide in your favor or, better yet, rl~arwill cause your opponeilt to settle a case in your
favor before it gets to court. Autliority comes in several versions: primary and secoildary, illandatory and
persuasive.
Priinary authority is that coilliilg directly froin a goverimei~talentity i i the
~ discharge of its official
duties. Primary autl~orityiilcludes docuil~entslilce case decisions, statutes: regulatio~?s,adi?linistl.ative
agency decisions, executive orders, and treaties. Secondary authority, basically, is everytiiil~gelse:
aflicles, Restaten7ents, treciiises, commentary, etc. The most useful a~~thority
addresses your legal issue
and is close to your factual situation. While decisiotl inalters are usually willing to accept guidance from
a wide range of sources, only a primary antl~oritycan be inandatory in application.
Just because an authority is primary, however, does not automatically maice its application ill a given
situation mandatoly . Soine primary autl~orityis oilly persuasive. The proller characterization of a
prima~yautl~orityas iilandatoly or persuasive is crucial to any proceeding; it can make the difference
between success and failure for a client's cause. This is true of all priil~a~y
authol-ity, but this columil will
address case autl~orilyoilly.
Deteril~iniilgwllen a cou~t'sdecision is inandatory or persuasive can be triclcy, given tlie n~ultiple
j urisdictio~lsthroughout the couiltry and the layers of courts witbiil each jurisdiction. Our coi~rtsystems
are fouildcd 011the beliefthaf there should be fairness, coilsistency, and predictability in judicial
decision making. The doctriile that expresses this coilcept is labeled stare decisis. In essence, stare
decisis considers mandatory, or binding, an existing decision from any court tbat exercises appellate
jurisdictioi~over another court, u111css the lower court call sl~owtllat tile decision is clearly wrong or is
distingilishable from the case at llai~d.
The following is a brief explanation of when the decisio~~s
of a particular court should he characterized
or persuasive. It deals only with the decision of the illajority of the court; 110 iiiatter how
as n~ai~datory
dicta, coilcurrences; and dissents will always reil~aillpersuasive.
appealing in coi~tei~t,
Whell Decisions Are Mandatory

Wl~etllera decision oTa paiticular court is inaildatosy, wbetl~erit must be followed by ailother coutt;
depends on the source of the decisioil. As a general rule, the decisions of a coit~?will be mandatory
authority for any court lower i11 the hierarchy. Decisions from a c o u ~lower
i
than the one in question are
never ci~ai~datory.
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United States Supreme Court--The decisioils ofthe United States Supreme Court are mandatory
atrrhority in all courts, federal and state, wl~enthe decisioils cover points of federal law.
United States courts of appeals--Decisions of the U.S. cousts of appeals are ll~andatoryon district
courts and other lower couifs within the circuit. Court of appeals decisions are persuasive authority in
the other circuits, both for other courts of appeals and for lower courts. Federal courts of appeals
decisioi~sare not binding on state courts.
United States district coulls--The decisions 0fU.S. district cousts are mandatory on specialized lower
couits if witilin the appellate jurisdiction of tile district court (i.e., banitruptcy, lerritorial courts, etc.).
District couil decisiol~sare not binding on state courts.
Stnle Courts

State supreme cou~ts:on decisions of state lavv--The decisiolls of a state sttpreme court on that stale's
laws are inandatory authority for all lower courts in rllat state. State supreme couit decisions will also be
binding on federal coults that are interpreting the state's law under diversity jurisdiction.
Stare apl~ellatecouits, on decisions of state law--Decisions of state appellate couits, when adjudicating
that state's laws, are nlandatoiy on all lower courts in the state. (Note: In some states, the appellate
courts are divided into circuits or panels. If this is tlre case, decisions of an individual circuit or panel
most likely will be binding within the jurisdictioil oftirat circuit or panel, a ~ l dwill be persuasive
authority for other courts in the state. Check the court rules or case law in the state involved to
understand how the systeili works.
State trial-level courts--Siate trial-level decisions wiil be mandatory authority only if the trial-level
court exercises review over a lower coult's decisions. For example, in nlany states, parties can have a
review or rehearing of cases originally heard in the county courts, traffic courts, or municipal courts.

When Decisions Are Persuasive

A cou~f'sdecision can be used as persuasive autllority in any state or federal cou~fsthat do not treed to
consider it mandatory. It is iinportant to remember, however, that the degree of persuasiveness will vary,
dependent on a wide range ofconsiderations. For example, as a pl-actical malter, tile interpretations of
federal laws by the federal coicits of appeals and district courts miglrt as well be maildatory on tile state
courts within the same jurisdictions, in situations where the state couits are interpreting federal law. That
is, if a state court is hearing a case in which a federal claim is a pait of a larger state claim, tlre state
cotnf will generally consider itself bound by the decisions of lire U.S, district court of that state and the
cowesponding federal c o u ~of
t appeal on the federal matter.
Factual sinrilarity is key to cl~oosingamong persuasive decisions; if tlle legal issues are the samc?the
decision based oil the inost closely nlatcliing factual situations will usually be the stronger persuasive
authority. Other factors affecting the degree of persiiasiveness o f a decision iliclude whether the opinion
was pa~ficularlywell reasoned, the stature ofthe jurist wlio authored the opinion, and the level of the
court &om which tlie decision came.
Cousts frequently consider the larger context when clioosi~rgamong persuasive decisions. A typical
situation in wllich decisioi~sfroin one state may be highly persuasive on anot1)er is ivI2ere bolh states
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share a specific doctrine. For example, Texas courts rnay find decisions of Wisconsin courts in marital
property cases quite persuasive because both states adhere to community properly law. Rarely would
either state consuit its ileighboril~gstates on marital property law; both have i~eigbborsthat are commonlaw marital property states. In most other situations, however, Texas courts might find Oklahoma or
Arkansas decisioi~sinore persuasive ha11 tl~oseof Mi~mesotaor Iilinois (Wisconsin's neighbors),
because dernograpluc, geographic, or historic simiiarities may have led to the development of similar
legal doctrirles among neighboring states. Similaily, wiletiler a state bas adopted a particular uniform
law can affect the persuasiveness of its decisions. Federal courts, too, look at the larger context when
clloosing among the range of persuasive decisioils to consult.
~.

. ~ .

Of course, a case canilof serve as precedent unless it is ide~ltiiiedby the attorney and applied correctly
in the case. Evely time a case of inter'st is located, the researcher needs to ascertain whether it is
mandatory or persuasive. Obviously, it's preferable to rely on a mandatory case than on a persuasive
one. if only persuasive, its degree of persuasivelless must be identified. Reiiarxcc on inany margiilally
perrsuasive cases will do much less good tila11 reliance on oile or two highly relevant orles. Efficient and
dl'ecrive legal research will allow you to locate the most relevant and persuasive cases available.

ht~p:llfaculty.law.Isu.ed~~toddbrui~o/rna~~datory~v~rsuasive
htm
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR T J E COUNTY OF B L m

1x1

ED TERRAZAS and JACKIE

i1

WESEWH,
Petitioners,

)

Case No. CV-05-760

V.

BLAINE C O W , IDAHO,
By and through its duly elected
Board of Commissioners,
Respondent.

21

From the very first day that Blaine County's attorney contacted the Petitioners' attorney
seeking a stipulation to include the Dilley opinion in the record of this matter, the undersigned fdt

22
23

it was inappropriatefor inclusion. The Petitioners were unwilling to stipulate to include something
in the record (a) that they hadn't seen; and (b) which was never a part of this matter. Upon being

provided a copy of the Diiley opinion, an expedited telephonic hearing on a Motion to Augment
was proffered by the Petitioners as a way for the County to address its request. Instead, the County

26

simply chose to append the Dilley opinion to its brief on the basis that the court could @ke judicial
notice af it in accordance with a Eootnoted citation. The Petitioners were left with no alternative

RESPONSE 10MOTIONTO STT(IKE

-I
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but to attempt to provide information to the court that would allow the court to understand the
final outcome of that case. Once again, the County has suggested that the court has the "ability to
take judicial notice of its own records", an apparent reference to the County's early citation of the
case of Perry v. Schaumann, 110 Idaho 596,716 P.2d 1368 (1986). The limitation on judicial
notice in that case expressly pertained to records "in the case before it [the court]". The Petitioners
do not read the Per? cnse as expansively as does the County.

In any event, the Petitioners are interested oniy in having their Petition considered fairly
on the record that was established in this rnaner, The County accuses the Petitioners of "a blatant
disregard for the limited scope of the court's review in this administrative appeal" as a result of the
Petitioners' submission of the Williamson Afiidavit, despite the County's inclusion of documents
not contained in the record. The County apparently suggests that "a mere objection" should have
been filed by the Petitioners. In response to that, b e Petitioners believe, as was previousiy
suggested by their counsel to the County, that a Motion to Augment the record would have been

the appropriate way for the County to proceed, rather t h simply appending documents to its
brief that were outside the record.

In an attempt to conciude this matter, and in order to have the court's attention focused
solely on the substance of this Petition, the Petitio~~ers
would agree to stipulate to striking Ned
Williamson's Afiidovit if the County would agree that the Dilley opinion, and any reference to if
were similarly stricken.
Con-

to the County's statement, this is not an attempt to "gamer sympathy for

Petitioners' sad plight in not being allowed to toeely cut up Blaine County's hillsides for their own
profit". Blaine County's Brief on Motion to Strike at pg. 2. The County's pathos seems a trifle
excessive. As to the Counry's "deep concern about the Caurt's ability to review this case with a
detached and unbiased eye", the Petitioners are uncectain as to bow, or even if, they should
respond. Suffice it to say that all of this could have b m avoided if the County had filed a Motion
to Augment rather than simply attaching documents to its bricf that were not contained in the
record. Having suEgested to the County's attorney that the Petitioners would participate tbat very
day in an expedited telephonic hearing on a Motion to Augment if the County desired, it is indeed
unforhmate that the County chose not to avail itself of that offer.

RZSPONSETO MOTION TO STRKE
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Since Blaine County would ask the c o w ro strike "all references to items that are not
within the record on appeal", it would seem only fair and logical ihat such action would apply to
items submitted by the County, as well as the Petitioners. Such a result would seem to constiUte a
reasonable conclusion to this imbroglio.
DATED thihis 7" day of Februmy, 2007.

ROBERTSON & SLETTE, P U C

The undcrsigngd cRiifies that on the 7" day of Febrmy, 2007, hc causcd a me and oorren copy of the

foregoing h m m e n t to be served upon tbe following persons in rhe following manner:
[1
Cbief Deputy Prosecuting Ammey [ ]
201 2nd Avenue South Suite 100 [ 1

Tim Graves

HmdDetiver

Heiley, ID 83333

Overnight Courier
Fscsimile Transmjssion
(208) 788-5554

[x]

U.S. Mail

n
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208-933-0701

Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLE'ME, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB #3 I98
!rlm~dshokrahmtoallow

INTHE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O W OF BLADE

*********++
ED T E W A S and JACKIE
WSELOR,
Petitioners,

1
)

1
)
)

1
1

V.

BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO,
By and through its duly elected
Board of Commisdoners,
Respondent.

)

1

CaseNo. CV-05-760

-

I3m.E

)
)

1
\

COME NOW the Petitioners, by and through the undersigned, and move this court for an
order allowing the filing of a post-argument brief. Petitioners are mindful of the fact that the court
allowed hem approximately two hours of oral argument on February 14,2007. Petitioners are not
seeking t~ re-argue their case, but rather to address issues pertaining to Attachment No. 2 (R., p.
41) appended to the County's decision in this matter. To Petitioners' knowledge, this attachment
only came to be part offhe record by the County's inclusion of it in its decisions, and was notpari
of the submissions during the proceedings at the hearings of this matter.
The issues which Petitioners desire to address in the brief pertain to the manner of

determining the "foot/lowesthillside slope" on the Petitioners' property; the "bench" defmition at
MOTION TO ALLOW FILNG OF POST-AR-
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R,p. 289; the "hillside" definition and its component definitions at R., p. 296; the "hillside
subdivision" dafurition at R.,p. 566; the topographic analysis diagram fmm the Blaine County
Comprehensive Plan at R., p. 264; and tinally, the interplay of those definitions, the
Comprehensive Plan Map, and prior decisions pertaining to the interpretation of "foot" and
"lowest hillside slope".
Petitioners would agree to a length limitation on such brief with a response brief

opportunity to be aEforded to Blaine County.
Given the court's busy trial schedule, no oral argument on this motion is requested.

DATED this &day

of February, 2007.
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC

By:

The imdersiped certifies ihat on the %day

of Febrmy, 2007, he caused a hue and comot wpy of the

foregoing iustlummt to be sewed upon he followilgperson. in the following m e r :
Tim Gravw
ChiefDeputy Prosecuting Attorney
201 2nd Avenue South Suite 100
HaiIey, I
D 83333

[1
[I
[]
[

y/

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile T&sion
(208) 788-5554
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI-IE FJFTH JLDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF DAJ-IO, Fi ANE FOR ?'FIE COIJNTY 01: BLADE

ED T E R J Z A S and JACI<E WESELOH, )

1

Case No. CV-05-760

)

1

Petitioner,

1

j

DECISION ON PETITION FOR
J U D I C I a REVIEW

1

j

BLAME COCWTY,State ofldal~o,a

1

Body Politic and political subdivisio~?of
the Stale orldaho, acting tlu-ough its duly
elected BOARD OF COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS,

)
)
)

liespoildent.

--

1
1
1

2
The pctilioilers, Ed Teurazas and Jackie Weseloh ow11 a~~psoxii?lalely
115.35 acres of real

pi-operiy 011 East Fo1.l~Road, 1.5 miles east of Idaho State Higl~way75, which is tbe sizbject of
illis judicial 1-el:iew. The property is cunei~tlyzoixed R-1 (Low Density Residential), A-10
(Uiiproduciive Agiiculture) and M-40 (inoiil~tainoverlay district).
1.11May of 2004, petitioners submitted an applicatio~ito subdivide the subject propelty
inlo the lbiir lot NoKaOi Subdivisioi~.Because tlie proposed subdivisiolx illvolves 110 more lilai~
four lots, the application was processed uindei. the sl~ol*plat subdivision procedure foucld
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ill

$ 10-

4-6 of the Blaine Col111ty Code. The short piat procedure allows for the applicatioii to proceed
directly to tlle Board of County Commissioners (hereinafter "Board") without the Pla~miilgand
Zoning Commission's (hereinafter "Cor~i~nission")prelirnin.ary approval. Prior to the hearing, a
County administrator prepares a staff report on an application's coi~ipliailcewith the Biaine
County Code to be reviewed by the Boarri. Tlle staffreport here considered the issue whetller
the property coinplied with the i~loliritainoverlay district (11e1-einafter"MOD").The
adininistsator concluded tint the "areas of dist~irbarice"sit above "bench slopes" and not
"hillside slopes", analogous to the Blue Grouse subdivision, and tlierefore did not irnplicale the
MOD. "Areas of distul-bance" refer to an outline of the area wliere tbe goarid will be dist~~z-bed
during consti~~ction
The ordinalice regarding ihe MOD is found in BCC

8 9-21-2(D), which reads:

Tile reg~ilatioiisofthis overlay district, wl~ichwill ilot be designated on the offkial
zo~iiilgmap; shall apply to areas of land within tile couiity where:
I.

The hillside slope exceeds twenty Five percent (25%), ii~cludingall areas that
are bigber tliail the lowest hillside slopes wl~ichexceed twenty five percent
(25%); or

2.

lil tile Scenic coiridor 1 (SC1) Acre tile billside slope exceeds fifteen percent
(15%), iilcludiilg all areas illat are biglier thar, the lowest lliliside which exceed
Gfteen percent (15%).

Oil Deccmlxr 20, 2004, lbe Board coriducted a ptibllc hearlilg on the subject propeity
Ma~lycitizeiis attended and voiced their views regarding tile MOD. At the heal-i-iugg,the staff
fi11-tl1ei-explained their positioii tint the "areas of disI:urbancenwere on bench slopes, and thiis the
MOD was not applicable. Connnissioiler Wright collilnented that he had personally visited tile
site, and foui~dapplication of the MOD difficult. Tbe hearing concluded with the Board's
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deterininatioil that a review by the Planiul~gand Zoning Cornmission was appropriate to "fiirtlier
consider" the application.
The Coilu~iissionconsidered the applicatioll and conducted public hearings on March 24,
2005, aiid April 14, 2005. At these beaiii~gs,tile Commission reviewed the adii~inistrator's
detenllinatioil regarding application of the inoulitaiii overlay distlict to the subject propeity.
After a leilgtliy discussion between the public and the Comissioi?, alld despite the
adiniilislrator's delenilination that the subject property was not implicated by the MOD, llle
Coimnissio~~
f o ~ ~ ndiffereu1:ly
d
and i-ecolm~lendedthat tlie Board deny the subdivisioii
application. Iil deciding wl~etherthe MOD applied, the Coinn~issioilconsidered three different
methods. The first approach, alid tile one used by tbe adlniilistrators ill the staffreports, excludes
&om tile MOD areas of the hillside considered a "bench" as defined ii? the Blaille County Code.
The second option applied the MOD to any hillsides on the subject propelty "betweeil the
sun?iuit and the foot or the point where it begins is coilsidered liillside." Staff Repoi?, Max-ch 24,
2005, p.5. The tliird approach considered all areas on the subject property higher i i ~elevarion
t l ~ athe
i ~ lowest llillside slope exceeding 15 or 25% to be within the MOD. Tbe Colninissioil
adopted the third option, and found that the subject property did not sit on a beilcll, but was a part
o f a "ridge of a hillside slope." Specifically, tile Colmnissioi? detenl~inedthat the elevation of'
Ule lowest hillside slope exceeding 25% was 5740'. A contour line was the11drawn across tlie
subject property at 5740', above wiiicli tlie Comniission dete~liljnedany "areas of disturbailce"
were within tlie MOD. Since proposed lots 1 and 2 ofthe NoICaOi subdivisioil had "areas of
distul.bancen within the MOD, the application could not be approved and tile Co~iimission
reconmeilded the Board deny the application.
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The Board revisited the application in public hearings 011 June 28,2005 and July 26,
2005. At the latter healing tile Board voted to deny tile applicalio~l. On At~gust18, 2005, the
Board issued Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Decision, containing espiaiiatioii of the
Board's decisioii to rejeci the applicatioi~based on tl~eil:inteipretation ofthe MOD
Petitioners filed tliis Petition for Judicial Review challeilgin~the Board's findings.
ISSUES
1.

Does the adi~iinisti-atorhave final authority to deternliile zoning boundaries,
and thus did the Board err by ovemmling the administrators' detel-minatioi??

2.

Was tile Board's determination that the NoI<aOi Rai~chSubdivisioii was
within the mountain overlay distl-ict arbitrary, capricious, and without
reasonabie basis in law?

3.

Were petitioners due process rights violated by Commissioner Wright's
pei-sonal visit to the site ofthe subject property?

4.

Was the Board estopped fi-om ignoring or overruling the adininistrators'
recomn~endationthat the MOD did not apply because petitioilen spent more
t1iai-1$50,000 in reliance on tlie administrator's recommleiidation?
Ih7ei.e the petitioners denied their due process of law because tile rnou~~tail?
overlay district ordinance is ~~ncoilstitutioi~ally
vague?
Attorney Fees

STANDARD OF REVIEW
Tile standard of review that governs this Court where tl~el-eis ail appeal from a local
zoiling agency is outlilled ill I.C. 5 67-5279. The Ida110 Stlyreme Court addressed this provision
in Plzicc v. Pnyette Cotllz~yBoard of Coz~ntjiCoiiznzissionei-s,l31Idaho 426, 429, 958 P 2 d 583,
586 (1998), and stated:
The Court does nor substitute its judg~ienifor that of tbe agency as lo the weight
of the evidence presented. I.C. 5 67-5279(1). Rather, tile Couri sbould defer to
t l ~ eagency's findings of fact uliless they are clearly erroneous. Cnstc~izednv.
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Bri,"izton Corp., 130 Idaho 923, 926, 950 P.2d 1262, 1265 (1998) (citing Sotttlz
ijhrlc Coalirion v. Board of Conzm 'rs ofBoizrzeville County, 117 Idaho 857, 860,
972 P.2d 882, 885 (1990)). In oti~erwords, tile agency's factual determillations
are binding on the reviewing courl, even wwbere there is couflictiilg evidence
before the agency, so long as the deterininations are supported by substantial
com1>eteiltevidence in the record. Id.
The Board's zoning decision inay only be oveitumed where its fiiidiiigs:
(a) violate statutory or constitutional provisions; (b) exceed the agency's statutory
authority; (c) are made upon nnlawfi~lprocedure; (d) are not slippol-tedby
substantial evidence in the record; or (e) are arbitrary, capricious, or an abnse of
discretion. id (citing LC. $ 67-5279(5)). Tile party attacking the Board's
decision, ii~ustfirst illustrate that the Board w e d in a inaluler specified ill I.C.
$67-5279(3), and ii~enthat a substailtial rigill of petitioner has bee11prejudiced.
Id. (citiilgrlizgsfm:tn v. Cilji ofBoise; 128 Idaho 575, 578, 917 P.2d 409, 412
(Ct.App. 1996)).
The reviewing Court is lilllited to a detennii~ationof whether substantial evidence suppouts tile
Board's decision aiid whether the Board's fiiidiilgs colltradict I.C. 9: 67-5279(3). Irl. Tllerefore,
tbe Co111-t cannot substitute its judgnent for that of tile agency as to the weight of the evidence
presented and innst defer to tile agency's findings of fact u~ilessthey aue cleal-ly erroneous.
,San<lersOrclznrdv. Gent Coztn.~)~
ex rel. Bd of Cot~iztjiC O ~ Z ~ Z137
' Y SIdaho
,
695, 697-698, 52
P 3 d 840, 842 (2002), Price, 131 Ida110 at 430.

I.

Does the administrator have the authority to determine z o u i ~ ~bouudaries,
g
and
thus did the Board e r r by overruling the administrators' determination?
Petitioi~eus'priinary arguiiient is that the adininistrator is vested with the authority to

lllake final and billdiilg detennillations with regard to zoi~inga11d overlay district boundaries.
The implication of this argument is that the Board is without the authority to malte these
decisions and is consequently b o ~ i ~by
l d tile adn~iuisti-ator'sdecisioil. Mr. Tei~azaspoints to
sevei-a1Elaine Coul~tyCode sections Lo siippod his argi~nient.
First, ill RCC $ 9-4-4 eiliitled INTERPRETATION OF BOUNDARIES, "The
administ~.ator,in consultation with tile county eiigiileer or hidher designated representative, sl?iili
lznve tlze' nutl~oritj,to inter-pref zoning and overkuy district boziizclai~iesiin nccorclctnce i.vitlz thzs
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title. ruleil~i-elationby the administrator may be appealed to the Board according to the

procedures and time requil-ements of section 9-32-3 of this title." Additioilally, BCC 5 10-3-1
charges ail adininistrator "with the diity ofadn~iniste~-ing
the regulations of this Title and :nay
prepare and require the use of such foilus as are esseiltial to tile administration of this Title."
Petitioners also direct tlze Court's attention to BCC

10-4-!(B), whicb reads "each plat

submitted for a prelii~iinai-yor final allproval sllall be placed on tbe Con-~inissioii'sor Board's
agenda foi- hearing only after fiilfilling all the requireineilts of this title."
Petitioners contend these code sectioris provide the admiiiistratox wit11 the autborily to
malce final detemliuatiolls regarding the applicability of zoning regulations, iilcludiilg overlay
district boul~daries.Moreover, the petitioner argues when tlie adiiiiilistrator placed the
subdivisioi~application oil tlle agenda before the Cornnissioilers, the admii~istratorimplicitly
certified its decisioil tllat tile requirements of Title 10 are met. Petitioner fiil-ther suggests that
after this implicit ceilificatioil, the petjtioiler was ei7titled to rely oil the ad~niilistralor'sdecision
as tile basis for going forward with fui?her expense.
Wliile tile petitioner is cori-ect tllat the adillillistrator may have tlie autl~orilyto detennine
_._

. , ,X _ , , _ _ _ ^

_

_.. ,

... .
.

,! widesl~readran?ificatioils, :iar?leIy adequacy of services to existing bomeowi~ers,er~viroiui~ental

[

impact, traffic, scl~ools,etc. which tend to cause greater citizen involvement. For tliat reason, the

i

Board, based on theii- combined experlise, experience, and opiilioils, is gailted the authority to
regarding subdivision al3proval.
make final detein~~iiiations
Titie 10 is replete with uefererices that suppod the general principle tllat ail administratox
makes reco~lzn7eizcklrioizsto the Board, and the Boai-d makes a fi11a1 detenniliatioil of a
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I

subdivision application. See BCC 9-32-1, 10-4-5(E), 10-4-6, 10-5-1, 10-5-2, 10-5-3. For
instance, BCC

10-4-6, sets forth the procedure for short plat a~~plicatioils,
and stales: "The

adrniilistrator may refer the plat. to the Commission for recoinmendation and iiz iziiy case shall
refel, tile proposedplnt to ihe Boiird iilong with the acliiziizisti*atov3 recui7lrnei1chtioiz and that of
if appiicable." BCC $10-4-6(5) (emphasis added). Tile sectioil coiili~iies
the Col~xl~ission,
:

"When a short plat is referred to the Board, it inay approve, deny or modify the applicatiol?. . ."

'.

BCC 10-4-6(D). Farther, in BCC 9-32-l(Il), one ofthe admi~~isb-a1:or's
specific duties is to
"iiispect and lualte reco1ni7zerzclnlio1~s
~lpoi1all filed plats pussoant to Title 10 of this Code.
(eillphasis added). Also BCC S 10-5-l(A)(i)(e) provides "No prelimiilary plat application shall
he collsidered by tlie Board or Coinmissior? until the adliii~listratormales a reconznzendntion with
regard lo.. . any chapter of Title 9." (emphasis added) Soine of the clearest Iailg~iagesuppouting

','

the Board's authority to detevlniile tile MOD boundaries is fo11nd in BCC 10-5-3, which sets

; fo~'orrhthe foliowing:
DESIGN STAhDARDS:
No prcliixinavy plat applicatioii shall be approved uizless the Boai-d iLetei*iizilzesthat tlie
application coi~ll~lies
with each of tile followi~igstaildards.. .
L,

Iiiilside Staildal-ds:

4. Hillside Subdivision Evaluatio~i:I11 addition to considerations pertinent to regular
subdivisioils, 110 stiucture or buildi~~g
eilveiope shall be located within the illo~iillainoverlay
district except as pesinitted by Title 9, chapter 21 of this code. Also, the Coluliission and Board
shall consider...

(enlpbasis acided) Notably, the Blaine Coulliy Code is coi~sisteatwith Idaho Local Land Use
Piailning Act 011 tl~istopic. Under I.C. 5 67-6504, the Board of Coimnissioi~ersalone lias the
authority to "finally ai,prove land subdivisioils."
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It is clear to tl~isCourt that the Board is provided with the authority to rnalte all final
determinations on subdivision applicatiol~s.While the code sections ide~~tiiicd
by petitioners
generally describe the ditties of an administrator to interpret zonillg ordinaiices, i~owherecan
petitioiiers point to a sectioil p ~ ~ t i n gthe adi~~iilisti-ator
final ai~thorityto determine zoiziilg
ordinailces for
subdivisioils.
>
.~,--

011the

other iland, in Title 10, the administrator's role is to offer

recotni~leildatioi~s
to the Board in a silbdivision application, and acquiesce to tile Board for final

XI.

W a s the Board's dete1,rnination thal the NoICaOi Ranch Subdivision was within
the mountain overlay district arbitrary, capricious, and without reasonable basis
in law?
Yetitioilers allege that the NoKaOi property does not infact fit within the Blaine County

Code deiiilitiou of the inountain overlay district. Petitioners also argue that the Board has
approved several siibdivisiol? applications in "similar" topographic configuratims. The Cousi
will address each in turn

As inentioned above, wl~enreviewing the agencies factual fi~ldillgsthis Cousi may not
substitute its judgment for that of the agency, so long as the findings ai-e supported by substantial
competelit evidence in tile record. Cnstanediz v. Buigilton Coup., 130 Ida110 923, 926, 950 P.2d
1262, 1265 (1 998), I.C. 3 67-5279. There is a strong presuinptioii favos-iilgthe validity of the
actions of zonislg boards, which includes tile application and ililei~~retation
of their ow11zoning
ordiriailces. Evizn.s v. Teto~zCotmty, 139 Idaho 71, 74, 73 P.3d 84, 87 (2003). The Board's
decision is not arbitrary aild capricious if it is "sufficiei~tlydetailed to demoi?slrate that it
considered applicable standards and reached a reasoned decision ... based on szibstailtial evitieilce
in tlle record." Brett

11,

Elevei?th Styeel Docliowner's Association, i7tc.. 141 Idaho 51 7, 523, 11.2
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Petitioners argue that tile Commission's detenniilation tllat the property above tile 5740'
elevatioi~line falls within the MOD was arbitrary and lot based

~ I substai~tial
J
evideilce.

The

process the Comiilission luldertook to attain the 5740' elevation Iiiie is therefore impoitai~t.
Accol-ding to the Board's Findings of Fact and Co~iclusionso:fLaw, the Corn~iiissioi~
:first
deteini~inedwhether the propel-ty is within the sce~xiccor-ridor and thus the 15% slope is
al~~~licable.
Tile Coinmission fouiid that only a poitioil ofthe property is witIii11 the scenic
co~sidor,but givii~gthe petitio~lerstlie benefit of the doubt, tile Coi~~missioil
decided to use a
uilifo~llislope percentage of 25%. The Conunissio~lthe11 detelmii~edthe elevatioil of the lowest
hillside slope exceeding 25%, w11ich was 5740'. A contour line was drawn across the propel-ty at
this elevation, above wl~ich,regardless of slope, was deterrniiled to be witl~ii~
the MOD.
Blaine County's inteil~retationof its own ordiila~lcesis entitled to geat clefereilce by the
Court. Ciiisolm v. Twin Fcdls C o u n ~139 Idalio 131, 133-4, 75 P.3d 185, I87 (2003) Ewiizs v.

Tetoii County 139 Idaho 71, 75 P.3d 84, 88 (2003). The issue for this CourIt11t!s beconles
whether the County's iilterl,retatioil alld nietl~odof applyiilg the 0rdillall~eto this property was
arbitrary or u ~ ~ e a s o ~ i aor
h lcoilstituted
e
ail abuse ofdiscrel:ion. Petitioiiers argue that the 5740
Coot line above sea level is arbitrary and takes in property that is less than a 15% slope. As noted
by Mr. Slette in oral argu!nei~t,eievatio~iabove sea level tells you ilothing about the slope above
or below that elevatio~~
liiie. IIIlistening to Mr. Graves at oral argume~~t,
hoivever, he explained
rvit11 Attaclxnenl 2 how tlie Colmi~ission,using a site specific detel~nination,fouild the t.oe of the
hillside at more tllail one poirit where [lie 25% (riot 15% they n~ighthave used) slope begins oil
the property (that being "tl~elowest hillside siopes which exceed 25%" as set fo1?11 in 9-252(D)(l)). Tliat occui?-ed at 5740' above sea level. Froin there, they drew a line across tile
propel?y at that elevation. By al~plyingtlle definitio~~
coi~tainedin 9-25-2(D)(l) everythiilg above
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that line was "higher tllail the lowest hillside slopes which exceed 25%". Two of the four
proposed lots of tile suhdivisioil contain building envelopes which then, by the defi~~ition
applied, fall withi11 the moulltaiil overlay district. Accordiilgly, since the Blaine Couixty
Ordinai~cerequires that no structul-e can behuill witl~intile MOD, the entire subdivisioi~
appiicatioil was denied. As things
-

Y

fa1I"outside
.." the MOD.
petitioilers argue that this applicatioil of the
As hither noted by Mr. Graves, altl~ougl~
ordina~icenlay result in a dete1711ination that .roilze of tile propelty above tlle 5740' line falls

-

,~

witl~iilthe MOD, ally determination that would exclude such properly (above the 5740' line hut
below 15% slope) fro111 the MOD could mean, in this instance, that petitioilers would be able to
build all the way up the gully show11 in white oil Attaclxne~~t
2, ail absurd result cleariy not
intended by any reading ofthe MOD definitions. While petitioners malie 110 sucll claim, tlnis fact
c1eai:ly points up the difficulty in illalcing other (alternative) iilterpretatious of the ordil~ai~ce,
and
deillonstrates the reasoi~ablei~ess
and uiility of the methodology followed by the Col1xnission and

Tile Court cannot, therefore, find allytlung arbitrary aboui the Commission's applicatio~~
of the 5740' elevatioi~contour. Petitioilers do not see111 lo cllalle~lgethe Coillmission's
deteinliilatioii illat the 5740' elevatioi~line is where a 25% slope begins; rather they argue that
the metl~odutilized to deteillline the MOD boundary is arbitrary and cal?ricious. I-Iowever, the
Court reads BCC $ 9-21-2(D) to allow for the procedure elnployed by the Commissioi?, and
concludes that is i ~ o arbitrary,
t
capricious; or witliout a reasonable basis in law.
Petitioners also point to the administrator's staff repoi?, other decisions, and coinlneilts by
botll the Board and t l ~ Plalulirig
e
a~iclZo~lingCoinmissioi~as evidence oflhe Board's
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arbiixaiiless. For exanlple, in Tom Bergin's December 2okh,2004, stxff report, l ~ states
e
the
following:
"As to the mountain overlay district, staff has 'ete~n~iriedL%attlse "areas of
disturbance" are alsove "bench" slopes and not "liillside" slopes. This maltes this
area a~lalogousto Blue Grouse Tor instaiice. Furiher information allout this
detenninatjon can be provided and is of course subject lo furlher exai~linationby
the Board."
Petitioners argue that a review of Blue Grouse Ridge and other decisions pelnitling subdivisions

in sinlilar a!-eas illustrate ll?.atthe NoICaOi subdivision is being treated differently tila11 oiher lilcesitnaled siibdivisions. However, the Board in its Findii~gs,Co~lclusions,and Decisio~iundei?oolt
ail extensive discussio~iexplainiilg how tlie subject property is distinguisbable froin the others
As examples of their coilsisteilt al~plicationofthe MOD,the Board identifies "similar" propel?ies
which were denied subdivisiou applications for "similar" reaso~ls.Witbout repeating the Board's
coilsideratio11of each property, it is clear to this Couri that the Board iuade extended fi!idiiigs as
to the silllilarities and distinguishiilg cl~aracteristicsin reacl?ii?g their decision. The Board's
Findil~gs,Conclusions, aiid Decisio~lreveal a carehi ailalysis of the al~plical>lestai1da1-ds,and a
reasoned decisioil based oil the evidence in the recol-d. Tl~erefore,tiis Court cannot find that the
Boai-d acted al-bitrarily or cap!-iciously based on the approval or denial of applications on otber

As fli~illerevidence o € arbitrary applicatioil of the MOD, tbe petitioi~erspoint to a
multitude oTcoinmel~tsby people iiivolved ill the process that de11lonst1:ate the illany viewpoiilts
regarding the mountain overlay district. For example, adnliilistrators Toin Bergiil and Linda
Iiaavik ri?ake several coii~inentsto the Board stating their reco~lz~lendatioil
that the property he
considered outside the MOD as it constituted a "beiich slope". In addition, pelitionns have
identified several statements by the Board and the Coinrnissio~lthat reflect their stntggte witti the
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mountain overlay district definitiolls and application. However, the proper qriestion is not
whether the Board or the Commissio~iengaged in a kee-wheeling discussio~iover tlie
application, or even what their opinions were while considering the application, but whether tile
Board's i:easonil?g dell-ionstrates that it con side^-ed the applicabie Blaine County Code standards
alld reached a reasoned decision, it is not the Court's province to inject its own reasoning or
draw its ow11 conclusions. Wl~ileit might be fairly debatable wliether petitioner's property falls
withill the "bench exception" to t l ~ moi~ntain
e
overlay district, or whether the method utilized to
detellnine where to draw a 1i11e delineating the borders of the MOD on tile petitioiier's property
1s l l ~ best
e rnetl~odor the fairest method to follow, those are ~naltersto be determined by tile
Coi~u~iissiorr
or the Board, not the CoulT. The Court is not free to substitute its judg~lentfox that
ofthe agency. See CCiste~lfldCi130 Idaho at 926.
As is the case wit11 most Coimnission or Baal-d ineetiiigs where a controversial issue is
debated, a dialog forms oil the panel and wit11 the public. One oftbe puirposes of allawiilg the
Coinniissioil or the Board to decide these issues is to facilitate a dialog where an issue is
discussed arid ultii~latelyresolved. Any issue regardii~gdevelopment in this valley is
coi~tentious,alld viewpoints are ~lecessarilywidespread. The fact that members voice tl~eir
.~
. .opinions does not a
ufficient evidence ofarbitrariness, After a lengthy and
_,

,

,-

thorough procedure, the Board in its Findings ofrFact alld Coi~clusioiisof Law offered nearly
four full pages of ailalysis on the sole issue ofwhetl~ert11e NoICaOi subdivision falls within the
iiioitataii? overlay district. The Board made exte~lsiveli~ldiilgshow the slope of a hillside is
calculated as well as the application of a beilch slope. The CoulT firids the Board's Findings,
Conclusio~is,and Decision to have considered t11e applicable standards aiid to have reached a
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reasoiled decision. Accordingly, the Couri finds the decision was not arbitrary and capricious
and. was based on substarllial evidellce ill the record. Brett, 141 Idaho at 81 0.

111.

Were petitioners' due process rights violated by Commissioi~erWright's
personal visit to the site of the subject property?

Petitioilers also argue that their due process rights were violated because Comi~~issioiler
Wrigllt inap1)ropriately "engaged in independent fact-finding by taking a persolla1 juilliet i!? rlie
foilll of a "visit to this site" lo oblaii? evidence without notice." Petitioners' Briei; p. 12. This
Court reviews this proceeding 10. ensure tliat approval or dniiai of any application is based oil tlle
recold, and in doing so "consider[sj the PI-oceediilgs..as
aea-.~a.a
cs-,w
wilole
e-..
and to evaluate the adequacy o f
procedul-es and res~tltantdecisioils in li&t of practical coilsideratioils with an emphasis oil
fuildaniental fairness and t l ~ eessentials ofreasoiled decision uilalting." I.C. 5 67-6535, Evms v.
RonrclofConznz'~sofCclssia Comizty Idaho 137 Idaho 428,433, 50 P.3d 413 (2002). Iil Conzer,
the Idalio Supreme Court held that due process "reqiiires a Boar-d, sittiilg ill ail appellate capacity,
to coilfine itself to the record oil appeal," and the Twin Falls Board of County Con~ir~issioners

I~adfailed to do so by viewing the subjecl property without ilotice to the interested parties.
Coine~V. COUIZIY
ofTw%nFc~lls,130 Idaho 433, 438, 942 P.2d 557, 562 (1997). Cor~seqae!~tly,
the Court vacated the Boai-d's decision and remanded tile case for further proceedings. Icl.
The Idaho S ~ ~ l ~ r eCourt
m e revisited the issue in E,,c~iins. In tbat case, while the Board also
visited the subject proper-tywithout proper notice to the iiiterested parties, the Comt
distinguished the proceedings fin111 Coilzs*and held that the al~pellailt'sfailed to sl~owthat the
Board's visit to the site prejudiced a substantial right oftheirs. The Court in Evnizs stated that no
factual dispute would be resolved by remairdiiig the case to the Board ibr a decision to be i11ad.e
without the viewing, or a viewing with the proper parties presei?t. Evciizs, I37 Idaho at 433.
F~uThennore,the Couul noted that in Evaizs the Board was i ~ o sitting
t
in its appellate capacity, as
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in Coilzn-, but as the deciding body. The C o u ~also
t found substailtial evide~lceupon which the
Boasd could have based its decision, iiidepe~ldentfrom the visit to tlie propeity. id Ijinallj~,"t11e
iilteresled persons were provided a fair opparluiiity to present and rebut evidence at the ilearing."
Icl.

Tbis Co1.11tfinds the facts of this case a~~alogous
to the Idaho Supreine Court's decisioil in
Evaizs. Here, tliere al-e 110 allegations that the entire Boa-d visited the subject property, but ratl~er
the l~etitionersalleged solely Mr. Wright made a site visit. As in EI~C~IZS,
tile Blaine Coui~ty
Boai-d of Com~nissio~~ers
was not actilig in its appellate capacity, but was tile deciding body.
Additionally, the Board's Findings, Coilclusions, and Decision were not based on Mr. Wrigllt's
visit to the propeity, but based on substailtial evideiice and a reasoned interpretatio~lof tlie
mountain overlay district orclii~a~~ce.
This Court cail~~ot
find any benefit in seiiding illis case back
the
to theBoa1-d to review without the benefit ofiMr. Wright's viewing. Conseqi~e~itly.
petitioilers have not sbown that a sribstailtial riglit of theirs has been prejudiced by Mi-. Wright's
visit to the site.

IV.

Was the Board estopped from ignoring or overruling the administrators'
~.ecomn~endatiou
that tire MOD did not apply beca~lsepetitioners spent more
than $50,000 in reliance on tlie adn~inistrator'srecocnmendation?
Petitioilers next argue that tlie doctriile of estoi~pelsl~oilldai~plyto pl.eclude the Board

fio111 reversivlg tlle administrator's deteimiilatiori that the mou~ltaiiioverlay district was
iiiapplicable Lo the snbjecl properly. Ge~lerally,estoppel is iilteilded to preclude a party &om
assevti~~g
to another's disadva~itagea sigllt incoilsistent with a positioil previoiisly talcen by hilii 01.
her. F20,vovd v. Boni-d oJConznz 7',s of lioizizeville County, 137 Idaho 718, 727, 52 P.3d 863,872
12002). The Idaho Si~premeCourt Iias held that estoppel may iiot be asserted against a city
exercising its police powel-s, iilcludi~~g
e i ~ l b r c e ~ nof
e ~zoiiing
~t
ordi~lances.However, ail
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exception is recognized "in illstances evideiiciilg exper~dituresof large sums ofinoney and good
on lawful, affirmative acts of mu~licipalofficers or agents." Havrell v. City of
faith relia~~ce
Lei,viston, 95 Ida110 243, 249, 506 P.2d 470 (1973).

The Court camlot find that that this case falls witiiin the exception to the gei~eral171le.
While it may be t17:e that petitioners did expei~dInore tlian $50,000 i11 reliailce up011 tile
administratol-'s determinations, the administrator's decisioil was never final. As explaiiied
above, under Title 10 tlie admilustrator's role is to provide ieconzi~zer~clc~tions
to the Board
coi~siderii~g
a subdivisioi~application, and the Board is charged with the final decisioil malting
authority. Coiiseque~itly,the County never look an incoiisiste~ltposition wit11 petitioners illat
would give rise to a11 estoppel claim.
Tlie petitioners point to Rollilzs v. Blnilze Cotlnt);, a receiit case decided by this Court, for
support of their estoppel clai~li.However, tlie Rollills application proceeded ul~derTitle 9;as
opposed to this subdivisio~lapplicaiioi?, wl~icliproceeded u~iderTitle 10 of tlle Blaiiie County
nzay i7znlce/inal detenizilzatioizs on zorziizg bot~~zciczrie.~.
Code. lJnder Title 9, the udnzinist~~c~tos

Because the Kollins application was processed tl~roughTitle 9, (lie ad~l~i~listrator
provided Mr.
Rolliiis with a written ad111inisti;ltive determination that l ~ i pl-ope~iy
s
was outside the MOD, as
requil-ed by ilie BCC provisioi~s.After receiving this wi-itteil dete~ulination,n17.dafiei- the tinze
for appeal ojthat deternzii~ntionhcrd expiied, aid after receiviilg a pennit iildicatiilg how he

could proceed, Mr. Rolliiis began excavation work on his pl-operty costing $39,120. The Board
then, on Julie 27, 2005, several 111o1lthslafer, \vhiie co11sideriilga wholly diffeuent issue, reiidered
a decisio~~
revei-siizg tlze nchzinistrator kjinc~ldecision that the Rollills property was outside the
illouiilain overlay district. Up011 these significailtly diffel-ent facts, illis Court, 011judicial review,
held that rbe zoiling adi~~inistralor's
deterinillation that the Rollins' properly was oiitside tlie
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illountai~loverlay district became final 20 days (the time limit for filing a11 appeal) afiei-the
written decision by ihe administrator, all as provided for by the Blaine Cou~ltyCode. The
County was effectively estopped kom reversing their fiilal dete~xliriationafter Mr. Rollins
expended a substantial ail~oiintof money and relied, in sood faith upon the admiriistrator's
clecision.
Inlpo~tantly,here the petitioilers were never provided a fonnaljilznl adini~~istraiive
detenllinatioil. The o111y written evidence ofthe admillistrator's opinion or1 the MOD boundary
is the staffi-epo17s. Respondent's BI-ief, p. 8. In t11eDecenlber 20,2004 staff report, the
ad~niilistratorclearly aclu~owledgesillat his detei-~lliuationis "ofcou~-sesubject to fi11?11er
exami~~atio~z
by the Board." StofReyort, 12l2012004. More uilceitaiil terns could lzardly be
staled. Thus; petitioners' I-elianceon the adminish-ator's decision in this action, wlzich was at all
li~nessubject to review by the Boai-d, was at their ow11 risk. There are no ambiguities in tlle Title
10 provisio~lsof the BCC reiaii~lgto tile finality of the review process for subdivisions. At all
tilnes subdivision approval required final action by the Board, and an ad~niizistrator'sdecisiol~
uildel- Title 10 calzrzot, by itsel/C becoinejiznl.
For those who seelc to point out the relative inconsistencies iiri the result between tllis
decision and the Rollii~scase, their answer lies in the application of the Blaine County Code to
the circmnsta~~ces
of each case. Rollins iilvolved one applicant under Title 9, atid one
detei~~~ii~atioil
made, rightly or wrongly, by the zoi~iilgad~~linistrator.
That detei-il,ii~ation,by the
vel-y clear lailguage ofthe Blaine County Code, and lot because of any gloss or mountaiii
ovel-lay interpretations put on it by any Cot111 or attonzey, becanle final and r in assail able.. This
dete~rninatjoi~
by the zoi~iilgadministrator, oil the other hand, by the very same clear laiiguage of
the very same Blaine Coullty Code, constitutes a recommei~dationollly to the Board. Under the
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provisiorls of Title 10 of tlie Code, it is the Board, and the Board alone, that inakes these final
detem~inalioils.
V.

Were the petitioners denied due process of law because the mouritaili overlay
vague?
district ordinance is uuconstitutio~~ally
Petitionel-s Ilext argue that the rnou~ltaiiloverlay district is void-for-vagueness because

the Commissioil did not fully u~iderstarldthe applicability of the MOD, because of the arbitrary
statements rnade by tile Board, and tile Courlty's illcovlsistelit application of the MOD.
Due process prohibits "a statute wliich either forbids or requires the doing of a11 act in
teinls so vague Lhal people of corninon iiltelligence must iiecessarily guess at its meariii~gand
differ as to its applicatior~.Haw v. Iclaho State Boni-il ofii/ieclicine, 140 Idaho 152, 90 P.3d 902
(2004). Altl~ougl~
the void-for-vagueness doctriile is i~lostoften applied to crimiilal statutes, its

application to civil statutes or ordina~lcesis well fou~~lded.
Covvni? v. Board ofCoionzi~~issioners
of

Frel~zoritCozinfj~,143 Idaho 501, 148 P.3d 1247 (2006). lioweves, when applied to civil
oudii~aiices,"a geater tolerance is penl~itted." Icl. Fui%I~e~~i~ore;
"in evaluating a co~lstitutio~~al
challeilge to a s t a t ~ t eon the basis o:€void for vagueness, the Court must consider boil1 the
essential faivxess of tbe law and the i~npracticabilityof drafting legislatioil with geater
specificity." Olsen. v. ./A. Freeman Co., 1 7 Idaho 706, 715, 791 P.2d 1285, 1294 (1990).
This Court caimot find the mountain overlay district ordiilailce, fouild in BCC $ 9-212(D) is ~~~~constitutioilaily
vague or uncertain. T l ~ elanguage of tlie ordiilailce defiiliilg the
applicatio~lof the MOD is reasonably clear such that au ordiilary persoil of cornmon intelligence
would not need to guess at its mear~i~iling.
Thai is, at least as to the definitions oEu.)~athillsides are
i~~cliided
iri tile MOD, tliere is little debate, for it is relatively easy to deteilnirle the slope o f a
hillside. The difficulty, obviously, collies in determining what areas are "higl~esthai? the lowest
l~illsideslopes w11ich exceed 25%". In this case, the Zoilirig Coi??i~?ission,and the11tile Board of
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Commissioi~ers,applied tile hillside ovdiirance defiiiitions to the petitioiler's propeiiy in a
reasonable, common-sense fashion, and well within the confines oftlze ordii?aiice. Tile slope
angle and the deiiilitio~lsof the BCC, parficzllc~rlyas applied here, fairly delineate whether a
property falis withill the MOD, and thus puts the properly owner on notice.
While the MOD is sufficiei~tlydefiiiite, the petitioilers are correct that the oi-dinance
application varies as ruuch as tile topography of properties it is applied to. "However, tile overall
ei~foscemei~t
of the zoning ordiilailce is as reasonable as could be draked and still maintaii? the
protectio~?ofthe pi~hlicwelfare goais set forth in the zo~lingordiilai~ces."Dilley v. Blciine

Cour.it)i, CV-97-3731 aild CV-97-4237. The ui-diilance's I-eiiailceon the slope of the pl-opeliy is
suflicieiltly specific and ~ ~ n i f o n nTherefore,
.
this Court ca~uloifind the MOD ordinance to be
void for vagueiless and does ilot violate the United Srates or Idaho Coilstitiitions.
IV. Attorney Fees

Each paiiy has I-equested an award of attorney fees ~mder1.C. 12-117 against the other
party in their initial briefs filed with the Cou~t.A failure to request attoiiley's fees in tlie first.
appellate brief filed wouid have constituted a waiver of the claim. Lrrfharn v. Hciizey Seed Co.,
119 Idaho 412, 807 P.2d 630 (1991). Attoriiey fees "shall" be awarded iindei- 12-1 17 if apai-ty
acted "without a reasonable basis in fact or law". The Idaho Appellate R1.11esapply to the
District Coul? when it sits as an appellate court to a11 administrative proceeding. Encr-el v.

Aoi~ilerCoLintji,139 Idaho 780, 788-9, 86 P.3d 494, 502-3 (2004). Pursuant to I.A.R. 41(c) the
Co~11-tis to deteilnine a claimed right to attoi-11e.yfees iii its decision.
Blaine County is the prevailing party on tiis appeal. The primary focus on appeal is the
petitioner's coritention that tile Couiity acted arbitrarily, capl-iciously, and witliout a reasonable
basis in law when it concluded petitioner's propeily did 11ol constitute a bench, andlor that the
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property above the 5740 foot line was within the MOD. In making its determinatioils on at least
some oftbose issues, tile County utilized a method wllich seeins to fairly al~plythe language of
the Code. Reasoi~ableniinds may differ as to the coi~clusioilsreached by tl~eCounty. The Court
ca~ulotfiild that petitioner's have acted witllout a reasonable basis in fact or law in bringing this
issue before the Court for appellate review. The Cou11 finds declines to award fees in this matter
pursuant to I.C. 5 12-117.

IT IS S O ORDERED.
DATED this

L/__
day of Marcli, 2007

"

Disti-icf Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

&

I E R E B Y CERTIFY that on this
day of March, 2007, 1 caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing docurne7.1t by tile method indicated below, and addressed to each of tile
following:
Timotl~yGraves, Esq.
201 20d Ave S. Sle 100
Hailey, Id 83333

U.S.
Mail, Postage Prepaid
vFfand
Delivered
- O v e ~ ~ ~ iMail
ght
- Telescope
-

-"6s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

G a ~ ySleile, Esq.
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, I
D 8.3303-1906

- Iiaild

Delivered
Overnight Mail
- Telecopy

-U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Board of Coinmissioners
206 1%'Ave S Sle 300
Hailey, ID 83333

Jr&~d Delivered
-OveLnight Mail

Deputy
,
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Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney
201 2"'Avenue S., Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
Telephone: (208) 788-5545
Fax: (208) 788-5554
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFflE
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__l__._.

*,, n::,),,.7,; 0 , s : n e

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ED TERRAZAS and JACKIE
WESELOH,
Petitioners

Case No. CV-05-780

OBJECTION TO MOTION
TO ALLOW FILING OF POSTARGUMENT BRlEF

BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, By and
through its duly elected Board of
Commissioners.
Respondent

Comes now Timothy K. Graves, on behalf of Respondent Blaine County, Idaho,
and hereby submits this Objection to Motion to Allow Filing of Post-Argument Brief in
the above captioned matter.
Blaine County objects to further argument since the matter has been fully
submitted to the Court, and the Court has not requested additional briefing to assist ii in
making a decision.

The Petitioners have already had the extensive opportunity to

present their appeal, including augmentation of the administrative record, Petitioner's
Brief, a Reply Brief, approximately one and one half hours of opening oral argument,

OBJECTION TO MOTION TO ALLOW FILING OF POST-ARGUMENTBRIEF - Page 1

and a one half hour rebuttal oral argument. Blaine County has had far less of an
opportunity to defend its decision, consisting of one brief and less than one hour of oral
argument. Giving Petitioner further opportunity to argue matters that have been part of
the Administrative Record since the outset of this cause of action would only further
widen this disparity. Accordingly, if the Court affords Petitioner an opportunity to submit
further argument on topics of its choosing, Blaine County should be afforded a similar
opportunity.
Blaine County respectfully requests that the Court deny t h e Petitioner's Motion to
Allow Filing of Post-Argument Brief.

DATED this

ad day of March, 2007
4

-

Timothy K. Graves, ISBN 5556
Chief deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

&

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of March, 2007, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
,

..

Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

I

- U.S. Mail

- Hand Delivered

- Overnight Mail

2 Telecopy
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-

J a m Diage, C/& D~stm
Court Blaine Coimly,
.-I

G a ~ D.
y Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB 83 198
!rh\gdsUiiigationbppe~i\notice

LN TI% DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, LN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
* * * a * * * * * * *

ED TERRAZAS and JACKIE
WESELOH,

1
1
1

Appellants,
v.
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO,
By and through its duly elected
Board of Commissioners,
Respondent.

1
1
1
1
1

Case No. CV-05-760

Fee: $101.00

1
\

TO:

THE ABOVJZ-NAMED RESPONDENT, AND ITS ATTORNEY OF RECORD,
TlMOTHY GRAVES, AND THE CLERK OF TI% ABOVE-ENTITLED
COURT:

NOTICE IS IEREBY GNEN THAT:
1.

The above-named Appellants, ED TWRAZAS and JACKIE WESELOH, appeaI

against the above-named Respoildent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Decision on Petition
for Judicial Review entered in the above-entitled action on March 21, 2007, Honorable Robert J.
Elgee presiding.
NOTICE OF APPEAL

I

-1

2

2.
01-

4
5
6
7

8

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments

orders described

3.

The following is a preliminary statement of the issues which the Appellants intend

to assert in the appeal. Such preliminary list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the A~i,pellants

£ram asse~tingother issues on appeal.
(a)

(b)

i

i

1
i

I

Were the Findings, Conclusions and Decision entered by tile County

arbitrary or capricious?
(c)

Did the adminishator have final authorily to detennine zonil~gboundaries,

and if so, did the Board err by ovenuiiilg the a&ni~listrator'sdete~mination?
(d)

13

14

Were tile Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law entered by the County

unsupported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole?

11

12

pal-agraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule

1l(a)(l) and (2) I.A.R.

9

10

UI

Was the Board's determination that the NoICaOi Ranch Subdivision was

within the Mountain Overlay District ("MOD") arbitrary, capricious, and without a
reasonable basis in fact or law?

15

Were Appellants' due process rights violated by Coi~missionerWright's

(e)
16

personal visit to the site of the Subject Properly?

17

(0

Was the Board estopped &om ove~mlingthe adminishator's decisioil that

18

the MOD did not apply to the Petitioners' application because Appellants had expended

19

more than $50,000 in relia~lceon the admillistrator's ii~terpretation?
Were the Appellants denied due process of law because the MOD

(g)

20

ordinaace is unconstitutionally vague?
21
Are the Appellants entitled to an awal-d of costs and attorney fees pursuant

(h)
22

to Idaho Code 5 12-117?

23

4.

Is a reporter's transcript requested? No.

24

5.

The Appellants request the foilowii~g documents to be included in the

!:

25

I

26

(Clerk's/Agencyls)record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.
e

The record established by Blaine C o u ~ ~ wbic11
iy
was lodged with the District
Court.

e

A11 motions, stipulatio~lsand orders filed in this rnaiter.

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2

The duly adopted Comnprehe~~sive
Plan, and the Zonulg and Subdivision
Ordinances of Blaine County as existed on the date of Appellants' applications.
5.

I certify:

(a)

That no hanscrlpt that has not already been prepared is being requested.

@)

That the estimated fee for preparatloll of the Clerlrs or Agency's record w ~ l l

be paid within the time required by ~ u l eafter notice to Appellants of the alnount of the
estimated fee.
(c)
(d)
to Rule 20.

That tile appellate iilillg fee has been paid.
That selvice has been made upon all paltics required to be served pursuant

DATED this &day

of April, 2007.
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC

By:

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3

-

The undersigned certifies that on the u d a y of April, 2007, he caused a m e w d coilect copy of thc
foregoing instment to be served upon the following persoils in the following manner:
Tim Graves
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attonley
201 2nd Avenue South Suite 100
Hailey, .D 83333

[1
[]
[]
[x]

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Tra~is~nission
(208) 788-5554

Blaine County Conunissioilers
206 1" Ave. South Suite 300
Nailey, ID 83333

1]
[]
[1

Illand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Trans~nissioil
(208) 788-5569

[XI

-@L
Gary
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.S

tte

I

1. Original Blaine County Record including items listed on llie following table of
contents filed 11-10-05
2. Motion to Augment the Record filed 1-17-06
3. Supplement to Record including Exhibits A-I filed 3-28-06
4. Petitioner's Brief including Exhibits A-D filed 11-15-06

E,XE-IIBITLIST - 1

TARLZ OF CONTENTS

PLANNING 6 ZONING CORRESPONDENCE
Reg~~latory
Takings Analysis letter dated 10/12/05
Order Re: Petitioii for judicial Review filed 9/8/05
Petitiotl for J~tdicial'Review filed 9/6/
Findings of Fact, Co~iclusionsof Law
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law Bi Recom~nendatioii3/24 & 4/14/05. ... . . .. .. ........42
Staff Report dated 6/28/05.,. , .. . . . .. . .. ... .... .
. ... . . . . ,........ .............. ........... ........, ..53A
. . . . . .................. ........... 54
Staff Report dated 3/24/05. . . . . .
Exhibit 6-A-1 - NoKaOi Ranch Sub Preliminary Plat dated 3/8/05 ................ ............... 61
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. . . .. . ... .. ....... . . . ... .
. 63
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78
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79
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

1

ED TERRAZAS and JACKIE,
WESELOH,
PetitionerslAppellants,
vs.
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, by and
Through its duly elected Board of
Commissioners,
Respondent.
STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court No. 34106

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

)
) 5s.
)

County of Blaine

I, Tracy Holz, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing
Clerk's Record on Appeal was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, full and
correct Record of the pleadings and documents as are automatically required under Ruie 28 of
the tdaho Appellate Rules as well as those requested by the Appellant.
I do further certify that all exhibits offered or admitted in the above-entitled cause
will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the Clerk's Record on Appeal,
as required by Rule 31 of the ldaho Appellate Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
, 2007.
said Court at Hailey, Idaho, this
day of
JOLYNN DRAGE, Clerk of the Court

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ED TERWZAS and JACKIE,
WESELOH,
PetitionerslAppellants,

Supreme Court No. 34106

VS .

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, by and through
Its duly elected Board of Commissioners,
Respondent.
I, Tracy Holz, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District
of the State of ldaho, in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to
each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906

Jim Thomas
Blaine County
201 2"dAvenue S. Ste. 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333

Attorneys for PlaintiffIAppellant

Attorneys for Respondent

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
day of
L%L,2007
of the said Court this -21
J/

JOLYNN DRAGE, Clerk of the Court

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - I

